
Looking for a Upgrade? This jack delivers reliable, long-lasting performance with 
the addition of high quality fluid seals and better hydraulic fluid. Rapid-Rise™ 
Technology utilizes dual pump pistons that raise the lift arm to the load point 
with minimal strokes.
Features: low profile, long reach frame, ball bearing rear swivel casters 
and 2-piece 50” handle with bumper pad to protect vehicle from damage. 
See page 20 for additional specifications.

GET FREE: 1/2” Drive 7 PC.
SAE Fully Polished Jumbo 
Crowsfoot Wrench Set (#9720A) 
with purchase of #66035SJ

This low profile, powder coated steel framed creeper has 
ground clearance of only 1.75” making it slim enough to 
get you under low vehicles if needed.
• Features cushioned TrueTimber® Kanati Camo 
print with adjustable black headrest.
• For easy mobility, it has (6) swivel casters placed 
around the frame to distribute weight equally.
• Dimensions: 40.4” × 19” × 5.2”

Camo Creeper
with Adjustable Headrest

3.5 Ton Steel Service Jack
with Rapid Rise™ Lifting Technology This low profile floor jack gives you the power to lift up to 

44,000 lb. Rugged steel frame has sturdy one piece handle 
with front positioning handle making it ideal for use 
between tandem axles.
• Two larger rear wheels provide easy transporting 
and maneuverability.
• Full air actuation raises and lowers the ram with 
simple turn of variable speed control knob.
• Flash chromed “Spring-less” ram design protects 
against weathering. Other components like high 
quality seals provide longer life.

22 Ton
Air/Hydraulic Axle Jack

RETAIL 
VALUE $6649

Offer!Offer!

Includes (3) stacking adapters
(0.78”, 1.96” & 3.93”) for maximum reach.
See page 20 for additional specifications.

$36999 $84999

$8999

# 8505KANATI

# 66035SJ

# 6822$36999 $84999

$8999
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Description ID # Part # SALE PRICE
Master +Plus Disconnect Set 7 LIS # 39850 $169.99
Master Disconnect Set 8 LIS # 39900 $55.99
4 Pc. Low Profile Jiffy-Tite® Disconnect Set 9 LIS # 22990 $81.99
3/8” Low Profile Jiffy-Tite® Disconnect 9 LIS # 22930 $17.99
Kevlar® Heat Resistant Arm Glove 10 LIS # 21260 $22.99
Fuel & AC Disconnect Pliers 11 LIS # 37300 $19.99
5 Pc. Double-Ended Air Line Disconnect Set 12 LIS # 42400 $38.99
7 Pc. Spring Lock Coupler Disconnect Set 13 LIS # 63800 $17.49

Line Disconnect tooLs
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13 Bearing / seaL tooLs
Description ID# Part # SALE PRICE
Bearing Race and Seal Driver — LIS # 12600 $36.99
Pneumatic Bearing Race & Seal Driver Set 1 LIS # 12800 $129.99
Bearing Race & Seal Driver - Master Set 2 LIS # 12980 $82.99
Seal Driver Kit — LIS # 24800 $41.99
Handy Packer Bearing Packer 5 LIS # 34550 $23.49
Adjustable Seal Puller 4 LIS # 56650  $15.49
Seal Puller 3 LIS # 56750 $9.49
Heavy Duty Bearing / Seal Installer 6 LIS # 61900 $229.99
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# 959
These wire strippers/crimpers have cutting holes 
which are precision ground and heat treated to 
hold their edge. Features laser etched markings 
for lasting indication of wire gauges.
7” Ergonomic Handle Wire Stripping Tool .................. CNL # 957 ........ $17.99
Features lean plier nose to pull and loops wire. Designed to strip AWG Solid wire sizes: 10, 12, 
14, 16, 18  & AWG Stranded wire sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Cuts machine bolts sizes: 6-32, 8-32.
8.5” Wire Stripping / Cutting / Crimper Tool ............... CNL # 908 ........ $17.99

This wiring tool does it all. Designed to strip AWG wire sizes: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 
millimeter wire sizes .80, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 2.6. Crimps: coax cable, 7-8mm ignition wires & both 
insulated & non-insulated terminals. Cuts machine bolts sizes: 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 & 10-24.

8” Wire Stripping / Cutting / Crimper Tool ................. CNL # 959 ....... $22.99
Designed to cut copper wire only! Designed to strip AWG Solid wire sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 

20 and AWG Stranded wire sizes: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22. Crimps both insulated and non-insu-
lated terminals 10-22. Cuts machine bolts sizes: 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 & 10-24.

Made In The

USa

# 957

# 909

# 908

# 369

Crimping & Cutting Tool
Crimps both insulated and non-insulated solderless 
connections and terminals. The slim nose shape 
increase your accessibility into tight places. Has 
laser heat-treated cutting edges that can cut 
10-22 AWG wire. Made from high-carbon 
C1080 steel with Channellock blue comfort 
grips for better leverage and less fatigue.
CNL # 909 .....................$22.49

9.5” Lineman’s
Pliers - XLT
XL Extreme leverage technology means considerably less 
force is required to make a cut than traditional high leverage 
models. In addition laser heat-treated cutting edges last longer. Made 
using high carbon C1080 US steel and then treated with an electronic 
coating for ultimate rust prevention. Features: heavy duty enclosed joint 
design, round nose, useful crushing area and blue comfort grips. 
CNL # 369 ..................... $27.49

ActuAtor Motor Wrench Set

27 Pc. Quick chAnge terMinAl tool Set

the innoVAtor in
SPeciAltY toolS Save multiple hours of labor,

as the dash doesn’t need to be
disassembled to replace those tiny

electric HVAC Motors!

The LED lighted handle illuminates 
electrical connectors. Set includes 24 
quick-connect terminal disconnect tools, a 
sheathing ripper, a terminal pin repair tool 
and interchangeable handle. Has a battery 
operated LED light molded into the han-

dle for greater visibility and illumination 
inside of electrical connectors. A handy 
application cross-reference is printed 

in the lid of the blow molded case.

Remove wires from wiring harnesses 
and terminal blocks without damage!

These HVAC motors control 
the air flow into the vehicle and are 

commonly found in confined areas under 
the vehicle dash. Most commonly found fasteners 

are 5.5mm, 8mm and T-15 Torx®. This specially designed 
hinged handle has a toothless ratchet can be flipped over to 

switch from clockwise to counterclockwise rotation. Length of 
ratchet drive end can be extended and locked with jam nut.

Includes: 8mm socket and 1/4” square drive adapter for 
use with any 1/4” drive socket or bit holder. Tool can 
also be used in other hard-to-reach applications.

LIS # 71750

$19999

LIS # 64100

$3999



150A 
Engine Start /12V

35A 
Boost |12V

15A 
Boost /12V

5A 
Charge /12V

250A 
Engine Start /12V

50A 
Boost /12V

25A 
Boost / 6V & 12V

10A 
Charge /12V

When you need a manual timer-controlled
battery charger like our Dad used to have

$15999 $19999

12V / 24V

#SC1445#SC1437

These modern timer-controlled wheeled battery chargers use manual top panel rotary 
switches that allow simple, precise charge selection. You set the amperage then dial in 

the charging time up to 135 minutes while you monitor it on the amp meter. After the timer 
expires, the charger stops charging your battery. Best of all there reasonably priced.

 12V / 6V Battery Maintainer
1.5 Amp Output Current ~ (6V -or- 12V). Features: auto 
battery voltage detection, Float Mode monitoring and 
LED charge status indicators. Includes quick-connect 
ring terminal harness.
Dimensions: 3.5” × 7.25” × 5.25”

 On Board Battery Maintainer
1.5 Amp Output Current ~ (6V -or- 12V) Automatic. Can 
be mounted onto virtually any vehicle so all you have 
to do is plug it into the wall when you need it. Features 
include: auto voltage detection, Float Mode monitoring 
and (2) LED’s that show charge status. Has ring termi-
nal style harness. Includes double-sided adhesive and 
cable tie for mounting. Dimensions: 2” × 5.88” × 9”

 Battery Charger + Maintainer
Output Current ~ 2 Amp (6V) 6 Amp (12V) Fully Auto-
matic. Features: auto voltage detection, auto-start, and 
LED charge indicators for ease and accuracy. Float 
mode monitoring automatically maintains optimum 
battery charge. Dimensions: 3.25” × 10.25” × 7.38”

 Battery Charger + Maintainer
Automatic Output Current ~ 2 Amp (6V) 3 Amp (12V). 
Has scrolling digital messaging display, walking you 
thru step-by-step charging instructions. Features: auto 
battery voltage detection, Float Mode monitoring and 
LED charge indicators that act like a gauge to show 
charge status. The quick-connect style harness ac-
cepts either battery clamps, ring terminal or 12V acces-
sory plug adapter (all three included).
Dimensions: 7.63” × 3” × 8.38”

 Battery Charger + Maintainer
Automatic 1.0 Amp Output Current ~ (6V -or- 12V) 
Features: auto battery voltage detection, Float Mode 
monitoring and LED charge indicates Power On and 
Charging Status. Reverse hook-up protection means 
the charger will not operate if clamps are reversed Has 
20 ft. long reach quick-connect style cord that accepts 
either battery clamps or ring terminal adapter (both in-
cluded). Dimensions: 3.38” x 7” x 10.75”

 Solar Powered 12V
 Battery Charger + Maintainer
4.8 Amp Output Current. Automatically charges and 
maintains your battery without electricity. Features 
water-resistant amorphous solar panel that even works 
in cloudy conditions. Includes: (1) 12V DC adapter (1) 
clamp adapter (4) mounting screws.
Dimensions: 15” × 2.75” × 17.25”
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C

chargers & Maintainers

# SC1355

$4499

# SC1357

$6699

# SP1356

$6499

# SP1295

$5799

# SP-400

$8999

Battery chargers
listed here are

compatible with
Standard Lead Acid,
Gel &  AGM batteries

On-BOARD MEMORy
SAVER DETECTOR
DSR # OBD-L ...................$39.99
Fully automatic. Attaches between a portable 
power pack and into vehicle’s on-board data 
(OBDII) diagnostic port, to maintain power to 
vehicle’s microprocessor controlled devices 
when vehicle’s battery is disconnected.

B

# SC1300

$4999

12V 6V / 12V

25A 
Boost / 12V & 24V

10A 
Charge /12V

200A 
Engine Start /12V

50A 
Boost /12V

#DSR140$29999

Each model shown here features a Microprocessor Controlled multi-
phase charging process to provide precision and proper voltage 
which is vital to many components and sensors found 
in modern vehicles today. These meet the 
highest industry DOE (Department of Energy) 
standards for efficiency.

putS the ControlS
baCk in your handS.

Round Easy-to-Read Analog Meter — shows charging levels
Boost Mode — sends a quick burst of energy into the 

battery to help bring deeply discharged batteries back to life
Charges — standard | AGM | GEL | Deep Cycle batteries

12 ft. Total Reach – 6 ft. power cord and 6 ft. front-mounted output cables 
Solid State Circuitry — with silicon diodes for optimum performance

DOE Compliant – meeting conservation standards for energy efficiency
Convenient Storage Profile – color-coded clamps with heavy duty cables located

on the front side of machine, retractable handle and oversized wheels for easy mobility

  There Are 
Certain Times..
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6V / 12V Battery Charger
& Maintainer
This micro-processor smart charger uses a 
unique 9-stage charging process that diagnoses 
and maintains both a 6-volt and/or a 12-volt bat-
teries. Ideal for keeping batteries charged while 
in storage. Features a digital LED screen that 
displays charging status. Suitable for AGM, GEL, 
or STANDARD lead acid batteries. ETL certified.
FRN # 52735 .....................$29.99

6V / 12V Battery Charger w/ Engine Boost
This Smart Charger has a unique features that recon-
figures and charges a “dead” battery. Easy to operate 
recessed button controls/interface allows user to select 
between AGM, GEL, or STANDARD lead acid batteries. 
Charges both 6-volt and/or a 12-volt battery. Charging 
rates includes 0-20 amps (automatic), 2 amps (trickle), 
10 amps (standard) and 20 amps (quick charge) with 
100 amp boost Engine Start capability. Large LCD display 
allows user to see Volts, Amps, and Charge Percentage 
with a push of a button. Provides alternator test function 
and 13.6V stable constant voltage mode. ETL certified.
FRN # 52750 ................................. $124.99

Take the guesswork out of charging your battery with this 3 stage 
Smart Micro-Processor controlled charger. Designed to charge AGM, 
GEL, or STANDARD lead acid batteries. Charges both 6-volt and/or 
a 12-volt battery. Charging rates includes  2 amps (trickle), 10 amps 
(standard) and 40 amps (quick charge) with 200 amp boost Engine 
Start capability. Easy to operate recessed button controls/interface 
with large LCD display allow user to see Volts, Amps, Status of 
Charge with a push of a button. Three LED’s to indicate reverse 
cable hook-up, maintenance mode and reconditioning/desulfation 
mode. Constructed using 
a durable powdered-
coated steel case with 
telescopic handle and 
built-in cord manage-
ment for easy storage. 
Large rubber wheels 
allows mobility over a 
multitude of surfaces. 
ETL certified.

6V / 12V Wheeled Battery Charger w/ Engine Boost

900 AMP - 12V
Jump Starter / Power Station
w/ Built-in Air Compressor
This 900 Peak Amp rechargeable jump starter is 
ideal for boosting light to medium cars and trucks. 
The 18 Ah battery is capable of delivering up to 
400 Cranking Amps (CA) or 200 Cold Cranking 
Amps (CCA). Suitable for Absorbed Glass Mat 

(AGM), GEL and 
standard lead acid 
batteries. Has a ton 
of safety features 
like: spark-proof 
protection, acciden-
tal reverse polarity 
protection, overheat 
protection, power surge, overload protector and auto-recovery. If 
you need portable power for your cell phone, tablet or other small 

electronic device, this jump starter has a USB outlet as well. Or use the 12 volt DC power outlet 
to power 12 volt devices. Has a high-intensity LED worklight plus a 250 psi air compressor built 
into this portable power station making is perfect for those roadside emergencies. Comes with 
powder-coated heavy duty metal clamps, high-strand double insulation cables, side-mounted 
holsters with cable tracks and a corrosion-proof case with an ergonomic handle. ETL certified.
FRN # 52765..................................................................................$149.99

LCD Displays...
• Battery Charge percentage
• Voltage at Battery Clamps
• Alternator Output percentage 
 to help diagnose electrical 
 problems (12V only)

6V / 12V FuLLy autoMatic WheeLeD
Battery charger With 200a engine start

• Dimensions: 12.5” × 11.88” × 23.5”
• Schu Eco Energy - DOE compliant

• Microprocessor Controlled Charging automatically 
adjust amperage rate to charge and maintain your 

battery with precision and safety

• 6 Amp < > 2amp Output Current
• 40 Amp Boost Mode for severely discharged batts.

• 200 Amp Engine Start

• Float Mode monitoring maintains
optimum battery charge

• Auto voltage detection
• Reverse hook-up protection

• LEDs act like a gauge to indicate charge status
• Push button controls

• STD or AGM battery type button 

• Has retractable handle for storage, with clamps that 
enter on front of unit and compact wheels for mobility

DSR # SC1353

$20999

FRN # 52755

$22499

1800 Peak Amps - 12V
• 280 Cranking Amps • 225 Cold Cranking Amps
• Color-coded clamps with 4 ga. 28” cables • Sealed Lead Acid Battery
DSR # DSR119 .............................................. $164.99
2250 Peak Amps - 12V w/ AC Outlets
• 525 Cranking Amps • 350 Cold Cranking Amps • USB Port
• 12V DC outlet • 400W inverter with (2) AC household outlets
• Color-coded Clamps with 4 ga. 60” L cables • (1) AGM Battery
DSR # DSR116 ...............................................$269.99
4000 Peak Amps - 12V / 24V
• 750 (12V) / 475 (24V) Cranking Amps
• 525 (12V) / 350 (24V) Cold Cranking Amps • USB Port • 12V DC outlet
• Color-coded clamps with 2 ga. 60” cables • (2) AGM Batteries
DSR # DSR115 ...............................................$549.99

• Digital Display
 Allows you to view percentage of
 charge of the internal battery pack(s)
• 12 Volt DC outlet
 Powers 12 volt devices and for
 recharging in-vehicle when in transit
• usB output port
 Perfect for powering or recharging
 portable electronic devices
• No spark safety
 Red on/off power switch disconnects
 clamps from the internal battery source
 to help prevent accidental sparking
• auto 2-amp eterNal Charger

Jump StarterS

Peak amPs
2000

500
CraNkiNg amps

325
ColD CraNkiNg amps

• high-output agm Battery
Sets this unit apart from the competition

• heaVy Duty metal Clamps - With 4 AWG cables

• uNique Case DesigN - Allows for
operation in both vertical and horizontal positions

• 12-Volt DC power outlet
Powers 12 volt devices and for
recharging in-vehicle when in transit

• 2-amp exterNal automatiC Charger
Quick charging without the worry of overcharging

• Digital Display - Shows internal battery
percentage and battery voltage

10%
More PoWer

25%
More cycLes

12V Portable Jump Starter

DSR # DSR141G

$19499
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Converts Direct Current (DC) into
Alternating Current (AC) anywhere you need it

9” Cable Cutter
Precision made from high carbon, drop forged 
steel. Heat treated and closely mated cutters 
cuts up to 4/0 aluminum and 2/0 soft copper 
(not designed for steel or ACSR cable).
CNL # 911 .......................... $26.99

Hammer-Style
caBLe criMPer 
This portable crimping tool 
allows you to crimp connectors 
by striking the anvil with a 
hammer. Features a locking 
lever for easy loading. 
16 to 4/0 Gauge Wire
SWC # WTT7 ..................... $39.99
8 to 4/0 Gauge Wire
DEK # 05410 ..................... $15.99

Booster caBles
parrot Style ClampS
2 Gauge | 24’ Long 
DEK # 00161 ................. $119.99 
2 Gauge | 20’ Long 
DEK # 00183 ...................$99.99
4 Gauge | 20’ Long 
DEK # 00163 ................... $77.99
4 Gauge | 16’ Long 
DEK # 00337 ...................$79.99

600 VoLt coPPer
WeLDing / Battery caBLe
This Class K stranded bare copper conductor 
is jacketed in black Carolprene® EPDM rubber. 
Great for applications requiring 600 volts or less. 
2/0 AWG ....... CRL # 01773 ....... $3.99
1/0 AWG ....... CRL # 01774 ........$3.59
1 AWG .......... CRL # 01775 ....... $2.89
2 AWG .......... CRL # 01776 ....... $2.49
4 AWG .......... CRL # 01777 ....... $1.49

Parrot Style Commercial
Grade Clamps
These zinc plated clamps have heavy-duty 
tension spring and are rated for 500 Amp 
applications. Lug accommodates up to 2 ga 
wire Includes (1) black and (1) red clamp. 
FRN # 54722 ..................... $10.49

External Bumper Jumper Kit
Is your vehicles battery not easily accessible 
or difficult to get to? This kit provides you with 
a connection to your battery on the outside of 
your vehicle. Excellent for service stations, auto 
dealers, garages, trucking firms, race industry, 
contractors, farmers and ranchers. 
FRN # 52841 .................... $88.99

3/8” male Sure-Grip pluG
Attaches to one end of your jumper/booster 
cables allowing quick connection to bumper 
plate shown above.
FRN # 57701 ....... Black ...... $13.59
FRN # 57902 ........Red ........ $13.59

Battery 
terMinaL 
sPrays
Clean and protect 
your battery 
terminals, battery 
casings, cables 
connectors, bulk-
head connectors 
and hold downs. 

Battery Cleaner
Instantly detects leaks and neutralizes acid.
CRC # 5023 ..........................$3.79
Battery Terminal Protector
Prevents corrosion buildup on battery terminals.
CRC # 5046 ......................... $5.99

heaVy Duty
rePLaceMent
Battery terMinaLs
These lead alloy clamps fit either the positive or 
negative battery posts. Adjustable plate fits 6 to 
1 gauge cable. 

Top Post Terminals
Comes 10 terminals on a display card.
DEK # 00369 ..................... $12.99
Side Post Terminals
Comes 8 terminals on a display card.
DEK # 00192 ....................... $9.99

# 00369

# 00192

Sold by the Foot

Ratcheting Battery
Terminal Combo Wrench
5/16” & 10mm reversible ratcheting wrench 
to fit OE side and top terminals. 70-90 in/lbs 
for side terminals & 50-70 for top terminals.
DEK # 08861 ....................... $4.99

Model: PRT # W16651 PRT # W16652  PRT # W16653
Continuous Use: 400 watt  1000 watt  2000 watt
Peak Surge Power: 800 watt  2000 watts  4000 watts
AC Voltage Output:  115V @ 60hz  115V @ 60hz 115V @ 60hz
* Digital Display: No  Yes Yes
Cooling Fan Type: High Speed  High Speed  3 Speed
AC Receptacles:   Two (2) Two (2) Three (3)
USB Power Ports:   One (1) 2.1A One (1) 2.1A One (1) 2.1A
Overall Size:   6.3” x 4.4” x 2.2” 9.6” x 6.5” x 3.7” 11.6” x 8.7” x 4.0”
Includes:   12V Power Cord & 3’ Long | 4 gauge 3’ Long | 4 gauge
  Battery Clamp Cable Battery Cable Battery Cable
Sale Price: $49.99 $129.99 $239.99

• Micro Computer Unit - for precise output
• Coil Flux Transformer - for extended life
• Oversized Heat Sink - for thermal efficiency 
• Built-in Cooling Fan - to help dissipate heat 
 extending the life of the inverter
• Automatic Thermal Shutdown Protection
 if operating temperature range is exceeded
• Audible Alarm - if voltage level gets too low
• Surge Protection - protects against
 excessive current fluctuations
• Additional Built-in Protection - including:
Overload, Short Circuit, Reverse Connection,
High/Low Input Voltage, Battery Drain,
Reverse Polarity for safe operation

# W16652

# W16651

# W16653

100 Amp Battery Load Tester
Designed to tests three aspects of battery 
health: battery voltage test, 15-second 
battery-load test and and alternator health. 
Works on both 6V and 12 volt batteries. 
Features an easy-to-read color coded meter 
and rust-resistant copper clamps.
PRT # W2988 .................... $29.99

ConvERTS
12

volt
120

volt
to

* Digital Display Screen indicates battery voltage, output power in W or KW and error codes

hyDrauLic-
action caBLe criMPer Kits
You can now build custom wiring, crimp terminal lugs on 
battery cables, and attach terminal ends or butt connectors. Consistent repeatable 
crimps performance every time. Includes crimping dies that can be changed quickly 
and hassle-free. Features powered coated steel construction, non-slip grip handles 
and large On/Off ram retraction knob. Includes blow molded storage case. 

9 Die Hydraulic Crimper Kit ...................................TTN # 11980 ........$74.99
Crimp Force: 45KN (10,116 Lbf) | Stroke: 12mm | Crimping range from #11-2/0 (4-70mm) on 
copper cable and #8-1/0 (8-50mm) on aluminum cable.
• Includes hexagon crimping dies for AWG# 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 cables
8 Die High Capacity Hydraulic Crimper Kit .............TTN # 11981 ........ $84.99
Crimp Force: 470KN (15,736 Lbf) | Stroke: 14mm | Crimping range from #6-4/0 (10-120mm) on 
copper cable and #4-3/0 (25-95mm) on aluminum cable. 
• Includes hexagon crimping dies for AWG# 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0 cables

PoWer inVerters

# 11981

# 11980

6, 12 & 24V 
Battery / Alternator 
Tester & Voltmeter

Accurate, easy-to-read digital LCD screen and 
(2) LED indicators allows you to tests the bat-
tery state of charge and 12V charging system 
output. Checks 6/12/24 Volt SLI & VRLA / 
AGM / GEL batteries. Features: reverse polari-
ty protection, over-voltage protection and has 
open circuit voltage table on the front of the 
tester. Dimensions: 2.1” × 3.3” × 6.5”
DSR # BT55 ....................... $29.99

1800 Peak Amps - 12V
• 280 Cranking Amps • 225 Cold Cranking Amps
• Color-coded clamps with 4 ga. 28” cables • Sealed Lead Acid Battery
DSR # DSR119 .............................................. $164.99
2250 Peak Amps - 12V w/ AC Outlets
• 525 Cranking Amps • 350 Cold Cranking Amps • USB Port
• 12V DC outlet • 400W inverter with (2) AC household outlets
• Color-coded Clamps with 4 ga. 60” L cables • (1) AGM Battery
DSR # DSR116 ...............................................$269.99
4000 Peak Amps - 12V / 24V
• 750 (12V) / 475 (24V) Cranking Amps
• 525 (12V) / 350 (24V) Cold Cranking Amps • USB Port • 12V DC outlet
• Color-coded clamps with 2 ga. 60” cables • (2) AGM Batteries
DSR # DSR115 ...............................................$549.99
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Butane Mini torches
These compact pocket sized microtorch-
es produce an adjustable, wind resistant 
blue flame that delivers temperatures 
up to 2500°F | 1300°C. Pinpoint flame 
makes it a smart choice for melting 
solder, small brazing rod, heat shrinking 
& terminating, jewelry repair, BBQ, baking 
and many other applications. Has built-in 
self-igniting system with safety lock and 
refillable butane “fuel cell”.

Palm Sized Model ........................................ FRN # 54823 ............... $17.59
Dimensions: 2.65”L x 1.05” W x 4.60” H
Flame Thrower w/ Stand-up Base .................. PRT # W2002 ............. $14.99
Dimensions: 7.60” H x 5.40” W x 1.40” D
1 oz. Premium Butane Fuel Refill  .................. FRN # 54822 .................$5.29
Has universal precision refill tip.

4

10

MiL

MiL

electric heat Guns
1550 Watt ‘D’ Handle Heat Gun
Features 16 CFM of air delivery with variable tem-
perature heat control settings between 120° to 1100° 
F. Built-in overload protection that shuts the heating 
element down to prevents burn up. Innovative kickstand 
support for greater stability and prevents tip over’s. 
Lightweight , compact design weighs only 2.1 
lbs and has 10’ long power cord.
DEW # D26950......................$79.99

1600 Watt Industrial Heat Gun
Provides 6 SCFM air delivery from a generous 1” dia. 
aluminum nozzle and rugged cast housing. 3-position 
rocker switch allows you to select between  Cool, Hot 
& Off. High temperature range of 1000° to 1100°F 
plus has a cool air selection. Includes a detachable 
3-position steel base for hands free operation.
PRT # W50078 ...................... $89.99

2-Speed Dual Temp Heat Gun
Features: dual temperature control switch 
(572° & 932°) to meet all of your project needs. 
Has lightweight pistol grip double insulated 
housing. Includes 6’ power cord and hang ring 
for convenient storage.
PRT # W50076 ..................... $22.99

4 Pc. Universal Heat Gun Nozzle Set
Expand the functionality of your heat gun with 
these universal adapters. Used for controlling the 
flow of air and focusing heat to the desired area. 
Fits heat guns with 1-3/8” nozzles. Set includes air 
spreader, reducer, scraper and deflector adapters.
PRT # W50076A..................... $4.99

#
 W

20
0

2

#
 5

4
82

3

VariaBLe sPeeD
air BLoWers
Cases are constructed with rugged ABS plastic. 
Blowers can be positioned in several ways 
with multiple pairs of no-scratch contact pads. 
With carry handle and built-in 15 amp 3-prong 
grounded AC receptacle.

Silver Heavy-Duty tarpS
10 mil thick woven reinforced fabric is designed 
for all-weather outdoor use. Has rope-reinforced 
hems, rust-resistant grommets and reinforced 
corners for added strength.
PRT # W7002 .........6’ x 8’ .......... $6.99
PRT # W7004 ........8’ x 10’ ........$11.99 
PRT # W7006 ....... 10’ x 12’ ........$17.99

BLue stanDarD Duy tarPs
PRT # W6004 ........8’ x 10’ ......... $5.99
PRT # W6006 ....... 10’ x 12’ ......... $8.49 
PRT # W6009 ....... 10’ x 20’ ....... $13.99 
PRT # W6011 ....... 12’ x 16’ ....... $12.99 
PRT # W6015 ....... 16’ x 20’ ....... $22.99
PRT # W6025 ....... 26’ x 40’ ....... $64.99

PRT # W50061 ..........300 CFM ...........$89.99
PRT # W50068 ........ 1,200 CFM ........$129.99
PRT # W50060 ....Heater Attachment .....$36.99
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Propane 
Heat Gun Torch Kit
This torch head connects to a disposable 
propane cylinder (not included) and has 
automatic ignition and a nozzle guard. Ad-
justable heat output from 842°F to 1,022°F 
for various applications. A rotating stand 
stabilizes torch with the head in the vertical 
position for hands-free use. Includes (1) 
spreader nozzle for larger area coverage & 
(1) deflector nozzle.
TTN # 51886 ..................... $69.99

3 Flint Striker
Dependable ignition under all working condi-
tions. Made of high-tensile strip steel with a 
triple flint head that rotates to new flint quickly 
for added convenience. Flints are replaceable.
FRN # 86103 ....................... $5.39

14.1 oz. Propane Fuel Cylinder
This replacement cylinder fits almost all 
standard torches. Can also be used for many 
camping items such as stoves, lanterns and 
heaters.
VIC # 0387-0436 .............. $10.99

14.1 oz. MAP/Pro Fuel Cylinder
Provides a significant increase in burning 
temperature and faster heat transfer than 
propane fuel. Designed for heavy-duty 
soldering of copper pipes, brazing and basic 
heat-treating.
VIC # 0916-0122 .............. $10.99

hand torCheS 
Swirl combustion tip design provides maximum 
heat. Can be used with MAPP or Propane fuel 
without changing the orifice. -- Torch Only

Self Lighting - Preset Flame 
VIC # 0387-0463 .............. $49.99
Self Lighting - Adjustable Flame 
VIC # 0387-0465 .............. $54.99
Manual Lighting - Adjustable Flame  
VIC # 0387-0400 .............. $39.99

This torch head 
connects to a dis-
posable propane 
cylinder and has 
automatic ignition 
and a nozzle guard. 
Adjustable heat 
output from 842°F 
to 1,022°F for various 
applications. A rotating 
stand stabilizes torch with the head in the 
vertical position for hands-free use.
Kit Includes: Auto igniting hand torch 
(#0387-0463) and 14.1 oz. propane fuel 
cylinder (#0387-0436) in a clear blister 
package for ease of merchandising. 
VIC # 0387-0464 ............$59.99

Self Lighting 
Hand Torch Kit 
w/ Preset Flame

Portable Propane Torch Kit...................................... FRN # 1723 ......... $54.99
This UL listed 500,000 BTU torch kit has hundreds of practical uses. Hooks up to any standard 20 
lbs. barbecue grill-type propane tank. Has a 36” all-steel handle with a 3” bell and a brass control 
knob that will not lock or freeze during use. The 10’ hose has a universal CGA-510 L.P. connec-
tion with POL safety valve. Includes flint striker that ensures swift and safe ignition every time.
Lined Pigskin Leather Work Gloves ~ LARGE  .........BOS # 1JL1399L ....... $8.99
Lined Pigskin Leather Work Gloves ~ X-LARGE ..... BOS # 1JL1399X ....... $8.99
These gloves are lined for comfort and warmth. Features a premium pigskin leather palm for 
good abrasion resistance and pigskin stays soft and pliable even after getting wet. The wing or 
angled thumb provides increased flexibility and long wear. Has a cotton back with shirred elastic 
for a secure fit. Safety cuff offers extended 
wrist protection.

# 1723
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Interchangeable DIe
Ratcheting Crimper

Eliminates damaged or distorted wire terminals. Allows you to crimp wire 
terminal ends with a professional and secure connection every time.

F l a w l e s s 
Crimps
Every-Time!

Safety Release
Mechanism

allows crimper
to release

mid-cycle

Adjustable
Compression

Quick Change Jaws
for use with multiple dies

• Ratchet mechanism Releases
afteR full compRession

featuRes incluDe:
• Corrosion resistant
  carbon steel frame
• Can be used with other 
  assorted interchangeable
  crimping dies
  (see salesperson for details)

• unifoRm cRimps

7 Piece Ratcheting Terminal Crimper Set
• Makes it virtually impossible to over / under crimp a connector. 
• For use with the most common types of solderless terminals.
• Set Includes: (1) Ratchet Crimper - (1) Insulated Terminal Die - (1) 
Fully Insulated Quick-Disconnect Terminal Die - (1) Closed End Con-
nector & Heat Shrink Terminal Die < the above dies are designed 
for use with 22-18, 16-14 and 12-10 AWG sizes. - (1) Mini Insulated 
Terminal Die for use with 26-22, 24-18 and 22-16 AWG sizes. - (1) 
Insulated Flag Terminal Die for use with AWG 22-18 and AWG 16-14 
sizes - (1) Spark Plug Connector Die for 17 AWG sizing.

20V Max* cordless heat Gun

40 Pc. Dual Wall Adhesive Lined Heat Shrink...... GRO # 83-6535 .. $69.99
Provides superior protection from moisture and other harmful chemicals. 4-to-1 shrink ratio. 
Kit includes: (12) 1/16” - 3/16” • (12) 3/16” - 1/4” • (10) 1/4” - 3/8” • (6), 1/2” - 5/8” 
all in 6” overall length. Handy storage tray. 

43 Pc. Multi-Colored Heat Shrink Kit ..................SWC # HST1A ... $49.99
Includes 6” thin wall polyolefin tubes with 2-to-1 shrink ratio. 

106 Pc. Weatherproof Heat Shrink Kit ..................PRT # W541..... $24.99
Adhesive lined inner wall seals out moisture. 3-to-1 shrink ratio. 
Sizes include: 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2” in a handy storage case.

171 Pc. Heat Shrink Assortment .......................... PRT # W540 .... $13.99
These UL Approved polyolefin shrink tubes provide protection and insulation for solder 
connections and components. 2-to-1 shrink ratio with flame or heat gun. Includes various diam-
eters and lengths from 1-3/16’’ to 39-3/8’’. Two-tier storage case for great organization.

Liquid Electrical Tape w/ Brush-top Applicator ..... LOC # 85120 .......$7.99
Weatherproof  quick drying black coating for wiring and electrical connections where a roll tape 
or shrink tubing can’t get to. Goes on as a liquid and dries to a vinyl polymer. Resists dirt, dust, 
chemicals, moisture, ensuring that connections stay intact. 4 oz. brush-top can.

connection Protection

# 85120 # 83-6535 # HST1A

# W540
# W541

TTN # 11950

$10999

BuiLD your oWn ratcheting criMPer
Bare Ratcheting Crimper Tool
Corrosion resistant carbon steel frame with 
comfort grip handles and adjustable compres-
sion wheel. Quick-change jaw design for easy 
swapping. Accepts any of the jaws listed 
below. Note: frame only, jaws not included.
TTN # 11900 ........................$26.99

individual dieS 
Quick-change dies can be 
easily changed out of the 
crimper frame depending 
on your application. 

85 Watt Soldering Gun Kit
This UL listed pistol type soldering gun is 
rated at 85 watts of power and heats instant-
ly. Features nickel-plated copper secondary, 
heat-resistant thermoplastic housing and 
pre-focused light that illuminates work area. 
Includes: heat gun, extra tip & coil of solder.
PRT # W2019A .................. $18.99

eleCtriCal 
repair roSin 
Core Solder
1/16” - 4 oz. roll
• 40% tin / 60% lead 
FRN # 38072 ....................... $9.89
• 60% tin / 40% lead 
FRN # 38073 ......................$11.39

Magnetic 
Soldering Clamp
Offers an extra pair of hands. Alligator 
clamps are designed to attach and hold wires 
in a multiple of different configurations while 
soldering. Clips and base are magnetic and 
can be used separately. Base is hex-shaped 
to fit into a vise when needed.
LIS # 55000 ....................... $15.49

Electrical 
Connector Separator
Works on Weather Pack & other automotive 
style electrical connectors. Measures about 
7-1/2” long and is double-ended to fit different 
access angles. Engage the tool tip behind the 
connector clip then push or pull to disconnect. 
LIS # 13120 ......................... $8.49

From heat shrinking 
wire tubing to paint 

and decal removal, this 
cordless heat gun gets 

the job done. 

Free

G
E

T

# DCB204 WITH
# DCE530P1 PURCHASE

4.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 
Lithium-Ion Battery

                                        # DCE530P1 Includes:
(1) DCE530B cordless heat gun that delivers up to 990°F 
(532C) max temperature output. The switch located on 
the top of the tool allows you to choose between two tem-
perature heat settings and has a specialty lock on feature 
for hands free operation. Delivers 7 CFM. air output. On 
the low heat setting you can get up to 42 minutes of run-
time with a fully charged 5.0 Ah battery. - (1) 20V MAX* 
5.0Ah lithium-ion battery pack - (1) household fast charger 
- (1) flat nozzle attachment- (1) hook nozzle attachment.

$22499

20V max*
Lithium ion

BATTERY
5 ah

Li-Ion

$12999RETAIL 
VALUE

Insulated Terminals
AWG: 22-18 / 16-14 / 12-10 - (A Die)
TTN # 11901 ...................... $14.49
Fully Insulated Quick Terminals
AWG: 22-18 / 16-14 / 12-10 - (A2 Die)
TTN # 11903...................... $14.99
Insulated Flag Terminals
 AWG: 22-18 / 16-14 - (A4 Die)
TTN # 11905 ...................... $14.99
Heat Shrink Terminals
AWG: 22-18 / 16-14 / 12-10 - (A5 Die)
TTN # 11906 ..................... $14.99

Spark Plug Connectors
AWG: 17 - (H1 Die)
TTN # 11915 ...................... $19.99
Delphi Weather Pack Terminals
AWG: 22 / 20-18 - (H6 Die)
TTN # 11946 ......................$17.99
Delphi Weather Pack Terminals
AWG: 16-14 / 12 - (H7 Die)
TTN # 11947 .......................$17.99
Deutsch Terminals
AWG: 14 / 12 - (K1 Die)
TTN # 11961 .......................$17.99
Deutsch Terminals
AWG: 10 / 12 - (K2 Die)
TTN # 11962 .......................$17.99
Deutsch Terminals
AWG: 20 / 18-16 - (K5 Die)
TTN # 11965 .......................$17.99
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10,000 Watt GAS GEnERATOR
(8,000 watt continuous)
Capable of operating up to (5) major appli-
ances at one time. The 420cc OHV gasoline 
engine can operate at an quiet 77 dB for 
up to 12 hours on a single 8 gallon tank of 
gasoline. Features electric push-button start 
with maintenance free battery. 
Outlets: (4) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt 
twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 amp RV outlet - (1) 
50 amp receptacle - (1) 12V DC terminal.
PSR # PG10000 ............... $989.99

7,500 Watt GAS GEnERATOR
(6,000 watt continuous)
Provides enough watts to operate up to (4) 
major appliances at one time. The 420cc 
OHV gasoline engine can operate at an quiet 
74 dB for up to 13 hours on a single 6.6 gal-
lon tank of gasoline. Features electric push-
button start with maintenance free battery. 
Outlets: (4) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt 
twist-lock outlet - (1) 120 volt twist-lock 
outlet - (1) 12 volt DC terminal.
PSR # PG7500 ................. $849.99

3,250 Watt GAS GEnERATOR 
(2,500 watt continuous)
This unit is designed for bigger portable 
jobs and compact enough to fit in the trunk 
of many vehicles. Product weight 87 lb. Has 
a 7hp. 208cc OHV 4-stroke gasoline engine 
with low oil shut off and operation volume of 
68 dB. Can operate at 50% load for up to 16 
hours on a single 4 gallon tank of gasoline. 
Meets EPA Approval. 
• Outlets: (2) 120V outlets - (1) 12 volt DC 
terminal.
PSR # PG3250 ................. $379.99

10,000 Watt GAS GEnERATOR (9,000 watt continuous)
Switch to over to LPG and it delivers 8,000 peak watts (7,000 watts continuous) The 15 
hp. 420cc Ducar OHV 4 stroke gasoline engine can operate at an quiet 76 dB. Reaches up 
to 12 hours at 50% load on a 6.6 gallon tank of gasoline. For peace of mind this device 
features an automatic low oil shut-off and an overload circuit breaker. Features electric 
push-button start with recoil starter backup if needed. Dry weight is 209 lbs. and is EPA 
Approved. Includes: propane hose and battery
• Outlets: (4) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 
amp RV outlet - (1) 50 amp receptacle - (1) 12V DC output terminal.
PSR # PG10000B-16 ..............................$1,099.99

Dual fuel generators, also called hybrids, can run on two 
types of fuel offering you more flexibility, convenience 
and value. Combining the two fuel types means you 
can operate these generators for a much longer period 
before needing to refuel. Has patented Switch & Go 
technology that allows you to simply turn the lever and 
change from liquid propane to gasoline -or- gasoline to 
liquid propane while the generator is running.

Dual Fuel GeneraTorS

1500 Watt Infrared 
Shop Heater
Ideal for use in garages, workshops, covered 
patios and drafty living areas. Infrared technol-
ogy heats onto the person or nearby objects 
just like the sun. Features carbon fiber glass 
enclosed tube that heats up quickly to provide 
even heat distribution. Adjustable thermostat 
levels for optimum comfort. Has high quality, 
durable aluminum housing with metal safety grill. 
Space-saving design mounts to wall or ceiling 
with adjustable hanging brackets (included).
PRT # W5008 ................. $67.99

1,200 Watt 
2-Stroke GAS GEnERATOR 
(850 watt continuous) 
This 36 lb. generator provides up to 8.5 
hours of run time, at 1/2 load, from the 
1.1 gallon fuel tank. Features: a 2 stroke 
air-cooled, 79cc (2.2hp) engine with recoil 
start system. Uses 50:1 fuel ratio. Has four 
rubber feet to reduce vibration and has a 
quiet noise level of 65 decibels.
• Outlets: (1) 120V A/C outlet - (1) 12V DC 
output. Trickle charge DC cable included.
PSR # PG1202S ........... $169.99

120 / 240 Volt
50 Amp 
AC receptacle 
(NEMA 14-50R)

120 Volt
30 Amp AC
Twistlock receptacle 
(NEMA L5-30R)

120 / 240 Volt
30 Amp AC
Twistlock receptacle 
(NEMA L14-30R)

x2 120 Volt Duplex
x2 120 Volt GFCI 
(NEMA 5-20R)

15,000 Watt V-Twin GAS GEnERATOR
w/ Electric Start (12,000 watt continuous)
Now available in Dual Fuel (gasoline/propane) for greater flexibility. 
Gasoline Power: 15,000 peak (12,000 watts continuous) with running 
amps at 100A @ 120V | 50A @ 240V and peaks amps of 125A @ 
120V | 62.5A @ 240V. Delivers 10 hours of run time @ 50% load.
Propane Power: 13,500 peak (11,000 watts continuous) with running 
amps at 91.7A @ 120V | 45.8A @ 240V and peaks amps of 112.5A @ 
120V | 56.3A @ 240V. Delivers 3 hours of run time @ 50% load. 
This provides you a power source for home backup, job sites, recreation, and 
more. Features a heavy-duty steel frame roll cage with isolation pads for smooth 
operation. Has 2 large, never flat wheels and fold down handles to make moving 
this unit around easy. A top mounted lifting bar provides safe loading and unload-
ing. Beside the receptacles shown above the control panel includes push button 
start switch, automatic transfer switch, 3-N-1 digital meter and main breaker 
switch to keep you informed and safe. 713cc V-Twin Ducar Engine: accepts high 
demand continuous run applications with ease. The 4-stroke, OHV, air cooled 
engine is equipped with low oil sensor/shutdown and ultra quiet muffler sys- tem. 
Has electric push button start and manual recoil backup. When the lights go out 
you need a safe and reliable source of standby power. It is transfer switch ready: 
you’ll easily be able to connect it to your breaker box to power your home during a 
power outage. EPA-approved and CARB-compliant.
PSR # PG15KVTWB ................................................. $2,499.99

5,200 Watt GAS GEnERATOR (4,250 watt continuous) 
Switch & Go technology allows you to switch from LPG to gas or gas to LP while the 
generator is running. LPG rated at 4750W peak (3850 watts continuous) Large enough 
to power (2) major appliances and numerous other devices, yet ideal to
take to the job site, camping, and tailgating events. The 224cc (8HP) 
OHV gasoline engine can operate at an quiet 78 dB for up to 15 hours
on a single 4 gallon tank of gasoline. Features pull start and full 
power selector switch. - Outlets: (2) 120V outlets - (1) 120/240 volt
twist-lock outlet - (1) 30 amp RV outlet - (1) ground wire connection
- (1) full power selector switch - (1) proprane hose included
PSR # PG5250B .....................................$599.99

150’ Capacity
Crank Cord Reel
13” diameter cord reel 
is made of heavy 
duty impact resis-
tant plastic and 
holds up to 150 
feet (16ga) or 
100 ft (2ga) cord. 
Extension cord 
not included.

12 Gauge
Triple Tap
Extension Lead
Measures 2 foot length. Heavy-duty 
lighted triple-outlet lets you see when the 
power is on.
SOS # 12/3-2TT .............. $7.49

PRT # W2274

$649

Outlets of V-Twin Generator note: color of this generator & outlets may vary
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1000 Lumens
Rechargeable
Underhood LED
Work Light
This slim hands-free light bar provides 
1000 lumens of area light and is 
designed for mounting underneath 
a vehicle’s hood for hands-free use. 
It’s slim design provides ample head 
clearance. The bar has padded end 
clamps that can be extended up to 68”, 
allowing it to attach to most vehicle 
hoods. Bar can then be rotated 360°   
if needed. Uses SMD square LED’s 
that run the full length of bar for a 
consistent brightness over the entire 
work area. Runs 3hrs on high and 6hrs 
on low before needing to be recharged. 
USB C-type charger included.

USB RechaRgeaBle
lightS

1000 Lumens
Rechargeable Flood Light
This portable handheld light has dual 
brightness settings and a 300° swivel 
type magnetic handle for hands free 
use. The super bright COB LED chip 
delivers brightness up to 1000 lumens 
(high) and 500 lumens (low). Has 
built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery 
for up to 3 hour run time on high and 6 
hour run time on low. Waterproof rating 
of IP68 means it could be submerged 
in water for up to 30 minutes making it 
suitable for indoor or outdoor environ-
ments. Measures 10.1” x 7.2” x 2.1”. 
Includes USB C-type charger.

300° Swivelling
Magnetic Anchor

400 Lumens
Rechargeable Logo Stick Light
Its oval slim design allows it to be used in tight spaces. Front-side 
power button operates the area light which happens to be the Sunex 
logo. COB LED technology provides a wide angle light beam suitable 

for a number of work environments and conditions. 
The magnetic bottom helps the light to stand 
on any type of metal surface. It also has a 
360° stainless steel rotating hook for hands-
free adjustable light direction. Measures 
1.25” x 10.5”. USB C-type charger included.

Padded End Clamps 
Rotate 360°

Small enGine
pre-mixed Fuel
Prevents ethanol-related 
issues that fuel stabilizers 
can’t fix. This 2-cycle fuel is 
ready to use and premixed 
with highest quality 100% 
synthetic oil. Provide easier, 
more dependable starts and 
better throttle response with 
increased power. 
no MEASURInG, 
no MIXInG, no MESS – 
JUST PoUR IT In!
PRI # 6235 ..... 50:1 Quart ...... $7.89 
PRI # 6295 ..... 40:1 Quart ...... $7.89

BLZ # 1210 Gasoline 1-Gal. $12.99
BLZ # 2310 Gasoline 2-Gal. $15.49
BLZ # 5610 Gasoline 5-Gal. $21.99
BLZ # 7610 Kerosene 5-Gal. $21.99
BLZ # 8610 Diesel 5-Gal. $21.99

Power-on™ liGhted extention cords

Fuel cans

These 100% copper, 3 wire extension cords are designed for 
construction and industrial use. They have high visibility flexible PVC 
jacket to withstand temperatures below freezing, plus rough service, 
chemicals, moisture, and ozone. Comes an assortment of colors.
SOS # 12/3-25 25 ft 12 Gauge $24.99
SOS # 14/3-25 25 ft 14 Gauge $17.99
SOS # 16/3-25 25 ft 16 Gauge $11.99
SOS # 10/3-50 50 ft 10 Gauge $74.99 
SOS # 12/3-50 50 ft 12 Gauge $39.99
SOS # 14/3-50 50 ft 14 Gauge $29.99
SOS # 16/3-50 50 ft 16 Gauge $19.99

EZ-Pour Fuel Can Spout 
& Vent Replacement Kit
Only Fits Plastic Cans. Kit includes 8” flex-
ible spout, (2) spout or can vent caps, 1/2” 
replacement push in vent, (2) base cap rings 
with different threads, and screen. 
EZP # 10050 ...................... $10.99

STOR-X®
Fuel Stabilizer
Keeps fuel fresh 
up to one year. 
Super concentrated 
formula inhibits the 
formation of var-
nishes, peroxides 
and gums in 2-cycle, 
diesel, gasoline, 
aviation and turbine 
fuels. Treatment 
ratio: 1oz. to 2.5 
gallons gasoline 
or 10 gallons of 
diesel fuel. 
KAW # 402815 ........ 8 oz ..... $6.99

These fuel cans feature the FlameShield Safety 
System. This provides a “double layer of protection” 
from accidental fires that can result when improperly 
handling and storing gasoline and other flammable 
liquids. The FlameShield Safety System works by 
creating a fuel-to-oxygen mixture that is too rich to 
ignite if coming in contact with sparks or flame.

EZ-POUR

SNX # REDLUH

$10599

SNX # REDLLOGO

$3999

SNX # REDLFLOOD

$6999

InCAnDESCEnT MODEL - w/ 40’  Reel ........ BAY # SL840 ..............$74.99
Can be operated using a standard light bulb. Features a galvanized metal lamp shield with rub-
ber-tipped hook. Built in single grounded outlet (10amp) makes it possible to plug a tool directly 
into the handle. Retractable reel has chemical resistant 16/3 SJT cord & mounting brackets.
LED MODEL - w/ 50’ Reel ............................. BAY # SL864 ............$109.99
This 60 count LED work light casts a super-bright light (120 lumens) that is ideal for a variety of 
working environments. The work light has two magnets built in...one at the balance point in the 
middle of the handle, and the other at the tip. Detachable magnetic hook doubles as a pick-up 
tool. Retractable reel has 50’ of chemical resistant 18/2 SVT cord & mounting brackets.
FLUORESCEnT MODEL - w/ 40’ Reel ..............BAY # SL875 ............ $124.99
This dual-element work light has (2) cool running 13 watt fluorescent lamps which is equivalent 
to 125w bulb. Electronic ballast provides instant, no-flicker cold weather starts. An independent 
rocker on/off switch allows you to select from just one lamp to both elements. The ergonomic 
shaped handle has a built-in auxiliary outlet (12 amp) making it possible to plug a tool directly 
into the handle. Retractable reel has chemical resistant 16/3 SJT cord & mounting brackets.
POWER CORD MODEL - w/ 50’  Reel ............. BAY # SL8903 ...........$129.99
This professional series retractable cord reel features 50’ heavy duty 14/3 SJT cord which is 
protected by a resettable 13 amp circuit breaker. Includes a triple tap plug w/ grounded recep-
tacles and a LED power status indicator light. With mounting brackets.

#SL840

#SL875

#SL864

#SL8903

ReeL LIGHTs
& CORDs
For over 35 years, Bayco lighting 
products, have been the recognized 
world-wide as a high-performance, 
high-quality, and high-value lighting 
solutions. It’s amazing how much time 
you waste searching for a charged 
replacement battery when your cordless 
worklight dies. Here is your solution and 
the retractable feature works great!
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• Collapsible leg construction for easy 
storage and transporting
• Operates from standard 110 volt household 
outlet, or can be powered from a 12 volt vehicle 
accessory outlet with a 100 watt inverter
• 5 lb Hopper Capacity
• 465 sq/in total cooking capacity
• V3 Digital Control Board for accurate temps
• Port for Meat Probe (sold separately)
• Flame Broiler for direct cooking
• Features include a solid side shelf with BBQ 
tool hooks and towel rack, wire storage rack

Ranch Hand
True pellet grilling in a portable package! Just 
think... no matter what the event or occasion, 
from parties, sporting events, family gatherings, 
to camping and more, you can set-up and be 
ready to grill great food—fast!

TailgaTer grill

Fold-&-Go Leg
Construction for Easy
Portability & StorageFlame Broiler Comes Standard!

PIT # 72444

$39999

Pellet GRill SeRieS by Pit boSS®

1150
550

Flame Broiler Slide Plate

Open & close this plate with the
exterior handle for direct flame grilling!

with innovative
Sear-Zone technology!

850

pit boSS GrillS

5year
Warranty

Each Includes
Fitted Grill Cover

850 GriLL $599.99 PIT # 10527
• 879 sq/in. Cooking Area • 28lb Hopper Capacity • 1 Meat Probe

550 GriLL $499.99 PIT # 10525
• 542 sq/in. Cooking Area • 16lb Hopper Capacity • 1 Meat Probe

180° — 500° F  COOkING RANGE
Smoke, bake, braise, roast, grill, barbecue,

char-grill and sear — an all in one grill 

STAINLESS STEEL MEAT PROBE
Included to track internal food temperatures

HOPPER SIGHT GLASS
Increased Hopper Capacity for longer cook 

times without refilling

MODuLAR FRONT FOLDING SHELF
Brings countertop height to your backyard.
Shelf location is convertable from front to

bottom, with no tools required

REINFORCED SuPPORT LEGS
Heavy gauge rounded steel construction

INTEGRATED uPPER COOkING RACk

DIAL-IN DIGITAL CONTROL BOARD
LED display with two meat probe ports

1150 GriLL $699.99 PIT # 10528
• 1,158 sq/in. Cooking Area • 32lb Hopper Capacity • 2 Meat Probes



100% natural hardwood pellets. Raw wood is sourced across North America to make a 
superior product. No artificial flavors, additives, spray scents, glues or chemicals are in 
our pellets making it better for the environment and better for your family. Be sure to try 
the competition blend made from a combo of maple, hickory and cherry.

Competition Blend 40 lbs. PIT # 55405 $23.49
Apple 40 lbs. PIT # 55403 $23.49
Cherry 40 lbs. PIT # 55404 $23.49
Hickory 40 lbs. PIT # 55406 $23.49
Mesquite 40 lbs. PIT # 55408 $23.49
Whiskey Barrel Oak 40 lbs. PIT # 55410 $23.49

40
 lb

s.
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100% Oak ...............................................SRP # OAK ...........40 lbs .......$23.99
100% Hickory ..................................... SRP # HICKORY .......40 lbs .......$23.99
50% Hickory / 50% Maple ...........................SRP # HM ............40 lbs .......$23.99
33% Maple / 33% Hickory / 33% Cherry ....... SRP # MHC ...........40 lbs .......$23.99
33% Oak / 33% Hickory / 33% Cherry ...........SRP # OHC ...........40 lbs .......$23.99

Pellet grills are becoming more 
and more popular in the BBQ 
world. Smoke Ring BBQ pellets 
are created with professional res-
taurateurs and BBQ smoke enthu-
siasts looking for that consistent 
smoke flavor. Each bag contains 
100% species of wood that is true 
to its label and contain no fillers, 
no added binders, no glues or 
flavoring oils. Made specifically 
for BBQ Pellet Grills with a 7/32” 
dia. die. Five species of wood 
and blends to choose from or mix 
your own blend.

Smoke rinG
bbQ pelletS

P r e m i u m

Lay on top of your GrillGrate panels or interlock with them allowing 
seamless integration. Griddle doubles as a defroster plate for quicker 
thawing of frozen foods. Perfect for searing steaks and fish, does wonders 
for vegetables. Made from hard anodized aluminium that will never rust.
13-3/4” L x 9-3/8” W .........QZK # GRIDDLE13.75 ......$19.99
18-1/2” L x 9-3/8” W  ........ QZK # GRIDDLE18.8 .......$26.99

(2) 19-1/4” L x 5-1/4” W Kit .... OZK # RGG19.25K .... $57.99
(2) 20” L x 5-1/4” W Kit ............OZK # RGG20K ......$59.99

(1) 13-3/4” L x 5-1/4” W ...........OZK # 13.75GG ......$19.99
(1) 18-1/2” L x 5-1/4” W ............OZK # 18.5GG ...... $22.99
(1) 19-1/4” L x 5-1/4” W ...........OZK # 19.25GG ..... $24.99
(1) 20” L x 5-1/4” W .................. OZK # 20GG........ $22.99
(1) 24” L x 5-1/4” W .................. OZK # 24GG.........$29.99

2-Panel Kits

single-Panel Kits

grate griddles

- These kits include a GrillGrate Spatula

- Build your own or expand

• InterlockIng panels can be used dIrectly
on top of your exIstIng grIll surface or as

replacement grates for  your grIll
• amplIfIes any heat source 

• blocks flare-ups preventIng 
charrIng and burned food

• evens out temperatures across the
grIll—no more hot spots!

• retaIns juIces In the valleys for added
moIsture and flavor

• sears vIa the raIsed raIl desIgn creatIng
bold sear marks

NO GRILLGRATES

WITH GRILLGRATES

Detailing Tool & Scraper
Helps keep holes clear while great for detailing.
OZK # SCRAPER ............. $7.99

Spatula
Part fork and part spatula allows this tool to
reach below the food and lift to retain juices.
OZK # WGTOOL ............$12.99 

The Grate Tongs
Flip your odd shaped food more confidently.
OZK # WGTONG ............ $19.99

Valley Grill Brush
Head design cleans two valleys at once.
OZK # GBRUSH ............. $15.99

(3) 13-3/4” L x 5-1/4” W Kit ...... OZK # RSS13.75 ......$59.99
(3) 16-1/4” L x 5-1/4” W Kit ......OZK # RSS16.25 ..... $67.99
(3) 18-1/2” L x 5-1/4” W Kit .......OZK # RSS18.5 ......$74.99

3-Panel Kits - These kits include a GrillGrate Spatula

# GBRUSH

# WGTONG

# WGTOOL

# SCRAPER

Grate
Griddle

Protective EVA Mats

Now you can cover your entire floor or 
customize the shape to best fit your work-
space. Create, change and add over time. 
Made of tear resistant polyurethane.
• Cushion your feet, legs & back

• Reduces fatigue

• Floor, Garage & Patio Protector

46” x 93” Continuous Roll  ...........................PRT # W88981 ......... $23.99
24” x 72” Continuous Roll  ...........................PRT # W88980 ......... $12.49

6-paCk
diSpoSable
Foil buCket linerS
Clean-up made easy! Line the interior of your 
grease bucket so you never have to wipe it 
out again. Simple toss, replace and grill on.
PIT # 67292 ......................... $5.39

Burn Protecting
Heat Resistant
Full-Arm Kevlar Gloves
LIS # 21260 ....................... $22.69

Pocket Sized 
Probe Thermometer
Used in HVAC, laboratory, 
photography, automotive, food 
preparation and household 
situations. The 1” magnified 
dial reads: 0° F to 220° F or 
-20° C to 104° C. Comes in a red 
protective sheath with pocket clip.
QUE # TH-27 ....................... $5.49

1000sc WooD PeLLet griLL & sMoKer

180°- 500° F
temperature range

Designed with your experience in mind.
• New precise full function, digital temperature control with 
meat thermometer probe makes it is as easy as setting your 
oven. Consistent temperature provides consistent results.
• Pit Boss® flame broiler allows for either direct or indirect 
grilling by simply sliding open the plate and sear it over an 
open flame.
• Features a high-temp embossed lid with a black finish, (4) 
heavy-duty caster wheels, porcelain-coated cast-iron cooking 
grates and grease management system.

• Total Cooking Area: 1008 sq/in.
   ~ Main Level: 720 sq. inches
   ~ Upper Level: 288 sq. inches
• Hopper Capacity: 31 lbs. with 
   bottom hatch to empty
• BTU Value: 40000

58 Total
Burger Capacity 

(4” diameter)

PIT # 72751

$67999*

*WhIle supplIes last!
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This cordless, high intensity, blue light LED 
lamp has an inspection range of 6 feet and 
100,000 hours of operational life. Skinny 
cylindrical design allows the user to view 
escaping dye in tight, hard-to-reach spaces. 
Includes 3 AA batteries, fluorescence-
enhancing glasses and lanyard.
TRC # LF400 ..................... $41.99

diGital coMPression tester Kits

# 3615# 3612 # 3614analoG 
CompreSSion 
teSter kitS 
These kits feature: large, 
easy-to-read 2-1/2” 
diameter dial face with 
dual-calibrated and 
color-coded scales. 
Measures cylinder pressure 
from 0-300 PSI. Side-release 
valve allows repeated tests 
without disconnecting the 
hose. Has quick disconnect 
hose fitting for easy removal 
and installation. The 10mm 
and 12mm adapters fit most 
motorcycles, ATVs, snowmo-
biles and watercraft. 
• #3615 offers an 8” long 
reach adapter making it 
possible to easily access 
recessed and difficult access 
spark plug holes.

Ratcheting Spark Plug 
Terminal Crimper 
Repairing or crimping custom spark plug wires 
has just got easier. This tool takes relatively 
little hand strength to generate an exceptional 
amount of compressive force and it releases 
after full compression is reached. Thanks to 
the adjustable compression wheel, you now 
can deliver the same repeatable factory quality 
crimps every time. Preloaded with H1 die for 
crimping spark plug wire connectors = 17 AWG
TTN # 11956 ........................$39.99

Model # #3612  # 3614 # 3615
15” Pressure Hose with
Stainless Steel Casing
14mm Adapter
18mm Adapter
12mm Adapter
10mm Adapter
14mm x 8” Long
Reach Adapter
Direct Shaft Attachment
with Rubber Cone
SALE PRICE  $28.99 $42.49 $49.99

Gasoline Engine Compression Test Kit ........... LSL # MV5532 .......... $139.99
Everything is included to perform wet and dry compression tests commonly used to detect 
ring or cylinder head problems, sticking valves, blown head gasket(s) and more. Features 
high-quality hose assemblies and adapters with Schrader valves and o-rings to ensure a tight, 
leak-proof seal.• Quick-change coupler connections reduce time. • 10mm and 12mm adapters 
are included for testing small engines. • Has Air Hold Adapter for performing valve repairs. • 
Includes new 16mm Ford Triton adapter.
Diesel Engine Compression Test Kit ................LSL # MV5535 .......... $249.99
Covers the most popular car and light truck diesel engines. Capable of testing compression up 
to 1,000 psi (69 Bar). Compatible with Star Products™ and Snap-on™ brand adapters.
Kit includes: Injector Adapters to fit Dodge 24 valve 5.9L Cummins (1999-2003), 5.9L Cummins 
ISB & ISBE and Case/Cummins Series “B” 2.9L, 3.9L, 5.9L through 1998 • Glow Plug Adapters 
to fit GM 6.2L, 6.5L (V8), GM 4.3L, 5.7L (1978-1985), Navistar 6.9L, 7.3L (through 1994) Ford/
Navistar 7.3L Power Stroke (1994-2003) and Volkswagen 1.9L TDI. • Universal Right-Angle 
Adapter and field service kit with replacement Schrader valves are 
also included. PLUS more than 20 optional adapters sold separately.

TeSTer
FeaTureS: 
• Large, backlit LCD is easy to read in light or 
dark environments or from any angle.
• Displays compression values in PSI, Bar or kPa 
units of measure at the touch of a button. 
• Displays current pressure plus the maximum 
compression value for the indicated cylinder.
• Operates on standard 9V battery and 
automatically shuts-off after 3 minutes of 
non-use (memory is retained) 
• Gauge face and buttons are sealed to protect the electronics. 
• Push-button pressure relief valve allows multiple tests without disconnecting. 
• Includes user manual in English/French/Spanish/German.

Permanent Coolant Leak Repair 
Coolant leaks don’t have to result in costly repair bills. Fix leaking 
radiator, head gasket, block, freeze plug, heater core and water pump 
casting. No draining or flushing, just Pour & Go. K-Seal’s unique microfi-
ber formula will seek out holes and cracks, and permanently seal them, 
with no adverse impact on the efficiency of your engine cooling. 
CHM # ST5501 ............... 8 fl/oz. bottle ................ $10.99

IMAGInE... performing a complete engine compression 
test without having to record or memorize the peak 
values for each cylinder. (stores up to 12 cylinders)
EXCEPTIonAl ACCURACy... of the electronics and 
clarity of a large backlit LCD screen.

Additional 
Adapters Sold 

Separately

Compression TesTers wiTh memory!

Fuel injection Kits

42 Pc. Master Fuel Injection Test Kit ................ LIS # 55700 ....... $409.99
This set checks fuel pressure on most Port Fuel Injection (PFI) and Throttle Body Injection (TBI) sys-
tems. Comes with a variety of adapters and gauges for checking many types of systems. Adapts to work 
with test port connections, end of hose connections and in-line connections. Tests GM, Ford, Chrysler, 
Honda/Acura, Toyota, Bosch CIS and L-Jetronic. A list of component parts included in instructions.

30 Pc. Deluxe Fuel Injection Test Kit ............... SUR # FPT22 ..... $259.99
Accurately diagnose fuel delivery problems with this advanced tester including faulty fuel pumps, 
pressure regulators, fuel lines, check valves, and fuel filters. Features a 9 ft. lead hose that allows the 
pressure gauge to be read inside vehicle during drivability testing. A unique gauge cover with suction 
cup back, attaches to window for easy viewing. Kit includes transparent line adapters with exclusive 
push button thumb release quick connect ends and a relief valve for fuel flow testing.

10 Pc. Advanced Fuel Injection Cleaner Kit .... SUR # FIC203 ..... $264.99
Capable of cleaning fuel injectors, intake valves, and fuel passages on most gasoline and diesel 
engines. When used with a recommended solvent, it will clean injectors more effectively than aerosol 
methods. Canister holds up to 18 oz. of cleaning solution and connects directly to your shop air sup-
ply. Kit Includes: exclusive universal quick-connector adapter set that covers 80% of the foreign and 
domestic vehicles.

0-100 PSI
Fuel Injection
Pressure Test Kit
Helps identify and diagnose low 
fuel pressure, a faulty fuel pressure 
regulator, leaking injector(s), fuel 
leaks and/or clogged fuel filters in 
Ford, GM, Chrysler and more.
EQU # 3640 ........$41.49

# 55700

# FPT22

#
 F

IC
20

3

Adjustable 
Compression Wheel

DyE LEAK DETECTIOn 
FLASHLIGHT KIT

Multi-Application noid Light Tester
Versatile tool tests throttle body injectors, 
ported fuel injectors, and sequential central 
port injectors. A flashing light, located under 
the amber lens cap, indicates normal pulses 
while no light or a consistent light indicates 
a problem. Adjustable probe widths plus 
threaded probe adapters plug into all elec-
tronic fuel injection system connectors. One 
person operation. Tool attaches to windshield 
with suction cup for viewing the indicator light 
from the front seat while cranking engine. 
LIS # 27800 ........................$37.49

Combustion 
Leak Detector  
Quickly pinpoint combustion leaks caused 
by bad head gaskets, cracked blocks and 
cracked or warped heads. To run check: 
Connect the tool hose to any vacuum line or 
hand vacuum pump. Place tapered/cone end 
of tool into radiator opening. With engine 
running, the vehicle’s vacuum draws vapor 
through the special fluid inside the tool. 
The fluid changes from blue to yellow when 
exposed to combustion gases in the radiator. 
Includes leak detector and testing fluid. 
Note: To check diesel applications, use the 
Diesel Leak Detector Fluid sold separately.
LIS # 75500 ....................... $35.99

AV
OI

D thOSE tINy NOID DISCSAll-N-One Tool

# 27800

The Brightest, 
Most Cost-
Effective 

& Efficient 
Solution 

for Finding 
Fluid Leaks

oil baSed 
leak deteCtion dye
This fluorescent dye is useful for locating leaks 
in engine oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, 
power steering fluid, hydraulic fluid, fuel, and 
more. Glows Yellow/Green color and is compat-
ible with all leak detection flashlights.

Services 1 Vehicle 
TRC # LF2001...................... $4.49
Services 8 Vehicle
TRC # LF2008 ................... $32.99
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REMOTE 
STARTER SWITCH
Allows a single person to start or crank the 
engine from under the hood. Ideal for 
compression tests or bumping engine onto 
TDC (top dead center) Assist in finding tim-
ing marks for valve, distributor or camshaft 
adjustment. 

14MM LIMITED 
ACCESS PLUG CHASER
The 3/8” drive narrow profile and longer 
length allows access to spark plug holes in 
confined spaces. Size: M14 x 1.25

8 OZ.
BRUSH-TOP 
AnTI-SEIZE
LUBRICAnT
Use for easy assembly 
and disassembly of 
metal parts by preventing 
galling, corrosion and 
seizing due to weathering 
or chemicals. Made from 
a highly refined blend 
of aluminum, copper 
and graphite lubricants. 
Temperature Range:
-80°F to 1600°F

FORD IGnITIOn 
MODULE WREnCH
For removal of 7/32” hex 
retaining bolts found on 
Ford ignition modules.

LIS # 20750

$1999

LIS # 64650

$449

LIS # 20020

$749

LIS # 67870

$269

Spark pluG Wire plierS
This tool will help you get the spark plug wire 
off the spark plug without tearing them apart. 
Specially shaped, cushioned jaws grip the boot 
straight on or from the side. Features specially 
shaped grip handles gives you plenty of leverage 
and insulated to help prevent shock.

Fixed Head Model
LIS # 52990 ......................... $8.99
Adjustable Head Model
Adjusts to (5) different positions/angles, for 
quick access to any spark plug boot.
LIS # 51750 ....................... $28.99

# 52990

# 51750

22 Blade 
Go/no-Go
Step Cut 
Feeler Gauge Set
Each blade has two different thicknesses, Sizes 
Include: .004/.006”, .005/.007”, .006/.008”, 
.007/.009”, .008/.010, .009/.011”, .010/.012”, 
.011/.013”, .012/.014”, .013/.015”, .014/.016”, 
.015/.017”, .016/.018”, .017/.019”, .018/.020”, 
.019/.021”, .020/.022”, .021/.023”, .022/.024”, 
.023/.025”, .024/.026”, .025/.027”. steel holder.
PRO # 000N ...................... $25.49

80 Pc.
Vacuum Cap Assortment
Used to block off open engine vacuum fittings 
and are made of Buna-N rubber for durability 
and high heat resistance. Kit includes: (20) 
3/16”,  (20) 5/32”,  (20) 7/32”, (10) 1/4”, (5) 
5/16”, (5) 3/8” in a resealable plastic tray. 
TTN # 45252 ....................... $9.99

1

2
3

4
5

14mm Thin Wall Spark Plug Socket - 12 Point ..........LIS # 63080 ...... $18.99
The thin wall design makes it compatible with a wide variety of foreign and domestic vehicles 
including BMW, Mercedes and Nissan engines. Rubber insert holds the spark plug in the socket 
during removal and installation. 3/8” Drive.
5/8” Spark Plug Socket - 10” Swivel Extension ........ TTN # 62161 .......$15.49
6 point socket design with magnetic insert to provide positive retention of the spark plug. 3/8” 
drive x 10” extension with knurled shaft area for added grip.
13/16” Spark Plug Socket - 10” Swivel Extension ..... TTN # 62162 .......$15.49
6 point socket design with magnetic insert to provide positive retention of the spark plug. 3/8” 
drive x 10” extension with knurled shaft area for added grip. 
4 Pc. Set - Universal Design ....................................SNX # 8844 ...... $34.99
6 point universal / swivel socket design gives you the access angle for those hard to reach areas. 
Sizes include: 9/16”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 13/16” in a convenient blow molded case. 
7 Pc. Master Set - Xtra Deep ....................................SNX # 8845 ....... $69.99
6 point extra-long reach sockets have integrated hex bolster for extra torque and control. Set 
includes: (3) 6” long deep sockets and (3) 2-1/2” long deep sockets in the following sizes: 9/16”, 
5/8”, 13/16”, plus (1) 2-1/2” long thin wall 16mm spark plug socket for Honda/Acura and Toyota.

3/8
DRIVE

sParK PluG socKets
# 63080

# 62161

# 8844

# 8845

4 Function - Pro Digital
Timing Light (DiS) ............................ EQU # 5568 ........ $149.99
Features ABS housing encased in a red molded boot for extra protection against the engine fan 
blades and accidental drops. Has a backlit screen for easy viewing. The four function digital 
readout displays: --Tachometer with Patented Skip Circuitry: 249 to 9,990 RPM  -- Advance 
Degrees (2 and 4 cycle): 0° to 90° -- Dwell: 0° to 180° / 2-12 cylinders -- Voltage: 10 to 16 volts 
DC. Works with 2-cycle to 4-cycle applications. Includes plastic storage case.

Digital Timing Light ............................EQU # 3568 .......... $99.99
Split-screen digital LCD readout displays Tachometer and Advance functions simultaneously 
-- Digital Tach with Patented Skip Circuitry: 249 to 9,990 RPM -- Digital Advance: 0° to 90°

Manual advance Timing Light ......... EQU # 3555 .......... $66.99
Advance dial enables user to check base timing, mechanical advance or retard,
and electronic advance or retard applications. Scale adjusts from 0° to 60° 

In-Line Visual Spark Tester
Visually check condition of ignition system at 
each cylinder. Connect the clear double-ended 
tool to the existing plug wire. Then use the 
included plug wire (with a straight or 90° boot) 
to attach the other end of the tester to the en-
gine spark plug. With the engine running, the 
tool flashes a mirror image of ignition spark.
LIS # 20610 ....................... $12.99

Pocket-Sized Spark Indicator 
Test spark plugs, spark plug wires and coils 
without puncturing the wire. With the engine 
running, place the grooved end of the tool over 
the wire and the internal bulb inside the tool 
will flash to indicate spark.
LIS # 19380 ......................... $8.99Adjustable 

Coil-On-Plug 
Spark Tester
Coil-on plug igni-
tions do not have 
plug wires, so you’ve probably been wonder-
ing how to instantly test and diagnose a ‘no-
start’ condition without expensive tools. This 
tester has a round red knob to adjust the gap 
from 0 to 40k to see how strong your spark 
magnitude is, and what color it is (easy to 
see against black background) Features an 
easy-to-read white lettered scale and 12” 
ground wire with shielded alligator clip. The 
standard plug wire tip and can be unscrewed 
so the tester can be used on small engines 
and some motorcycles.
LIS # 20700 ........................$17.99

roTaTinG Barrel TiminG liGhTS

Customer
support

#
 3

55
5#

 3
56

8

# 5568

DiD YOu KNOW?
A timing light can be an essential diagnostic tool 
for vehicles without computer-controlled ignition! 
They can help you investigate engine issues like 
diagnose a no-spark condition, check timing belt 
or chain for excessive wear, check for electronic 

advance/retard and much more.

RAMP-STyLE 
SPARK PLUG
GAPPER
From .020” to .100” 
(.50mm to 2.53mm) 
Specially designed hole 
with flange adjusts side 
wire of plug without pres-
suring center electrode.

LOC # 80078

$799

These timing lights feature heavy-duty polycarbon-
ate housing with built-in hand guards for added 
protection. Features a high-intensity, long-life 
xenon bulb to illuminate the timing mark while the 
slim profile swivel head lets you aim more accu-
rately. For easy storage these timing lights include 
detachable leads with metal inductive pickup. 
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5 lb. Slide Hammer Puller Set
This convienent set can tackle nine different 
applications: Front Hub, Rear Axle, External 
3-Jaw, Internal 3-Jaw, External 2-Jaw, Internal 
2-Jaw, Puller Hook, Dent Puller and Grip 
Wrench. Included in blow-molded storage 
case for organization.
TTN # 51310 .................... $109.99

2-1/2 lb.
Reversible Puller
Ideal for pulling applications involving gears, 
bearings, outer races, grease retainers, and 
oil seals. Reversible two or three puller jaws 
may be used to perform “inside” as well 
as “outside” pulling jobs. Measures 27” in 
length with a hammer weight of 2-1/2 lbs.
SNX # 3918 ....................... $89.99

2-1/2 lb. Internal Puller Set
For removal of pilot bearings, needle bearings 
and other jobs that require an internal puller. 
Includes four (4) collets: 3/8” to 1/2”, 9/16” to 
11/16”, 5/8” to 1”, 1” to 1-1/4” which adjust and 
expand to fit a wide-range of pulling applica-
tions. The 2-1/2 pounds slide hammer has a 
T-handle for a sure grip while pulling. Comes 
housed in a blow-molded plastic storage case. 
Has replacement part availability.
PRT # W89742 ................ $154.99

slide haMMer Pullers 0”- 6” Calipers
These calipers are designed for inside, 
outside, depth and step measurements 
up to 6” (150 millimeter). Features 
include hardened stainless steel com-
ponents, smooth thumb-operated fine 
adjustment roller 
and chrome satin 
finish slider with 
graduated mark-
ings. Complete 
with protective 
storage case. 

Scribe

# W80151

DIAL - Decimal / Millimeter  ..............................PRT # W80151 .........$33.99
  • Features a shockproof fully adjustable locking dial with 0.001” graduations. 
DIGITAL - Decimal / Millimeter .........................TTN # 23175............ $29.99
  • LCD display that can be set to zero at any position with a push of the yellow button. 
DIGITAL - Decimal / Millimeter / Fractional ........TTN # 23173 ............$31.99
  • Multi-function LCD display that can be set to zero at any position. Displays fractions
DIGITAL COMPOSITE - Decimal / Millimeter ......PRT # W80155 .........$10.99
  • Made from impact-resistant composite material for light weight and durability. 
 • LCD display for clear easy-to-see readings. Change over to metrics 
   with just a push of a button. (Caliper only)

Manifold
Drill Template Kit
Designed to remove broken exhaust 
manifold studs on 4.6L, 5.4L and 6.8L V10 two-valve and three-
valve Ford Triton engines without damaging the cylinder head. The 
interchangeable plates and alignment pins locate the center of the 
broken stud. Drill depth gauge is marked on the template. Includes 
(1) 3/16”, (2) 1/8” double ended drill bits and square stud extractor.
LIS # 68500 ...............................................$109.99

4-In-1 
Ball Joint
Adapter Set
This set includes the necessary tools to ser-
vice press it type ball joints without removing 
the control arm. The C-frame press allows you 
to service most car and light truck U-joints, 
either on or off the vehicle. The 4X4 adap-
tors allow removal and installation of upper 
and lower ball joints on 1967 to current 4WD 
vehicles with DANA 44 axles. In addition, you 
can remove and install brake anchor pins. Ex-
pand the service capabilities of this set with 
the W89305 Master Ball Joint Adapter set.
PRT # W89304 ................ $134.99

17 Pc. Master 
Combination Flaring Tool Kit
For single, double and ISO bubble flares on 
aluminum, copper and soft steel tubing. Kit 
includes: flaring bar, arbor press, debarring 
tool, adapters, detailed instructions and plastic 
molded storage case. Adapters sizes: (for 
double flaring) 8mm, 10mm, 3/16” 1/4” 5/16” 
3/8” and 1/2” tubing, - (for double flaring) 
4.75mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm. 
LIS # 56150 ...................... $144.99

Hand Vacuum & Pressure Pump Kit
This is the original Mityvac hand vacuum pressure pump kit used by service 
professionals worldwide for performing hundreds of automotive diagnostic, 
mechanical tests, and for one-person brake and hydraulic clutch bleed-
ing. This precision-made repairable hand vacuum pump with 
2” dia. vacuum gauge pumps up to 1 cubic inch per stroke 
and develops and maintains up to 25” of mercury.
Kit Contains: 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir 
bottle with fluid transfer lid, two 2’ long 
clear hoses, user manual, plus other 
misc. testing and adapter accessories.
LSL # MV8000 ........$44.99

# 23175

# 23173

Hand Vacuum Pump / Bleeder Kit
Precision-made repairable vacuum pump without gauge. Develops 
and maintains up to 25” of Mercury vacuum. Kit Contains: 4.5 oz. fluid 
reservoir bottle with fluid transfer lid, two 2’ long 1/4” ID clear hoses, two 
universal bleed screw adapters, two tapered bleed screw adapters and 
1/4” ID x 1-1/2” long connection tube. User’s manual provided.
LSL # MV8020 ...............................................$41.99

no Slip Pulley Puller / Installer
With more and more pulleys being pressed on, 
you need a tool that is capable of removing or 
installing pulleys without damage. This newly 
redesigned kit will remove and install pressed 
on power steering, alternator and air pump 
pulleys without slipping. The patented unique 
split puller body design completely houses the 
pulley hub and provides a gripping handle for 
safe removal. Set fits most domestic models 
including GM 3.1 and Quad 4 engines. Works on 
traditional V shaped pulleys and serpentine belt 
system pulleys. Also works faster than other 
conventional pulley pullers.
LIS # 39000 ...................... $63.99

Harmonic Dampener Pulley Puller
Updated new jaw geometry with slimmer magnetic 
spacers and a fourth rod assembly is best suited for 
Chrysler, GM, Mitsubishi and Dodge applications. Jaws 
are now held in place with a clevis pin for easy removal 
and replacement. Low profile design works in confined 
spaces eliminating the need to remove the radiator. 
Includes magnetic jaw spacers for 5.9 liter Dodge.
LIS # 51450 ..................................$96.99

13 Piece OAP & OAD Tool Kit
This kit is used to service most European and US made 
vehicles with Overrunning alternator pulleys (OAP) and 
decoupler pulleys (OAD). Unlike solid drive pulleys, they 
have an internal over-
running clutch and 
require specialized 
tools for removal and installation. These tools are 
constructed from the highest quality materials so 
they can be used with hand ratchets or impact 
guns. Kit Includes: connectors in 33T Spline and 
17mm Hex plus shaft connectors in T40, T50, 
M8, M10, 8 Hex and 10 Hex. Comes in a handy 
molded carrying case with instructions.
DAY # 93877 .....................$59.99

5 Piece Tie Rod &
Ball Joint Separator Set
Used for separating most types of Pitman 
arms, tie rods and ball joints found on 
automotive and light truck applications. Drop 
forged steel construction with knurled shaft 
for better grip. Set featuring five (5) different 
sizes, including separators for late model 
Ford and GM pickups. Opening sizes include: 
21/32”, 5/16”, 1-1/16” x 2-3/4” depth, 1-3/8” 
x 2-7/8” depth, and GM 1-5/8”  x 3-1/8” 
depth. Replacement part availability.

PRT # W89310

$5999
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STEPPED
DESIGn TIP

fits 1/2”, 5/8” & 3/4” 
heater hose

360º Positive
Seal Clamp Plier
Use with 1/4” to 1” clamp sizes. Suitable for  
ear-type hose clamps found on high-to-low 
pressure applications such as fuel, cooling 
system and vacuum hoses. Make consis-
tent, uniform seal pressure which prevent 
damage to hoses. 
SUR # CP360 ..................... $18.99

3 Pc. nylon
Pinch-off Plier Set
Designed to clamp off flexible lines and 
hoses. Has a quick adjusting slide clamp ring 
that locks them into place without draining 
valuable fluids. Manufactured from heat 
resistant nylon making them durable, light 
weight, non-condutive and rust-proof. Set 
covers the following sizes: 1/8” to 5/16” - 
1/2” to 3/4” - 3/4” to 2-1/2”
PRT # W83205 ...................$11.69

Heater Core Backflush Tool
Before Removing the Dash... TRY THIS! 
Enables you to dislodge and clean out 
unwanted sediments from cooling system 
and/or heater core without disassembly and 
intensive labor cost. Attaches to a standard 
garden hose. Pistol grip handle lets you con-
trol the amount of water pressure released. 
Features an insulated grip to protect your 
hand when using hot water (max temp of 
160° F) Rated at 100 PSI max pressure. 
LIS # 60900 ...................... $34.99

Professional Disc-Type
Antifreeze Tester
Tests all types of ethylene glycol 
based antifreeze/coolant, hot or 
cold, including long-life coolants.  
The number of color-coded floating 
discs measures level of protection. 
Discs are magnified by convex 
plastic barrel. The orange disc in-
dicates when too much anti-freeze 
has been added. Has both Celsius 
& Fahrenheit scales.
CHM # THE106 ..... $15.49

Features a handle mechanism that auto-adjusts 
to squeezes rubber hoses shut on coolant, heater 
hose, fuel and vacuum lines. Heat treated steel 
construction then given a black oxide finish to 
resist rust and corrosion. Features cushioned 
hand grips for comfort and control.
• Medium - up to 1-1/4” O.D.
LIS # 67600 ....................... $21.99
• Small - up to 3/4” O.D
LIS # 67500 ....................... $12.99

Flat Band
Hose Clamp Plier

Ratcheting lock mechanism holds the clamp 
in an open position for easy removal and in-
stallation. Angled jaws allow access in hard-
to-reach areas. Has swivel replaceable tips 
for different applications.
LIS # 17100 ....................... $26.99

Heater Line Repair Kit
On-the-car repairs made simple. 
Repair damaged or failed heater lines 
including pinholes, cracks, kinks, and 
rear heater core systems. Features 
all-aluminum compression style 
fittings that can be connected by hand 
and then tightened using standard wrenches. 
Kit Includes: 10 ft. roll of 1/2” heater hose, (1) 
5/8” and (1) 1/2” compression union, (2) 1/2” 
hose to 1/2” compression fittings, (2) 1/2” hose 
to 5/8” compression fittings, (1) anti-kink bend 
spring, (4) 360° dual clamps, (1) clamp pliers and 
organized carry case. 
-- note 3/4” also available, sold separately.
SUR # HL427 ....................$119.99

nylon
Hose Pincher
The glass-filled nylon pliers have angled jaws 
for those hard-to-reach areas. Clamps and 
holds hoses up to 3/4” I.D. Interlocking ser-
rated teeth located between the scissor style 
handles holds jaws in a closed position.
LIS # 23000 ........................ $8.49

5 Gallon
Antifreeze 
Drain Pan
CRR #11845 ...................... $11.49

2-1/2 Gallon
Polyethylene

Radiator Filler
PRT # W54273

$14.99

hoSe
pinCh 
plierS

Hose Merchandiser 
Cabinet w/ Product
Includes (3) 25’ spools of fuel hose and (3) 50’ 
spools wiper/vacuum tubing. The cabinet is 
fabricated from heavy duty steel and measures 
22-3/4”W x 12”H x 19-1/2”D. Includes a 12” 
guide for easy measuring. Keeps your hose 
neat, clean and organized. Convenient mounts 
on top of the Dayco #99100 merchandiser 
shown below. Hose sizes include: 1/4”, 5/16”, 
3/8”, 7/64”, 5/32”, 7/32” 
DAY # 99101 ................... $199.99
Heater Hose Merchandiser 
Stand w/ Product
Includes (3) 50’ boxes of premium Insulone® 
heater hose. Insulone® heater hose delivers 
heated coolant to the heater core with minimal 
heat loss. The steel cabinet measures 22-
3/4”W x 39-1/2”H x 19-1/2”D. Includes a 36” 
vertical measuring guide. Handy center-pull 
boxes keep hose neatly contained. Hose sizes 
include: 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”.
DAY # 99100 ................... $269.99

increase ProDuctiVity
anD reDuce DoWntiMe# 99101

# 99100

1/4
DRIVE

Ratcheting 
Seal Clamp Pliers 
Makes secure connections 
in seconds on 1/4” up to 
5” clamp sizes! Works with 
single or double ear 360° seal 
clamps. Ratcheting action pro-
vides maximum leverage for 
making perfectly secure high-
pressure connection. Features 
a thin head for crimping in 
tight spaces. Heavy duty steel 
construction with protective 
handle grips. Also works with 
PEX connections.

Hose Cutter
Cleanly cut heater hoses, fuel lines, 
and other types of flexible hose up to 1-1/4”
LIS # 11420 ....................... $21.99
• Replacement Blade
LIS # 11450 ......................... $5.49

        11” Long
Flexible Shaft Hose Clamp Driver
The 90° flexible shaft allows easy access to 
unfavorable-positioned hose clamps nuts or 
any hard-to-reach fastener. Features a 1/4” 
square drive end for easy socket attachment. 
Includes: 1/4” & 5/16” 6 point socket. 
TTN # 12229 ....................... $6.99

24” Flexible Hose Clamp Plier
Designed to work in confined spaces where 
pliers won’t reach. Removes both plastic and 
metal self-tightening hose clamps (11/16” 
- 2-1/2” diameter). Simply position the head 
of the tool on the clamp your removing, then 
squeeze the plier handle to expand and hold 
the hose clamp in the open position.
SNX # 3720 ....................... $59.99

SUR # CP90

$2999

These two Mityvac compact spray gun systems combines water 
with compressed air to quickly and effectively flush the cooling 
system without harsh chemicals.
FEATURES:
• High-impact, corrosion-resistant construction 
with 3/4” swivel inlet for easy connection to 
standard garden hose.
• Stepped Flushing nozzle - fits hoses from
3/4” to 2” in diameter
• Variable-Control Water Valve - enables 
adjustment of water from off to full flow
• Adjustable Air Flow - to provide intermittent 
blast of air to increase efficiency.
• Includes - 1/4” air inlet nipple connects quickly 
to shop air. (Working pressure 85-150 psi)

SPRAy WASHER & 
COOLInG SySTEM FLUSHER
Includes interchangeable nozzle for 
washing and degreasing application at     
higher pressures.

coolinG systeM Flushers

LSL #
MV7270

$9999

LSL #
MV4570

$8999
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Large Rectangle
Metal Drip Pan
• 1/2” high rounded lip edge
• Measures 47” x 25”
CRR # AT20 ......... $29.99

Round Drain Pan
3.5 gallon capacity
• Measures 16”W x 4”T
PLE # 75-751...........$9.99

Less-Mess Oil Drain Pan ..................... HOP # 05080MIE ............... $7.99
This pan has extended profile to catch the full fluid flow, thus reducing the need to adjust pan. 
Molded filter drain stand and corner pour spout for less mess. The tough 11 quart capacity 
structure with sturdy hand holds for easy transporting.

50 ft. Roll - Light Weight
(60) sheets per roll, 15” x 10” sheet size. 
Perforated every 10”.
NPG # 25201 .........................$19.99
150 ft. Roll - Medium Weight
(180) sheets per roll, 30” x 10” sheet size. 
Perforated every 10”.
NPG # 25400 ......................$119.99
100 ct. Box - Medium Weight
(100) individual sheets, 15” x 20” sheet size.
In handy dispenser box
NPG # 25300 .........................$79.99

uniVersaL
aBsorBent Mat
• Faster Clean-ups - of leaks, drips and spills 
anywhere in your shop. Exclusive dimple pattern 
speeds up wicking so messes disappear fast.
• Eight (8) Layers - Thermally bonded making it the 
strongest mat on the market; even when saturated. 
• Grit & Dust-Free - No tracking around like 
floor sweep. Keeps dirt and grit out of customer 
vehicles while maintaining a clean, professional 
environment in the shop/garage.

# 75-751

# AT20

# 05080MIE

concentrateD cLeaner / Degreaser
This industrial strength formula is concentrated to power through grease, 
grime, oils, and more. Biodegradable, bio-based, non-solvent formula with 
mild pH (9.8) reduces hazards to humans and the environment. Can be 
applied manually in traditional parts washers or heated (up to 180° F).
Earth Soap 1-Gal ............MID # 27901 ......... $19.99
Earth Soap 32 oz ............MID # 27932 ........... $7.49

engine Degreaser
These aerosol cans are specially 
formulated to safely clean & degrease 
your engine, assembly parts and tools. 
Simply spray it on, wait 10-15 minutes, 
rinse it down and you’re done!

Original Formula
RAD # EB1 ...........$4.79
GEL Formula  
RAD # EBGEL .......$5.49
Foaming Formula  
RAD # FEB1 .........$4.49

enGine stands

1-Ton Capacity
Foldable Engine Stand
Features oversized steel neck and 
wide stance base additional strength 
and eliminates flexing. Thick, 3/4” 
reinforced mounting plate with (4) 
adjustable arms / fingers that mount 
to virtually any engine. 8 locking 
angles secure engine at multiple 
locations for different applications. 
Foldable design for easy space-
saving storage.

750 lb. Capacity Engine Stand
Designed with a fully adjustable mounting head and (4) 
adapter arms / fingers. Tubular steel “H” type base design 
for maximum stability. Two (2) rigid rear wheels and two 
(2) locking swivel caster wheels for easy maneuverability. 
Weighs: 57 lbs. Perfect for the price shopper! 

Self-Locking
Worm Drive

Gearbox

1/2 Ton Capacity Foldable
Worm Drive Engine Stand
360 degrees of effortless engine 
rotation by a simply turn of a crank 
handle. The 63:1 worm gear drive is 
self-locking in any position desired. 
Specially design “H” type base fits nicely 
between engine crane legs for simple engine 
exchange / transfer. Ball-bearing mounted 
swivel caster wheels that allow you 
to easily move and position the 
engine. Mounting head features (4) 
adjustable arms for access to any 
part of the engine block. Space-saving 
foldable design for easy storage. 

SNX # 8300GB

$47999

SNX # 8400

$30999

SNX # 8750

$14999

1” Wide 
Carbon & Gasket Scraper
Excellent for removing gaskets, seals, 
carbon build-up and more. Features chrome 
vanadium shaft with wide scraper blade and 
comfortable grip handle. 11” overall length.
TTN # 12462 ....................... $4.99 
PRT # W234C ...................... $4.49

# 12462

Flywheel Turner
Hook this tool into fly-
wheel teeth to rotate 
the crankshaft into 
a specific position. 
Spring tension aids 
tool engagement on the flywheel. Also holds 
the flywheel or flexplate when torquing the 
flywheel or harmonic balancer bolts.
LIS # 23800....................... $32.99

# W234C

Universal Engine Lifting Plate
Lift your engine at three different angles, with the intake 
manifold installed. Universal design fits 90% of the cast iron and 
aluminum intakes applications including Holley® Dominator 
manifolds. 1,000 lbs. maximum load capacity allows you to 
remove or install engines with the transmission attached.
PRT # W41034 ........................$11.99

11” Diameter Magnetic Strainer Bowl
4” deep anti-rust stainless steel mesh bowl with bottom mount-
ed magnet. Durable rubber base coating to prevent scratches.
TTN # 11180 ............................. $9.99

2-Ton FolDInG EnGInE CRAnE
This 4,000 lb. capacity folding crane is 
perfect for shops that have limited space 
but needs the lifting capabilities of a crane. 
Features a 4-position telescoping boom with 
heavy steel hook that provides additional 
reach when pulling engines from vehicles. 
The 6-wheel/caster design adds mobility 
even during storage. Quick-release 
ring pins make setup and teardown 
of the foldable body a snap.

This engine crane 
has some awesome new 
features like: dual pump pistons 
designed to reach max height 25% faster than single pump designs. 
New low 4.7” leg clearance to fit under wide range of vehicle frame without jacking up 
the vehicle. Has a 4-position boom can be adjusted from: 1000 / 2000 / 3000 / 4000 lb. 
settings, Boom Length: 48” / 41.5” / 34” / 27”, Boom Capacity (tons): 0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2 ton, 
Maximum Height: 96.5” / 90.5” / 84.5” / 78.5”. Unique drop forged steel hook swivels 360 
degrees. Crane fold up when it’s not in use. (21.5” x 31.5” area)

Multiple
BooM

positions

Drop
ForgeD

Heavy Duty 
360° swivel

Hook

low proFile
legs

Dual
puMp

pistons

PRT # W41029

$39999

SNX # 5222

$59999

2-ton dual Piston
Folding EnginE CranE
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Capacity Lift Headroom Part Number  Sale Price
3/4-Ton ............5 ft ...........12-4/5” ...... JET # 287300 ........ $225.99
3/4-Ton ...........10 ft ..........12-4/5” ...... JET # 287301 ......... $241.99
3/4-Ton ...........15 ft ..........12-4/5” ...... JET # 287302 ........ $258.99
1-1/2 Ton ........10 ft ............ 15” ........ JET # 287401 ......... $291.99

JLP-A SERIES LEVER HOISTS
JET® JLP-A Series lever hoists are an ideal 
choice for pulling, stretching and hoisting in 
tight spaces. New improved free chain design 
has a two-step, no load system that permits 
quicker hoist positioning and faster taking up of 
the slack chain. 
Features: Grade 80 black oxide coated load 
chain with industrial rated alloy steel hooks 
that rotate 360 degrees for easy rigging. The 
Weston style double ratchet pawl brake design 
and NEW! innovative brake wear indicator pro-
vides a visual indication when the friction disks 
are worn and need replacing. Complies with 
ANSI / ASME B30.21 and HST-3 Standards

2” x 20’ ~ Working load limit: 5,000 lbs .........PLC # CC2002 ........ $39.99
2” x 30’ ~ Working load limit: 5,000 lbs .........PLC # CC2003 ........ $54.99
3” x 25’ ~ Working load limit: 7,800 lbs .........PLC # CC2004 .........$77.49
4” x 30’ ~ Working load limit: 10,000 lbs. ......PLC # CC2005 .......$110.99

toW reCovery StrapS  W/ SeWn loopS
These premium nylon straps specially treated for 
maximum resistance to fraying, tearing, weathering 
and UV deterioration. Features sewn loops on 
each end of strap. Safer and easier to use than 
chains. Meet all requirements of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT), Canadian Council 
of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) and 
Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA).

20’ toW Chain aSSembly
W/ CleviS Grab hookS
This Grade 70 chain is suited for load binding, tow-
ing and logging applications. It’s strength to weight 
ratio exceeds that of ‘Proof Coil’ and ‘High Test’ 
chain. Yellow zinc finish. Meets all Department of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations.

5/16” x 20’ - 4,700 lb. Working Load
FRN # 70397  ....................... $44.99

3/8” x 20’ - 6,600 lb. Working Load
FRN # 70399 ........................$56.99

QuiCk linkS
1/4” (6mm) Dia - 880 lbs ...........PLC # 4421240 ......... $.99 
5/16” (8mm) Dia - 1,540 lbs .......PLC # 4421340 ....... $1.59
3/8” (9mm) Dia - 1,900 lbs .........PLC # 4421440 ....... $2.39

tranSport (G70) CleviS Grab hook
1/2” Chain - 11,300 lbs. limit ....... PLC # 8022655 ..... $11.49
5/8” Chain - 15,800 lbs. limit ....... PLC # 8022855 ..... $29.99

SCreW pin anChor ShaCkleS
3/4 Ton - 3/8” w/ 7/16” Pin .......... PLC # 8065305 ....... $1.99 
1-1/2 Ton - 1/2” w/ 5/8” Pin .......... PLC # 8065505 ....... $2.69
2-1/4 Ton - 5/8” w/ 3/4” Pin ..........PLC # 8065605 ....... $4.99
3-1/4 Ton - 3/4” w/ 7/8” Pin .......... PLC # 8065705 ........$7.59

5,500 lb. Capacity Pallet Truck
JET® J Series 27” x 48” pallet truck has a low 
profile of just 2-1/2 inches. The 42”L x 6-1/3”W 
fork has a rounded tip design with nylon guide 
rollers that provide trouble free pallet entry 
and exit. Polyurethane 6-1/4” x 2” steer wheels 
deliver a 180° turning radius increases maneu-
verability. Features heavy duty hydraulic pump 
with overload bypass protection and fingertip 
controls that lower material in a controlled 
decent. only takes 12 strokes to reach the 
maximum height of 6-11/16”
JET # 161009 ......................$406.99

350 lb. Capacity
Hydraulic Scissor Lift Table ........................... JET # 140771 ...... $389.99
Ideal for lifting, positioning and transporting heavy materials around the shop, factory, warehouse or of-
fice. Don’t have to worry about hurting your back. Hydraulic foot pedal design allows you to position and 
raise work pieces from 8-5/8” to 28-3/4” max. height. Has a hand lever for easy, controlled hydraulic 
release. Table size dimensions: 27-1/2”L x 17-3/4”W. Features all steel frame design with fold-down 
handle for easy storage.(2) fixed rear wheels feature parking brakes so it won’t rolling away.

Adjustable Work Table w/ Drawer & Tool Rail ........ SNX # 8019 ........$159.99
This 1” deep rolling table features a non-slip rubber lined work surface (17” x 20”) with three built-in 
compartment trays for organization. Includes storage drawer, built-in screwdriver and pry bar holders 
plus an insert groove designed to hold working air tools. Powder coated heavy gauge steel frame that 
supports up to 220 lbs. max. capacity. The “H” designed base with four 2” swivel casters keeps the 
work table extremely stable & mobile. Adjustable table height from 34” to 47-3/4”.

 Capacity Lift Headroom Weight Part Number  Sale Price
1/2-Ton .........10 ft ............ 11” ........... 26 lbs ......... JET # 101900 ....... $149.99
1-Ton .............10 ft ............ 12” ........... 35 lbs ......... JET # 101910 ....... $169.99
1-1/2 Ton ......15 ft ..........14-1/2” ......... 58 lbs ......... JET # 101921 ....... $275.99
2-Ton .............10 ft ..........17-1/2” ......... 52 lbs ......... JET # 101930 ....... $279.99
2-Ton .............15 ft ..........17-1/2” ......... 60 lbs ......... JET # 101931 ....... $319.99
2-Ton .............20 ft ..........17-1/2” ......... 68 lbs ......... JET # 101932 ....... $359.99
3-Ton .............10 ft ..........20-1/2” ......... 78 lbs ......... JET # 101940 ....... $349.99
3-Ton .............15 ft ..........20-1/2” ......... 90 lbs ......... JET # 101941 ....... $399.99
5-Ton .............15 ft ..........23-1/2” .........140 lbs ........ JET # 101951 ....... $645.99

  Beam Min. Beam Minimum 
Capacity Flange Width Height Beam Curve Part Number  Sale Price
1/2-Ton ..... 2-1/2” to 8” ........ 3” ......... 35” Radius ...... JET # 262005 ........ $79.99
1-Ton ............3” to 8” ........... 5” ......... 39” Radius ...... JET # 262010 ...... $100.99
2-Ton ..............15 ft..........14-1/2” ......... 58 lbs ......... JET # 262020 ...... $166.99
3-Ton ..............10 ft..........17-1/2” ......... 52 lbs ......... JET # 262030 .......$327.99
5-Ton ..............15 ft..........17-1/2” ......... 60 lbs ......... JET # 262050 ...... $478.99

S90 SERIES MANUAL CHAIN HOISTS

HDT SERIES MANUAL TROLLEYS

JET® S90 Series hand chain hoists were designed with reliability and durability 
to perform in light-duty industrial applications. The smaller body and lightweight 
design are ideal for low headroom applications 
and use in confined areas. 
Features: Black oxide coated Grade 80 load 
chain is induction hardened for added durability.
• Has industrial rated alloy steel safety hook 
that rotates 360 degrees for easy rigging.
• The Weston style double ratchet pawl brake 
design splits the load to opposite sides of 
the ratchet gear for greater load security and 
increased safety.  
• Needle bearings support the load sheave to 
increase efficiency and promote smooth opera-
tion with low wear for longer hoist life. 
• Complies with OSHA, ANSI/ASME B30.16 and 
HST-2M standards.
• Load tested to 125% of capacity with certificate

JET® HDT Series designed for low maintenance, 
trouble free use on wide flange H-beams, standard I-
beams or curved track. Available from 1/2-ton though 
5-ton capacities. Spacer washers allow for quick 
adjustments to fit different beam flange widths. 
Features: Welded all-steel frame with powder coat 
finish. Hardened steel wheels with 
double sealed, permanently lubricated 
bearings provide smooth movement. 
Built-in bumper guards on the side plates 
increase safety. Complies with OSHA 
Regulations, ANSI / ASME B30.11 and 
B30.17 standards. Load tested to 125% 
of capacity with proof certificate

liFtinG
eQuipment
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emerGenCy & WarninG liGhtinG
When being seen is crucial, these highly visible 12V 
LED lights offer a budget-friendly alternative to their 
full size big brothers. Ideal for road repair safety 
vehicles, emergency and warning, automotive, farm 
equipment and construction applications.

LED Class 2 
Magnetic Base
Warning Light Bar
This amber low-profile light 
bar has 24 high output LEDs 
with 24 different distinct flash patterns. Pattern switch/button is located on the 12V accessory 
plug. Features 4 heavy-duty, scratch resistant, 35 lb magnets on the base to secure the light in 
place. Exceeds SAE J845 Class 2 standards. Measures 17”W x 7”D x 3”T
BZR # C4850AW ............................................................................ $99.99

LED Warning
Light Bar w/ Magnetic Base
This is a professional, low-profile light with 24 
high-output LEDs for optimum visibility. Choose 
among 7 different flash patterns with a click of 
a button located on the 12V accessory plug. 
The non-scratch, heavy-duty magnetic base stays 
securely in place even in the harshest wind and weather 
conditions. Measures 10-3/4”W x 6” D x 2-1/2”T. Available 
in either amber or clear polycarbonate lens.
BZR # C4855AW .........Amber Lens ........$87.99
BZR # C4855CAW ........Clear Lens .........$79.99

Amber

Clear

12 VoLt FueL transFer PuMP
Transfer diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits from both mobile and stationary tanks. The 
self-priming cast iron pump with long-life, low-friction polymer vanes for extended service 
intervals. Delivers 15 GPM. Has a 360° lo locking bung for proper pump positioning. Features 

pre-wired 18’ power cable with quick connect alligator clips, 
three-piece telescoping pick-up tube, and includes 13’ x 3/4” NPT 
commercial-grade anti-static hose.

LSL # 1550

$42499 FreeG
E

T

# 1142 WITH
# 1550 PURCHASE

Lever Action
Grease Gun

with 6” rigid extension
and hybrid couplerRETAIL 

VALUE
$2699

FiberFix
10X Tape
Combines industrial strength woven fibers, 
specialized resin and anti-moisture laminate 
into a wrap that will bond to almost anything. 
Super Strength: 10 times stronger than duct 
tape. Weight Bearing: virtually cannot be 
ripped or torn. But don’t worry, that is why it 
come complete with small knife. 2” x 60 ft.
JBW # 39501 ....................... $9.99

Camouflage 
Utility Blanket
Great for picnics, the bleachers, cool 
autumn evenings or even as a large moving 
blanket. Measures 72” x 80”. Shell is made 
of non-woven synthetic fibers and filled with 
recycled denim cotton. Provides additional 
padded protection for loads during moves or 
items in storage. 
TTN # 22017 ......................$17.99

12,500 lb. Tow Rope - (20’ x 1” Dia.) ............CRI # R12.5-0-20......... $38.99 
25,000 lb. Tow Rope - (20’ x 1-3/8” Dia.) ......CRI # R25-0-20 ............. $57.79
37,500 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 1-5/8” Dia.) ......CRI # R37.5-0-30 ....... $105.49 
50,000 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 2” Dia.) ............CRI # R50-0-30 ......... $133.99 
62,500 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 2-1/4” Dia.) ......CRI # R62.5-0-30 .......$159.99 
75,000 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 2-1/2” Dia.) ......CRI # R75-0-30 .......... $189.99
100,000 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 3” Dia.)..........CRI # R100-0-30 .......$244.99
125,000 lb. Tow Rope - (30’ x 4” Dia.)..........CRI # R125-0-30 ........ $329.99

PoLyProPyLene roPe
With tWo LooPs
These blue towing ropes are stronger, lighter and 
safer than nylon, cable or chain towing options. 
Polypropylene rope only stretches 10-14% of its 
length, unlike other ropes that can stretch up 
to 40%. Highly resistant to chemicals such as 
diesel fuel, battery acid, oil, gasoline, hydrau-
lic fluid and fertilizers. Special UV protection 
and water resistant for long-lasting durability.

diesel Filter wrenches

LIS # 61060 ....... Fits Paccar Filters ....... $20.99
LIS # 61090 ......Fits 5” Davco Filters ...... $22.99
LIS # 61110 ......Fits 6” Davco Filters .......$25.99
LIS # 61130 ......Fits 8” Davco Filters ...... $29.99

Designed for removing and replacing 
the fuel filter. Unique half-moon 
design provide easier access to the 
fuel filter. High strength laser-cut 
steel prevents the wrench from 
flexing while loosening stubborn 
filter collars. Thick padded handle 
for positive grip. Davco® wrenches 
have additional teeth to open vent 
caps as well.

Ford Transit 3.2L Diesel Filter Wrench 
This wrench is used to remove and install fuel filter elements on 2015 
to current 150, 250, and 350 models. The tool is notched to match the 
canister design to help eliminate slipping and damage to the canister. 
Simply slip the tool over the canister and turn. The cushioned grip 
handle also has a 3/8” square drive to provide extra leverage.
LIS # 61140 .......................... $24.99

1-Ton 
Portable EZ Puller
This collapsible unit comes with a plastic 
molded carrying case for easy storage and 
maximum portability. 
Features Include: a 8’ pull galvanized aircraft 
quality cable, OSHA approved drop forged steel 
safety hooks, and contour grip handle. A snap 
block allows easy conversion from 1,000 lb. to 
2,000 lb. capacity pull. Able to release 1 notch 
at a time. Meets ASME & ANSI standards.
AMG # EZ2000 ................... $39.99

For use in a wide range of lifting, lowering, 
stretching and pulling applications and 
operates in any position. The dual ratchet drive releases the load one 
notch at a time. The cable limiter feature keeps two wraps of cable on the 
laminated steel ratchet wheel. Uses galvanized aircraft cable with drop 
forged safety hooks. Meets OSHA and ASME Spec B30.21-1999.

1-Ton Power Puller ...............AMG # 18500 ....... $33.99
• 18:1 leverage | 12 ft. pull | 3/16” dia cable
2-Ton Power Puller ...............AMG # 18600 ....... $39.99
• 36:1 leverage | 6 ft. pull | 3/16” dia cable
4-Ton Power Puller ...............AMG # 18650 ....... $69.99
• 42:1 leverage | 6 ft. pull | 5/16” dia cable 

dual ratchet driVe caBle Pullers
• Laminated Steel

Ratchet Wheel
• Plated Steel Body

• Drop Forged
Safety Hooks

Diesel Winter Rescue
Emergency De-Icer + Quick Thaw
This is your answer for cold weather emergen-
cies. Contains a military grade de-icer and 
lubricity additive that quickly re-liquifies gelled 
diesel fuel and de-ices frozen fuel filters. 
(Emergency product and is not intended for 
every day usage)
Treatment Ratio: 32 oz. treats 40 gallons of 
diesel fuel.
HSS # DWR32Z ................... $14.99

• Thaws Frozen Fuel 
in your tank, lines, 
pump and filters

• Reduces Down Time 
and saves on costly 

towing charges
• Lubricity Additive 

for fuel pump & injectors
• Effective In 

biodiesel blends
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20V
LIthIum Ion

12V
LIthIum Ion

10,000
Max PSI

GreaSe
PreSSure

LSL # 1262
POWERLUBER®
12V Grease Gun Kit
Kit Contents: 
(1) 12V grease gun with 
      30” high-pressure hose
(1) 12V li-ion battery pack 
(1) one-hour wall charger
(1) blow-molded carrying case

Lithium-ion technology offers one of the best energy-to-weight ratios 
while providing a consistent level of performance from the beginning 
to the end of the battery cycle. Features integrated hose storage and 
three-point base that keeps the tool upright. New dual-lip follower 
enables bulk or cartridge delivery & eliminates grease bypass.  Handy 
vent valve purges trapped air to assure easy prime.

LSL # 1884
POWERLUBER®
20V Grease Gun Kit
Multi-function LCD screen with red 
rocker switch allows user to select 
low or high volume grease output 
dispensing. Display also alerts 
blocked fittings and loss of prime.
Kit Contents: 
(1) 20V grease gun with 
      36” high-pressure hose
(2) 20V lithium-ion battery packs
(1) one-hour wall charger
(1) blow-molded case

LSL # 1884

$35999

LSL # 1262

$20999

wheeled oil drain

FreeG
E

T

# 1142 WITH
# 3601 PURCHASE

# 5900 WITH
# 1262 PURCHASE

Lever Action
Grease Gun

with 6” rigid extension
and hybrid coupler

RETAIL 
VALUE

$2699

FreeG
E

T

PowerLock
Coupler

18 Gallon Oil Drain w/ Pressurized Evacuation
Welded steel tank design includes 3” swivel casters and 6” fixed-
axle wheels for easy mobility. The reinforced dispensing hose 
doubles as a sight gauge to prevent overfilling. Includes a preset 
air regulator that allows the use of standard shop air up to 150 psi 
to provide an affordable option for draining. 14” telescoping bowl 
with a height adjustment range of 45” to 72”.
LSL # 3601............$269.99

RETAIL 
VALUE

$2899

LeVer action
grease guns
Exclusive “flipover” follower provides a superior 
seal, allowing easily loading by suction, filler 
pump or cartridge. Features cast iron pump 
head, precision fit plunger and extra heavy fol-
lower spring. Accessible check valve allows for 
easy cleaning of hardened and/or contaminated 
grease Includes hydraulic filler nipple.
w/ 6” Rigid Extension
LSL # 1142 ............................ $26.99
w/ 18” Flexible Hose
LSL # 1147 ............................ $34.99

PistoL griP grease guns
Fast, one-hand operation with similar features 
and benefits of Lincoln lever type grease guns.

VariaBLe stroKe / VariaBLe Pressure grease guns
These grease guns deliver where other grease guns fail. Variable design means short stroke–high 
pressure; long stroke–high volume. Precision fit and hardened plunger prevents lubricant bypass, 
resists scoring for longer life. Two-way filling, suction or 14.5oz. cartridge. Features cast iron pump 
head, extra heavy follower spring and jam-proof toggle mechanism. Includes hydraulic coupler

w/ 6” Rigid Extension & Hydraulic Coupler ..............LSL # 1132 ...........$39.99
w/ 18” Flexible Hose & Hydraulic Coupler ...............LSL # 1133 ...........$39.99

Pistol Grip w/ 18” Flexible Hose & 6” Rigid Ext ........LSL # 1134 ......... $44.99
Lever Action w/ 6” Rigid Extension .........................LSL # 1148 ......... $34.99

PowerLock Coupler
Simplify the Lubrication Process. Enabling single-handed operation of any grease gun. 
Lever activated for quick attachment and release. Its reverse-jaw design holds the fitting 
securely to the seat for less grease bypass and lower lubricant costs. 
Designed for pressures up to 10,000 PSI.

Air Operated Pistol Grip Grease Gun
This grease gun runs on shop air and delivers up 
to 6000 psi grease pressure. The variable speed 
trigger provides excellent grease flow control. 
Includes a combination filler nipple 
and bleeder valve plus 30” whip hose 
with coupler and attachment clip.
LSL # 1162 ............. $94.99

LSL # 5900
$28.99

# 1142

# 1133

# 1134

• Two-Speed Transmission - delivers 3.5 oz/min on low and 10 oz/min on high
• LED Indicators - to identify loss of prime, empty cartridge or stall from blocked fittings
• High-Torque Motor - develops pressure up to 10,000 psi
• Battery Gauge - provides immediate feedback on state of charge
• Well Balanced Composite Body - with protective rubber over-molds
• Weighs just 7.5 lbs
• Accepts should strap (optional)

FreeG
E

T
# 1872 WITH
# 1886 PURCHASE

4.0 Ah - 20V
Lithium Battery

Perfect for large-capacity
applications for where

charging access is limited

Kit includes: (1) 20V grease gun - (1) 48” high-pressure hose 
with hose holder,- (2) extra grease couplers, - (1) 20V lithium-ion 
battery pack, - (1) dual-voltage charger compatible with all 
Lincoln Li-ion tools, - (1) blow-molded carrying case.

RETAIL 
VALUE

$10399

20V
LIthIum Ion

LSL # 1886

$27999

2-sPeed PowerluBer™ Kit
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With an ultra-low pick-up height and a long chassis, you should have no trouble reaching 
the factory approved jacking points on most low ground-clearance vehicles. Ideal for 
import cars, race cars, street rods, exotic vehicles and flat tires. Constructed out of heavy 
durable steel and employs flanged side plates for increased strength. Rapid Rise twin 
parallel pump design allows for fewer pumps to reach your load. 

3-Ton Low Profile Jack
lowered height: 2.75” | max height: 20” | travel: 17.25”
saddle dia: 4.64” | dimensions: 15.8W x 33”L | weight 110 lbs.
SNX # 6603LP .............................$439.99
2-Ton Low Profile Jack
lowered height: 2.75” | max height: 24” | travel: 21.25”
saddle dia: 4” | dimensions: 15.75W x 36”L | weight 99 lbs.
SNX # 6602LP.............................$299.99

Jack Model Capacity Lowered Height Max Height Travel Saddle Diameter Chassis Length Chassis Width Weight SALE PRICE
SNX # 6603 3 Ton 4.5” 19.5” 15” 5.125” 29” 13.85” 82 lbs. $239.99
SNX # 66037 3.5 Ton 4” 19.5” 15.5” 5.5” 32.3” 16.2” 101 lbs. $274.99
SNX # 6604 5 Ton 5” 22” 17” 5.75” 61.8” 16.1” 231 lbs. $819.99
SNX # 6609 10 Ton 6.25” 22.5” 16.25” 5.9” 65.75” 20.47” 341 lbs. $1,199.99

Jack Model Capacity Lowered Height Max Height Travel Saddle Diameter Chassis Length Chassis Width Weight SALE PRICE
SNX # 6606 5 Ton 5” 22” 17” 5.75” 61.8” 16.5” 242 lbs. $1,129.99
SNX # 6620 20 Ton 7.25” 24.5” 17.25” 5.75” 74.8” 22.8” 655 lbs. $2,899.99

Jack Model Capacity Lowered Height Max Height Travel Screw Adjustment Chassis Length Overall Width Weight SALE PRICE
SNX # 6822 22 Ton 8.75” 22.2” 5.75” 3.75” 20.5” 10.25” 88 lbs. $849.99

service Jacks

air / Hydraulic Truck Jack

steel service Jacks - air / Hydraulic

steel service Jacks - Hydraulic

# 6620

# 6609# 66037

# 6603

Whether you are looking for a ultra lightweight aluminum jack or a heavy gauge steel chassis 
version, these jacks are designed for continuous, dependable performance in fleet truck shops, 

farm equipment dealers, and commercial vehicle service bays. Features include: thick side plates 
to prevent twisting, large wide-track front wheels, and rear swivel casters for easy jack positioning. 

The built-in safety bypass and overload valve prevents the jack from being used beyond its rated 
capacity or over-extending of the ram. Choose a model that best suits your needs.

3-Ton Aluminum Jack
lowered height: 3.8” | max height: 20” | travel: 16.2”
saddle dia: 4.6” | dimensions: 15W x 31.7”L | weight 58 lbs.
SNX # 6603ASJ ............................... $439.99
2-Ton Aluminum Jack
lowered height: 3.5” | max height: 20” | travel: 16.5”
saddle dia: 4.6” | dimensions: 14.56W x 31.81”L | weight 50 lbs.
SNX # 6602ASJ............................... $364.99
1.75-Ton Folding Aluminum ‘Roadster’ Jack
lowered height: 3.5” | max height: 16.5” | travel: 13”
saddle dia: 4.6” | dimensions: 11.14W x 22.44”L | weight 40 lbs.
SNX # 66175FASJ ............................$274.99

These precision-built jacks are constructed from ultra lightweight 
aluminum for reduced weight. Twin parallel pump design lifts to work 
load in fewer pumps. Has side mounted handles, wide track front 
wheels and ball bearing swivel rear caster for easy jack positioning. 
Built-in overload and bypass safety valves prevent the jack from being 
used beyond its rated capacity.

# 66175FASJ

aLuMinuM raPiD rise ™ FLoor JacKs

# 6603ASJ

LoW ProFiLe raPiD rise™ FLoor JacKssteeL raPiD rise™ FLoor JacKs
Upgraded power unit includes long lasting, high performance seals and hydraulic fluid. Rapid-Rise 
Technology with dual pump pistons for fast saddle rise to load. Steel construction provides strength, 
stability, and effortless maneuverability. Low profile, long reach frame provides access to hard-to-
reach lift points. 2-Piece handle includes bumper pad to protect vehicle from damage. Powder coated 
finish for durability. Ball bearing rear swivel casters for increased mobility. 

3.5 Ton Steel Service Jack
lowered height: 3.85” | max height: 21.2”
saddle dia: 4.7” | dimensions: 14.7W x 28.3”L | weight 105 lbs.
SNX # 66035SJ ................ $369.99
2-Ton Steel Service Jack
lowered height: 3.5” | max height: 18.1”
saddle dia: 4” | dimensions: 13W x 24”L | weight 67 lbs.
SNX # 6602SJ ...................$259.99

# 6822 0.8”
2.0”
3.9”AD

AP
TE

RS

Springless Design
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Jack stands

air / hyDrauLic BottLe JacKs

    Lowered  Adjustment
Stand Model Capacity Base Size Construction Height Raised Height Holes Height Intervals SALE PRICE
SNX # 1210 10 Ton 12” x 12” Schedule Steel 11” 17-3/8” 4 1-1/2” $209.99
SNX # 1310 10 Ton 17” x 17” Schedule Steel 18-7/8” 29-7/8” 7 1-1/2” $259.99
SNX # 1410 10 Ton 16” x 16” Schedule Steel 28-1/8” 46-1/2” 10 2” $314.99
SNX # 1522A 22 Ton 10” x 10” Schedule Steel 11-7/8” 19-3/4” 3 3-1/2” $199.99
SNX # 1003AJ 3 Ton 7” diameter Aluminum 10.6” 15.4” 6 1” $134.99

Stand Model Capacity Base Size Construction Lowered Height Raised Height Height Intervals SALE PRICE
SNX # 1003C 3 Ton 7” x 7-1/2” Ductile Iron 11-3/4” 17” 3/4” $47.99
SNX # 1006C 6 Ton 9-3/4” Ductile Iron 15-1/2” 24” 3/4” $89.99
SNX # 1012C 12 Ton 12-1/2” x 14-3/4” Ductile Iron 19-1/2” 30” 1” $229.99

Jack stands - Pin style

Jack stands - Ratcheting style

Support trucks, trailers and equipment in fleet garages, agricultural, industrial and construction 
environments. All SUNEX jack stands are backed by a 1-year warranty.

All JACk STAnDS SolD In PAIRS

# 1310

# 1522

# 1006C

#
 1

0
0

3A
J

# 1210

Capacity 12-Ton Shorty 20-Ton 20-Ton Shorty 30-Ton 50-Ton
Max Height 14.4” 17.9” 13.8” 17.3” 16.7”
Min Height 7.5” 9.5” 7.5” 10.8” 10.4”
Model number #4412S #4420 #4420S #4430 #4450
SALE PRICE $69.99 $123.99 $119.99 $244.99 $374.99

Capacity 2-Ton 4-Ton 6-Ton 8-Ton 12-Ton
Max Height 7.1” 15” 16.5” 18.1” 18.3”
Min Height 13.6” 8” 8.5” 9.1” 9.1”
Model number #4402  #4404 #4406 #4408 #4412
SALE PRICE $29.99 $32.99 $38.99 $49.99 $69.99

ManuaL BottLe JacKs 
These newly designed black electrostatic painted bottle jacks 
have Fully Welded Bases for superior durability, Flash Chrome 
Ram that resists rust and oxidation and an Aluminum Pump 
Piston for a long trouble free life. Additional features include 
adjustable heat treated extension screw, two-piece slip fit 
handle, and built-in safety valve protects 
against over-extension of the ram.

Effortless air operation will greatly reduce operator fatigue and speeds 
up efficiency. If a pneumatic source is not available these jacks will also 
operate manually using the interlocking handle. Minimum air pressure of 
90 PSI required to operate. Features overload and bypass safety valves 
to prevent the jack from being used 
beyond its rated capacity.

12-TOn CAPACITy
Max Height 17.6”
Min Height 9.1”
Ram Travel 8.5”
Model no. SNX # 4412AH
SALE PRICE $229.99

20-TOn CAPACITy
Max Height 18.0”
Min Height 9.5”
Ram Travel 8.5”
Model no. SNX # 4420AH
SALE PRICE $339.99

narrow Width Trolley Jack 
w/ 2-Ton Capacity Jack Stands
This combo set contains a pair of 2 ton rachet-
ing jack stands and a compact sized narrow 
width jack that is excellent for transporting 
in a vehicle. The jack has a lowered height 
of 5”, raised height 15”, and overall capacity 
of 4,000 lb. The jack stands are ratchet style for 
easy adjustments with a 10-3/8” to 16-3/8” range.
PRT # W1605 ..........................$79.99
2-Ton Trolley Jack (only) ...................... PRT #W1614..............................$59.99

4-Ton 48” High Lift Jack
Great all around tool for farm, 
home and offroad use. This rugged 
versatile tool can lift low objects 
such as cars, trucks or trailers 
with ease. Use it to push or pull; as 
winch, pull posts from ground, or 
even tighten fence. Features a 7”L 
x 4-1/2”W base plate mounted to a 
specially rolled extra high carbon 
steel bar with an 80,000 pound 
minimum tensile strength. The 4” 
long lifting nose has a low pick up 
point at only 4.5” from the base. 
Includes a 30”L x 1-5/16”D handle 
and safety shear pin.
AMG # 14100 .....$99.99

Service Kit
AMG # 14226
$34.99

2-Ton Capacity
12V Electric Scissor Jack
Emergency roadside tire changes just got easier. 
Push button controller with 12’ cord, plugs into 
vehicles 12 volt utility outlet. Has a broad lifting 
range of 5” to 14”. Comes packaged in blow molded 
case for easy transport and storage. Includes 
carrying case, manual emergency hand crank, and 
three extra fuses.
PRT # W1609 ....................... $89.99
1-1/2 Ton Manual Scissor Jack
Has a 3,000 lb. load rating and features a large 
oversized base and saddle to provide stability. 
Precision worm gear for easy and smooth rotation.
PRT # W1600 ........................$27.99

# W1609 # W1600

12V
PoWErEd

Pivot Base Adapter 
Converts flat bottom long ram jacks to a round pin pivot base. 
SNX # 5085 ........................................... $18.99

Flat bottom SloW
releaSe lonG Stroke ramS 
Ideal for IEM applications in manufacturing or engine cranes 
and handling equipment requiring long hydraulic stroke. 
Rapid Rise hydraulic system raises the ram twice as fast as a 
standard jack. Larger ram diameter to withstand side loads. 
Features hydraulic bypass system to prevent over extension of 
ram and ductile iron base for added strength. Electrostatically 
painted to prevent corrosion.
4 Ton Capacity .........SNX # 5041B ...... $117.99
8 Ton Capacity .........SNX # 5081B ..... $149.99

SPECIFICATIOnS
• 24.4” Lowered Height 
• 43.9” Raised Height
• 19-1/2” Ram Travel

# 5085
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hydraulic...

SNX # 7793B

$69999

1/2 ton transMission JacK
The 7793B features a telescopic two-stage hydraulic unit 
provides greater lifting ranges. Foot op-
erated pump pedal provides hands-free 
raising of the ram and slow controlled 
lowering of the load. Has a universal 
tilting saddle with four ratcheting arms 
quickly adjust to the transmission pan 
configuration. Chain tie downs secure the 
load to the saddle. A lateral adjustment knob 
allows control of the side-to-side movement. 
Wide base legs with four heavy-duty swivel 
casters for maneuvering throughout the shop.

air / hydraulic...
1,000 LB. teLescoPic
transMission JacK
This telescopic two-stage air/hydraulic ram operates 
by depressing the foot pedal marked ‘UP’ to raise the 
jack to maximum first stage height. The hydraulic 
second stage reaches the desired height by using the 
hand pump. Greater lifting ranges for the removal, 
installation and transporting of transmissions, transfer 
cases and transaxles. 
• The overall lowered height of 35” enables 
the transmission to be easily transferred 
from the jack to the work table. 
• Universal saddle with four ratcheting 
arms quickly adjust to the transmission pan 
configuration. Nylon strap tie downs secure 
the load to the saddle. 
• Foot activated release pedal provides safe, 
slow controlled lowering of the load. 
• Wide base legs and full swivel casters 
provide stability and easy maneuverability.
• See specifications below.

SNX # 7700C

$31999

SNX # 7750C

$52999

SNX # 7796

$99999

1-3/4”x10” &  2”x10”
Quick Change

Spline Saddles Included MAx HEIGHT 
38.6”

MIN HEIGHT 
11.3”

300 lb. Capacity Floor Type Clutch Jack
Makes clutch/flywheel removal and installation a one man job. Saddle tilts 90° 
vertically and swivels full circle to safely align clutch during installation and 
clears undercarriage during removal. The long 20” pump handle rotates 360° 
for ease of operation in virtually any work position. Swivel casters and large 
grip side handles provide easy maneuverability. 22”W x 41”L.
SNX # 7790 .......................................................... $799.99MODEL # 7796 # 7793B  # 7700C # 7750C # 7752C

Capacity 1,000 lbs. 1,000 lbs. 700 lbs. 1,200 lbs. 3,000 lbs.
Raised Height 73-1/2” 75-1/2” 74” 31-1/2” 36.62”
Lowered Height 35” 35” 50.8” 6.5” 8.7”
Travel 38” 40” 24.5” 25.5” 28”
SADDLE TILT
• Forward 37° 37° 15° 30° 29°
• Backward 26° 26° 15° 12° 15°
• Side-to-Side 12° 12° 12° 15° 15°

transMission JacK sPeciFications

SNX # 7752C

$1,19999

7 pc. Fuel & Transmission
Line Disconnect Set

Constructed of anodized aluminum and color-coded 
for easy identification. This set contains quick discon-
nect tools to remove spring lock air conditioning 

fittings & fuel line couplings on Ford, Chrysler & GM plus 
transmission cooler lines found on Ford & Mercury. Set 

includes the following sizes 5/16”, 3/8” & 1/4”, bilingual 
instructions and a blow molded 
durable case.

Transmission 
Tail Shaft / Transaxle Plug
Simple and yet the perfect tool for the job. 
Includes (5) stepped design plugs to prevent 
fluid leaks from your transmission tail shaft 
during driveshaft removal. Fits most import 
and domestic cars and pickups. Sizes 
include 1-1.25”, 1.300-1.550”, 1.600-1.850”, 
1.925-2.180” and (1) for Ford transaxles.
LIS # 23400 .......................$11.99

2.5 Gallon ATF Refill System
A complete system for servicing today’s sealed automatic trans-
missions. Large 2.5 gallon fluid capacity with integrated manual 
pump that adds air above the fluid level to prevent aeration. A 
pressure gauge displays critical dispensing pressure for smooth 
continual flow. The fluid dispensing hose has a built-in valve 
to manually shut off and control the flow of 
fluid. Has push-to-connect, quick-change 
style couplers located at both ends of 
the fluid dispensing hose. Includes: (10) 
quick-change style adapters to connect to 
Ford, Toyota, BMW, Honda, Nissan, VW, Audi, 
Mercedes, and Volvo transmissions. Complete 
with custom-molded storage case for adapters
LSL # MV6412 ................. $309.99

10” Translucent
Offset Funnel 
Features a 6-3/4” 
offset from center of 
mouth to center of the 
spout making it perfect 
for those hard-to-reach 
applications. Includes 
lid and spout cap for 
easy storage and to help 
keep contaminants out. 
A multi-step adapter fits 
most transmission and other dipstick tubes. 
Chemical-resistant polyethylene.
LIS # 18232 ....................... $13.49

INCLUDES
POPULAR &

HARD-TO-FIND
FITTINGS:

#TR620

#TR610

#TR755

#TR765

• CoST EFFECTiVE  • EASy To USE  
• on-THE-CAr rEPAirS

Deluxe Transmission  
Oil Cooler Line Repair Kit
Perfect for damaged lines including rust, cracks, 
pinholes,and more. Includes: 40 assorted fittings 
including line connectors, nuts, adapters and 
unions, 15 ft. roll of 5/16” triple-walled rubber 
hose with a pressure rating up to 250 PSI & 
temperatures up to 350°F, (21) 360° seal 
clamps, (10) hose hanger clamps with screws, 
(5) transmission connector clips (1) tubing/
hose cutter and (1) 360° sealing clamp pliers 
in a well organized carry case.
SUR # TS14316  ...............$46.99

SNX # 7706

$27499

PRT # W89330
$43.99

Fuel Tank Adapter
Designed to fit onto under hoist transmis-
sion jacks for safe removal and installation of 
emptied automotive gas tanks. Easily installs to 
all ratcheting finger transmission jack saddles and 
comes with a universal adapter plate for all other 
types of saddles. (4) supports can be quickly 
adjusted to fit most fuel tanks up to 40 gallon 
capacity. Foam pads are provided to protect 
fuel tanks. Includes (2) 8’ tie-down straps to 
secure the tank to the adapter
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20V MAX* - Cordless 
3-Tool Combo Kit
# DCK397HM2 Includes: (1) #DCF899h 
~ 1/2” Drive ‘High Torque’ Brushless Impact 
Wrench with hog ring socket retention. Has 
a breakaway torque of 1,200 ft./lbs. for the 
most demanding applications. 3-speed design 
delivers: 0-100 / 0-300 / 0-700 ft/lbs. maximum 
forward torque. 0-2,400 impacts per minute. 
Bright single LED light for added visibility. 
Measures 8-13/16” in length and weighs only 
7.2 lbs. - (1) #DCGG571 ~ 20V grease gun with 
high-volume pump delivers up to 5.0 oz./min. & 
up to 16 grease cartridges on a single charge. 
Variable speed trigger offers precise grease 
flow. Has 42” flexible hose and bright LED light 
to locate those hard-to-see grease fittings - (1) 
#DCL043 ~ 90° pivoting head spot light with 
two brightness settings. 3 white LEDs  and 1 
red LED to preserve night vision. Can be seen 
up to 508 yards or 1,525 feet. - (2) 20V MAX* 
XR 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs w/ state of 
charge indicators - (1) household fast charger - 
(1) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.

20V MAX* XR®  - 1/2” Drive 
Cordless Impact Wrench Kit
# DCF894HP2 Includes: (1) #DCF894 ~ 
Brushless 1/2” square drive compact impact 
wrench w/ hog ring anvil. Features Precision 
Wrench™ control. In Forward the tool will pause 
before impacting to help prevent over tighten-
ing. In Reverse the tool lowers speed when 
fastener is loose to help prevent run-off. No 
load speeds of: LOW  0-900 rpm - HI  0-2,000 
rpm. Delivers 330 ft/lbs of max. torque and 
0-3,100 impacts per minute. (2) 20V MAX* XR 
5.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) household 
fast charger - (1) contractor bag.

20V MAX - 5” Variable Speed 
Random Orbit Polisher
# DCM848B Includes: (1) DCM848 ~ 
Cordless Random Orbit Polisher has 2.1” orbit 
diameter and high-efficiency brushless motor 
that delivers up to 75% more runtime. The 
variable-speed trigger plus handle thumb dial 
deliver a speed range of 2000 - 5500 OPM for 
all types of polishing applications. Features 
rubber moldings that cover key areas to protect 
work surfaces. In addition, the battery housing 
is oriented horizontally so that the foot of the 
tool doesn’t interfere with polishing. Tool-only 
weight is 5.7 lb. x 17-1/8” long. - (1) 5” Hook 
and loop backing plate - (1) Side handle.

BUY ONE OF THESE

BUY ONE OF THESE

The ATOMIC Compact Series tools are 
optimized for tight spaces, overhead work, and long periods 
of use increasing comfort, balance, and tool control. 15 Clutch

Settings
For Precision
Control

2 Speed
Settings
0-450 & 
0-1650 RPM

ATOMIC DRILL/DRIVERS - are extremely compact at 6.3” in 
length and only 2.8 lbs with battery. This puts it into Dewalt’s 
12 volt size and weight territory but all the while utilizing the 
more popular 20V batteries. Has Dewalt’s efficient brushless 
motor which means longer runtime and the variable speed 
trigger delivers improved control. Plus you add 1/2” ratchet-
ing keyless chuck plus an LED foot 
light for superior visibility, and you 
have a heck of a tool for the price.

ATOMIC HEX SHAnK IMPACT DRIVER - Now lets talk about 
Dewalt’s new Atomic impact driver. It measures just 5.1” front to 
back and lightweight at only 2.1 lbs. Has Dewalt’s efficient brush-
less motor which means longer runtime between charges. Oh yeah 
don’t forget the variable speed trigger, three evenly spaced LED 
lights on the nose for visibility, and huge amount of torque (1700 
in/lbs) supplied from this little guy.

# DCB203: free with 
#DCD708C2 -or- #DCF809C2 

-or- #DCK278C2 Purchase

2.0 Ah - 20V MAX* XR 
Lithium-Ion Battery

#DCD708C2

$18999

#DCF809C2

$18999

#DCK278C2

$27999

These 3...
20V MAX  Atomic Kits
Includes: 
- (2) 20V MAX* 1.3Ah lithium-ion battery packs 
- (1) household fast charger 
- (1) contractor bag.

OFFER

20V max*
Lithium ion

RETAIL 
VALUE

$9699

RETAIL 
VALUE

RETAIL 
VALUE

$14599

$18499

BARE TOOL

20V MAX*
Cordless 4-1/2”
Angle Grinder

5.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR
Battery / Charger / Bag

# DCG412B:
free with #DCK397HM2 -or-

#DCF894HP2 Purchase

# DCB205CK: free with
#DCF897B -or- #DCF899HB
-or- #DCM848B Purchase

# DCM848B

$31499

20V MAX* XR® High Torque Impact Wrenches
These cordless square drive impact wrenches w/ hog ring anvil de-
liver up to 700 ft-lbs of max torque and 1,200 ft-lbs of max breakaway 
torque. 0-2,400 impacts per minute. Features a brushless motor which 
is designed to provide superior run-time, and durability. 3-speed selector 
switch that allows for application specific torque/drive control: 
(0-400/ 1,200/ 1,900 RPM). Has durable magnesium gear case, all metal 
transmission and LED light with 20-second delay for increased visibility. 

# DCF897B

$33999

# DCF899HB

$28999

BARE TOOLS

OFFER

OFFER

1/2
DRIVE3/4

DRIVE

#DCK397HM2

$64999

#DCF894HP2

$44999
1/2
DRIVE

1/2
DRIVE

20V max*
Lithium ion

BATTERIES
5 ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
4 ah

Li-Ion



#DCS380P1

$29999

#DCGG571M1

$28999

#DCS367P1

$31999
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20V MAX* - BRUSHLESS 
Compact Reciprocating Saw Kit
# DCS367P1 Includes: (1) Cordless Re-
ciprocating Saw measures 14.5” in length with 
1-1/8” stroke length and a variable speed trigger 
that delivers up to 2,900 strokes per minute. 
The keyless lever-action 4-position blade clamp 
allows for flush cutting. The brushless motor 
does not have the friction or voltage drop that 
a standard motor deals with, which leads to 
longer runtimes. - (1) 20V MAX* Premium XR 
5.0 Ah lithium-ion battery pack - (1) kit box

20V MAX* - Cordless Grease Gun Kit
# DCGG571M1 Includes: (1) 20V grease 
gun with high-volume pump delivers up to 5.0 
oz./min. & up to 16 grease cartridges on a 
single charge. Variable speed trigger offers 
precise grease flow. Has 42” flexible hose 
and bright LED light to locate those hard-to-
see grease fittings. - (1) 20V MAX* XR 4.0 Ah 
Lithium-Ion battery pack  - (1) fast charger - (1) 
shoulder strap - (1) kit box.

20V MAX* - Cordless Recip Saw Kit
# DCS380P1 Includes: (1) Cordless 
Reciprocating Saw with 1-1/8” stroke length 
and a variable speed trigger that delivers up to 
3,000 strokes per minute. The double oil sealed 
shaft resists contamination. Pivoting adjustable 
shoe extends blade life and allows depth of 
cut control. Has keyless lever-action 4-position 
blade clamp allows for flush cutting.  - (1) 20V 
MAX* Premium XR 5.0 Ah lithium-ion battery 
pack - (1) kit box

20V MAX* - 3/8”Drive 
Cordless Impact Wrench Kit
# DCF890M2 Includes: (1) #DCF890 ~ 
1/2” square drive compact impact wrench w/ 
hog ring anvil. Measures 5.70” front to back. 
Delivers 1,824 in/lbs (150 ft/lbs) of max. torque 
and 0-2,700 impacts per minute - (2) 20V MAX* 
XR 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) house-
hold fast charger - (1) contractor bag.

CORDED - 4.5” AC/DC
Angle Grinder
# DWE4011 Includes: (1) Corded grinder 
with 7 amp AC/DC, 12,000 rpm motor. Features 
low profile, jam-pot gear case, Tool free One-
Touch™ guard adjustment and Quick-Change™ 
wheel release.- (1) depressed center wheel - (1) 
2-position side handle - (1) Hex wrench. 

20V MAX* - Hex Shank Impact  
& Drill / Driver Combo Kit 
# DCK280C2 Includes: (1) #DCF885 ~ 
impact driver with 1/4” hex quick release chuck. 
Delivers 0-3,200 IPM and a max torque of 117 
ft. lbs. Has variable speed trigger - (1) #DCD780 
~ drill / driver with 1/2” ratcheting chuck & 15 
clutch settings. 2 speed transmission: 0-600 
/ 0-2,000 RPM for fastening and drilling ap-
plications - (2) 20V MAX* XR 1.5 Ah lithium-ion 
battery packs - (1) household fast charger - (1) 
belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.

CORDED - 14” Chop Saw
# D28715 Includes: (1) Corded chop saw 
w/ powerful 15 amp / 5.5 HP motor that provides 
more overload capacity, increasing performance 
and durability. 4,000 RPM no load speed. Cutting 
capacity up to 5” round or 4-1/2” x 6-1/2” rect-
angle with QUICK-LOCK vise for fast clamping. 
Features keyless QUICK-CHANGE™ blade change 
system and exclusive 45° adjustable QUICK-
FENCE™ is designed to increases productivity 
without the need for a wrench. Lock-Down Pin 
- allows head of the saw to be locked in the carry-
ing position without the use of a chain. 

CORDED - 6” Bench Grinder
# DW756 Includes: (1) Corded bench 
grinder w/ powerful 5/8 HP, 3,450 RPM induc-
tion motor, rugged cast iron base and motor 
housing and rear exhaust ports in wheel guards. 
- (1) 60 grit wheel - (1) 36 grit wheel - (2) quick-
adjusting eye shields - (2) precision-machined 
aluminum tool rests. Rear exhaust ports.

BUY ONE OF THESE

# DCB205: free with 
#DCS380P1 -or- #DCS367P1 
-or- #DCGG571M1 Purchase

5.0 Ah
20V MAX* XR 
Lithium-Ion Battery

RETAIL 
VALUE

$14499

BATTERY
5 ah

Li-Ion

BATTERY
5 ah

Li-Ion

BATTERY
4 ah

Li-Ion

20V max*
Lithium ion

OFFER

cordless iMPact wrench Kit corded ac/dc anGle Grinder

#DCF890M2

$38999

3/8
DRIVE

# DCD791B: free with 
#DCF890M2 Purchase

20V MAX* BRUSHLESS Drill Driver 
with 1/2” ratcheting metal chuck. Has 2 speed 
settings (0-550 / 0-2,000 RPM) & 15 clutch 
settings. Built-in LED light provides lighting in 
dark or confined spaces

BARE TOOL

BATTERIES
4 ah

Li-Ion

OFFER
OFFER

#DWE4011

$7499

RETAIL 
VALUE

$14499

# DWHT10272: free
with #DWE4011 Purchase

8” Folding Pocket Knife 
• Carbon fiber handle with 3-1/2” black 
non-glare 8CR13MOV combination 
blade. Has in-line blade lock & release 
mechanism

RETAIL 
VALUE

$1499

# D28715

$22999

# DW756

$11999

# DCK280C2

$27999

BATTERIES
1. ah

Li-Ion
5

20V max*
Lithium ion

20V max*
Lithium ion

20V max*
Lithium ion

20V MAX* XR - 5.0 Ah
Lithium-Ion Batteries
This (2) pack of Lithium Ion batteries 
have a 3-LED fuel gauge that allows 
immediate feedback on state of 
charge with push of a button. #DCB205-2

$19499
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hex bit
SoCket SetS
These 1/2” drive sockets feature S2 alloy steel 
bits with heat treated chrome-plated sockets for 
strength and durability. 

6 Pc. Inch Hex Set
Includes: 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” 
with magnetic anodized aluminum socket rail. 
TTN # 16130 ..................... $39.99
7 Pc. Metric Hex Set
Includes: 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22 mm with 
magnetic anodized aluminum socket rail. 
TTN # 16131 ...................... $43.99
8 Pc. Inch & Metric Hex Set
Includes: 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 14, 15, 
17, 19mm with magnetic anodized aluminum 
socket rail.
TTN # 16132 ......................$44.99

These 
shanks are 
made from 
heat treated 
alloy steel and have plastic grips for delivering 
more power to the fasteners and added comfort. 
Storage tray can be mounted on a wall or use 
self-standing on the workbench.

10 Pc. Inch Hex Set
Includes: 3/32”, 7/64”, 1/8”, 9/64”, 5/32”, 
3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”. 
PRT # W80274 .................. $14.99
10 Pc. Metric Hex Set
Includes: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 8, 10 mm. 
PRT # W80275 .................. $14.99
10 Pc. Star / Torx® Set
Includes: T7. T8, T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, 
T30, T40. 
PRT # W80276 .................. $15.99

t-handle
SetS

hexaGon t-handle SetS
Smooth cushion grip handles provide extra 
leverage and added comfort. Hex size printed 
on handle for easy size identification. Orga-
nized in a vinyl pouch for compact storage.
11 Pc. Inch Hex Set - Red Handles
Includes:  5/64”, 3/32”, 7/64”, 1/8”, 9/64”, 
5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” 
PRO # 4968 ....................... $88.99
6 Pc. Metric Hex Set - Blue Handles
Includes: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6mm  
PRO # 4969 ....................... $39.99

8 pC.
loCkinG hex key SetS
3-position locking mechanism locks in angle 
positions:  90°, 135° & 180°
SAE SET
3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32,1/4
TTN # 12770.......................$11.99
METRIC SET
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm
TTN # 12771 .......................$11.99

poCket
Size key SetS
These keys are made of strong chrome vana-
dium steel. Each set comes in a color-coded, 
corrosion resistant aluminum housing.
SAE Ball Tip Hex Key Set
1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 
7/32, & 1/4”.
TTN # 12700 ....................... $9.99
Metric Ball Tip Hex Key Set
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 mm. Plus #2 Phillips & 
1/4” slotted screwdrivers.
TTN # 12705........................ $9.99

Metric Hex Key Set ......... PRT # W86107 ...... $19.99
Sizes: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10mm
SAE Hex Key Set ............. PRT # W86106 ...... $19.99
Sizes: 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”

9 pC. x-trax 
Grip edGe hex key SetS
Old, stripped, rusted or painted hex fasteners can be almost impos-
sible to remove. These hex keys have patented gripping edges on the 
tip that allows you to extract it. Works with standard none damaged 
fasteners as well. Chrome vanadium steel with black oxide finish that 
resists corrosion. Includes T-handle bar for added torque.

GrippinG EdGEs

T-HandlE
bar

These keys feature extra long build 
for greater torque and access to those 
hard-to-reach fasteners. Made of S2 
steel, then chrome plated and polished 
to a mirror finish to resist corrosion. 
A patented color coded textured 
finish is added for improved grip 
and quick identification. Each 
key is laser etched with size 
markings. Includes plastic 
organizer.

13 Pc. Inch Hex Set - Red .......................... TTN # 12713 .............. $22.99
• Sizes include: 0.05”, 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 7/64”, 1/8”, 9/64”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4” 5/16” & 
3/8”. Ball tip on one end allows for angled access (up to a 25°) so you don’t have to engage a 
fastener from straight on position.
9 Pc. Metric Hex Set - Blue ....................... TTN # 12714 ...............$18.99
• Sizes include: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 mm. Ball tip on one end allows for angled access
(up to a 25°) so you don’t have to engage a fastener from straight on position.

extra-lonG hex key driverS

These impact grade drivers are forged from the finest chrome 
molybdenum alloy steel and fully guaranteed.Come complete 
with a heavy duty blow molded storage case.

Versatile 6” length for added reach and reduced wear. 
Engineered specifically for use with impact tools using 
CR-MO alloy steel. Heavy duty, rounded corner blow 
molded case for storage and portability.

SNX # 2638L ......10 Pc. 1/2” Dr. SAE Set ............................. $109.99
 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 3/4”, 11/16”, 5/8”, 9/16”, 1/2”
SNX # 2639L ......10 Pc. 1/2” Dr. Metric Set .......................... $109.99
 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm

eliminaTeS
Weak PoinTS

SNX # 3649 ....13 Pc. 3/8” Dr. Master Set ................... SAE: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2” .......................... $77.99
  Metric: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, & 12 mm
SNX # 3646 ....16 Pc. 3/8” Dr. Stubby Master Set ......... SAE: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4” ..................... $45.99
  Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19mm
SNX # 2637 ....20 Pc. 1/2” Dr. Master Set ................... SAE: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” ... $125.99
  Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 19 mm
SNX # 2748 ....8 Pc. 1/2” Dr. Universal / Swivel Set ...... 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4” ............................ $129.99
SNX # 4506 ....5 Pc. 3/4” Dr. SAE Set ........................ 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4” .................................................. $89.99
SNX # 4507 ....5 Pc. 3/4” Dr. Metric Set ..................... 14, 17, 19, 22 & 24 mm .......................................................... $89.99

inCreaSeS
DuraBiliTy

# 2748

# 4507

Hex IMPACT Drivers

LONG Hex IMPACT Socket Sets
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3 Pc. 1/2” Dr. External Torx Plus Socket Set
Set includes: (1) EP20, (1) EP22, (1) EP24. 
Common applications include: 
• EP20 for Nissan Altima & Rogue headbolts 
• EP22 for Honda Civic motor mounts 
• EP24 for Ford Super-Duty bedliner bolts. 
Can also be used on other Torx Plus
applications. Note: standard Torx or Ribe
designs will not fit these sockets. 
TTN # 17414 ......................$10.99

iMPact
GRADE

1/2
DRIVE

148 Piece - Power Screwdriver 
& Security Bit Master Set
Contains an assortment of popular and hard-to-find tam-
perproof & security bits for many different applications. 
Set includes a total of: 1” Long Bits: • (12) Slotted, • (8) 
Phillips, • (8) Pozi, • (12) Metric Hex, • (10) Fractional 
Hex, • (13) Torx, • (3) Spline, • (4) Robertson,  1” Long 
Security Bits: • (3) Torq, • (4) Spanner, • (4) Tri Wing, 
• (9) Tamper 5 Star, • (14) Tamper Torx, • (6) Tamper 
Metric Hex, • (6) Tamper Fractional Hex, • (3) Clutch 
Bits, 2” Long Bits: • (2) Pozi, • (3) Phillips, • (7) 
Torx, • (1) Robertson,  3” Long Bits: • (5) Phillips, 
• (5) Robertson, • (2) Fractional Hex, • (1) 
Slotted  (1) 2-1/2” magnetic quick-release 
bit holder, (1) 2-1/2” magnetic bit holder, 
All organized in a sturdy molded case.
TTN # 16148 ...................... $44.99

Duo-Drive™
Flex Head ratchet

# 9732

# 9729

• Phillips Bits: (2)PH 2x2”, PH 2x5”, (2) PH 3x2”    
• Hex: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 8mm  
• Star: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40  
• 5” Hex with Ball Tip: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”
• 5” Hex with Ball Tip: 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 8mm
• 5” Star Bit: T25, T27, T30, T40 
• Square Drive: S2 x 2”, S3 x 2”
• Slotted: 6/8 x 2” 
• (2) 2-1/2” Adapters: 1/4 x 1/4”, 1/4” x 3/8” 
• (1) 2-3/4” Adapter: 1/4” x 1/2” 
• (2) 6” Adapters: 1/4” x 1/4”, 1/4” x 3/8” 
• (2) Chucks: 1/4” x 2-1/2”, 1/4” x 6” 
• (3) 2-1/2” Socket Drivers: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”
TTN # 16251 ........................$59.99

Torsion Bits are designed to allow the middle torsion 
section of the bit to flex under load and absorb the 
excess pressure applied to the bit tip. Impact 
rated to withstand a higher torque load 
without stripping or breaking.

iMPact
GRADE

50 Pc. torsion iMPact Bit set

star / torx® driVers

10 Pc. 
Star/Torx® 
T-Handle Set
Shanks are made 
from heat treated alloy steel and have plastic 
grips for delivering more power to the fasten-
ers and added comfort. Storage tray can be 
mounted on a wall or use self-standing on 
the workbench. Includes: T7. T8, T9, T10, 
T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40. 
PRT # W80276 .................. $15.99

5 Pc.
Precision 
Star / Torx® Screwdriver Set
These American-Made drivers from Channel-
lock feature custom heat-treated alloy steel 
blades with black oxide coating for corrosion 
resistance and 4-sided acetate handles. Set 
includes: T10, T15, T20, T25 with 3” shanks 
and T30 x 4”
CNL # TS-5A ..................... $15.49

male
internal SetS
Includes blow molded storage case for easy 
storage and transporting.
9 Pc. - 3/8” Drive
T20, T25, T27, T30, T40, T45, T47, T50, T55
SNX #  3670S .................... $30.99 
8 Pc. - 1/2” Drive
T30, T40, T45, T47, T50, T55, T60, T70
SNX # 2690S ..................... $41.99

Female 
external SetS
Includes blow molded storage case for easy 
storage and transporting.
9 Pc. - 3/8” Drive
E5, E6, E7, E8, E10, E11, E12, E14, E16
SNX #  3670SE .................. $32.49 
10 Pc. - 1/2” Drive
E10, E11, E12, E13, E14, E16, E18, E20, E22, E24
SNX # 2690SE................... $43.49

12 Pc. Star / Torx® 
Master Impact Internal Socket Set
Great little set to have for those stubborn 
small fasteners. These impact sockets are 
made from forged chrome molybdenum alloy 
steel, which is the best choice for strength and 
durability. Set come in a blow molded case for 
easy storage and transporting. 
• 1/4” Drive: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30
• 3/8” Drive: T40, T45, T47, T50, T55
• 1/2” Drive: T60
SNX # 1820S ..................... $36.99

13 Pc. Extra-Long
Tamper Resistant Star / Torx® Set
Constructed of durable, high-quality S2 steel with 
drilled tips that allow access to tamper resistant 
security fasteners also. A patented color coded 
textured finish is added for improved grip and 
quick identification. Set includes: TR6, 
TR7, TR8, TR9, TR10, TR15, TR20, TR25, 
TR27, TR30, TR40, TR45, TR50. Each 
key is laser etched with size markings. 
Includes plastic organizer.
TTN # 12715 ................$24.99

iMPact
GRADE

44 Pc. Universal Spline Socket & Bit Set .......... SNX # 9732 ........ $54.99
• Spline sockets move the torque load away from the corners, where the fastener is weakest. 
Works with multiple styles of fastener, including 4-point square head, 6-point, 12-point, star / 
Torx, spline and even turn worn or rounded hexagonal fasteners. Includes: (11) 1/4” drive splined 
sockets covering the following sizes: (4mm to 13mm & 5/32” to1/2”) • Slotted: (1/8”, 5/32”, 
3/16”, 7/32”) • Hex: (5/32”, 3/16”, 7/16”, 1/4”) • Metric Hex: (1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6mm) • Phillips: 
(#1, #2, #2, #2, #3, #3 ) • Tamperproof Star: (T8H, T10H, T15H, T20H, T25H, T27H, T30H, T40H) 
• Micro 72 tooth double sided ratchet • Quick release extension bar • Red aluminum case.

208 Piece ~ Master Hex Shank Bit Set ............. SNX # 9729 ........ $69.99
• Ideal bit set, containing an assortment of popular bits for many different applications all-in-
one organized molded case. Covers these fastener types: slotted, phillips, hex, torx, spline, ribe, 
square, spanner, tri-wing, tamper hex, tamper torx, clutch, pozi drives. Set includes a total of:  
(99) 25mm Length Bits, • (46) 26mm Length Security Bits • (38) 50mm Length Bits • (22) Hex 
Shank Nut Drivers • (1) 2-1/2” Magnetic Quick-Release Bit Holder • (1) 2-1/2” Magnetic Bit Holder 
• (1) 1/4” Drive Socket Adapter.

5 Pc. Mortorq® Bit Socket Set
Designed for removing and installing Mortorq 
fasteners found on many GM, Chrysler, Jeep, BMW, 
Nissan, Honda & Fiat. Variety of applications such 
as interior components, seat tracks, door frames, 
bell housing, body components and more
Includes: MTS-0, MTS-1, MTS-2, MTS-3, MTS-4
TTN # 68965  3/8” DRIVE $24.99

10 Pc. Tamper
Resistant 5-Lobe

This set includes:
IPR9, IPR10, IPR15, IPR20,

IPR25, IPR27, IPR30, IPR40,
IPR45 & IPR50

TTN # 12734...$23.99
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34 Pc.
Quick Change
Hex Shank Bit Set
S2 steel construction for maximum durability 
with impact drivers. Includes Phillips, Torx, 
Posidriv bits in 2”, 3.5” & 6” lengths for hard 
to reach areas. (2) quick change hex chucks, 
(3) magnetic nutsetters, and square drive 
socket adapters in 1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” drive. 
SNX # 9734 ....................... $63.99

16 Pc.
Quick Change
Hex Shank Bit Set
Constructed of S2 steel for maximum dura-
bility with impact drivers. Power bits includes 
(1) each of the following: #2, #3 Phillips, #2 
Posidriv, T15, T20 Torx in 3.5” length, plus 
(6) power bits in 6” lengths for hard to reach 
areas.  (2) quick change hex chucks, 5/16” 
magnetic nutsetters, and square drive socket 
adapters in 1/4”and 3/8” drive.
SNX # 9735 .......................$44.99

Magnetic tiP
screWDriVer sets
Bi-material quad-lobe handles for maximum 
torque and comfort. The color-coded crown of the 
handle provides for easy tip identification. Has 
precision machined sand-blasted magnetic tips.

10 Pc. Combination Set
Tip styles and lengths include: • Slotted 1/8” 
x 3”, 1/4” x 4”, 3/16” x 4” • Slotted Cabinet  
3/16” x 6” • Phillips #0 x 2-1/4”, #1 x 3”, #2 x 
4”, #2 x 6” • Stubby 1/4” x 1-3/4”, #2 x 1-3/4”
DEW # DWHT62513L ....... $25.99
4 Pc. Combination Set
• Slotted 1/4” x 4”, • Slotted Cabinet 3/16” x 
4” • Phillips #1 x 3”, #2 x 4”
DEW # DWHT62512 ......... $11.49

38 Piece 
Mini Ratchet & Hex Shank Bit Set
(36) bits made with premium S2 steel, (1) 72 
tooth chrome plated mini ratchet, (1) quick re-
lease extension bar and an aluminum storage 
case. Hex shank bits included: • Slotted bits: 
1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32” • Hex bits: 5/64”, 3/32”, 
1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 1/4” • Phillips bits: #1, #2, #3 
- (two of each) • Star bits: T10, T15, T20, T25, 
T27, T30, T40 • Tamper Resistant Star bits: T10, 
T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40 • Pozidriv bits: PZ1, 
PZ2, PZ3 - (two of each).
SNX # 9726 ....................... $33.99

sunex screwdriVer sets

8 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  .................. SNX # 118SS ........ $34.99
Set include: • Cabinet - 3/16” x 6”  • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4” with bolster, 5/16” x 6” with 
bolster • Phillips - #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, #2 x 4” with bolster, #3 x 6” with bolster

12 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  ............... SNX # 1112SS ....... $64.99
Set includes: • Cabinet - 3/16” x 6”   • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4” with bolster, 5/16” x 6” with 

bolster, 3/8” x 8” with bolster, 3/8” x 12” • Phillips - #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, 
#2 x 4” with bolster, #2 x 8” with bolster, #3 x 6” with bolster, #4 x 8” with bolster.

20 Pc. Combination Screwdriver Set  ............... SNX # 1120SS ........$79.99
Set includes: • Cabinet - 1/8” x 3”, 5/32” x 4”, 3/16” x 4”, 3/16” x 6” • Slotted - 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 

4” with bolster, 1/4” x 6” with bolster, 5/16” x 8” with bolster, 3/8” x 10” with bolster 
• Phillips - #0 x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2”, #1 x 3” with bolster, #2 x 4” with bolster,  #3 x 6” with bolster 

• Torx® - T10 x 4”, T15 x 4”, T20 x 4”, T25 x 4”, T27 x 4”, T30 x 4”

• Vapor Blasted Tips - for enhanced durability 
• Comfort Grip Handle - dual material ergonomic handle  
help reduce hand fatigue and improve performance.
• Chrome Vanadium Steel Shafts - have a matte finish 
to resist flaking and abrasions. Hex drive bolsters 
found on larger screwdrivers are designed to provide 
more torque for tough.
• Molded Storage Tray - fits into toolbox drawer for 
quick access and organization. The durability 
of these bad boys, I would recommend to 
ANY professional tradesman. these professional grade 

screwdrivers are designed to 
serve a multitude of uses

# 118SS

10 Pc. Combination Set
Tip styles and lengths include:
• Slotted 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”, 3/16” x 3”, 
3/16” x 6”, 5/16” x 6”, • Phillips #1 x 3”, 
#1 x 6”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”, #3 x 6”
CNL # SD-10A ........... $59.99
6 Pc. Combination Set
Tip styles and lengths include:
• Slotted 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”, 3/16” x 3” 
• Phillips #1 x 3”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”
CNL # SD-6A ............. $35.99

ProFessionaL
screWDriVer sets
These American-Made drivers mean 
business. Each driver is designed 
with a four-sided, acetate handle that 
delivers greater torque and superior 
strength compared to molded handle 
designs. Acetate handles are solvent 
resistant and extremely durable. The 
custom heat-treated alloy steel shaft 
has a nickel chrome finish for supe-
rior corrosion resistance. Features 
precision machined vapor blast tip for 
a precise fit and improve grip on the 
screw head.

Diamond Tip
Screwdriver Set
Diamond coated magnetic tips provide the best 
friction between screwdriver tips and fasterner 
for greater torque. Has dual material, ergonomic 
handles to improve grip and feature go-through 
solid shafts with hex drive strike end caps.
Includes #2 x 4” phillips and 1/4” x 4” slotted.
PRT # W1730 ...................... $8.99

8 Pc. Combination Quad-Lobe Set
• Slotted tip sizes: 3/16” x 6”, 1/4” x 10”, 1/4” x 12”, 1/4” x 16” 
• Phillips tip sizes: #1 x 8”, #2 x 8”, #2 x 12”, #2 x 16”
pro # 1208sCl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $144.99

6 Pc. Slotted Quad-Lobe Set
• Slotted tip sizes: 3/16” x 4”, 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4”,
5/16” x 6”, 3/8” x 8”, 3/8” x 10”
pro # 1206srf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $72.99

6 Pc. Phillips Quad-Lobe Set 
• Phillips tip sizes: #0 x 3”, #1 x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2”,
#2 x 4”, #3 x 6”, #4 x 8”
pro # 1206sp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $76.99

2 Pc. Quad-Lobe Long Handle Set
• Slotted tip sizes: 1/4” x 24”
• Phillips tip sizes: #2 x 24”
pro # 1202sCxl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65.99

The four-sided quad-lobe ergonomically designed handle improves grip and is resistant 
to most harsh chemicals. High-alloy steel shanks are heat treated then chrome plated 
for corrosion resistance. Tips have an black oxide finish to help prevent cam out and 
element foreign object debris (FOD) concerns.

DuraTek™ screwdriver sets

Nylon-alloy Handles
DuraTEK™ handles are specially molded 
from materials that provide maximum 
impact and chemical resistance from:

• Disc Brake Cleaner • hydraulic fluid
• Brake fluid • acetone
• gasoline • ethylene glycol
• motor oil

PERFORMANCE GRIP

VaPor BlaSTeD TiPS

3-STeP
hiGh PoliSh

FiniSh

24 Pc.
RIBE Bit Set
Found mainly on late 
model German engineered 
vehicles. This set is made from high-quality 
industrial S2 steel for superior performance 
and long-lasting durability. Set includes one 
(1) each of the following ribe bit sizes: M4, 
M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, M12, M13, 
M14. Bit sizes come in both 30mm and 75mm 
lengths. The 3/8” & 1/2” square drive adapter 
which allows bits to be used with a ratchet / 
breaker bar. A durable storage case helps you 
keep track of them while not in use.  
SNX # 9724 ........................$37.99

PREMIuM!
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Model #  MTZ # SM200B MTZ # SE250B MTZ # ME300B MTZ # ME300AL
Construction / Finish Black powder coated - steel Black powder coated - steel Black powder coated - steel Diamond tread - aluminum
Tool Type Holds either SAE or Metric Holds either SAE or Metric Holds either SAE or Metric Holds either SAE or Metric
Storage Capacity 2,890 cu/in. 5,667 cu/in. 5,260 cu/in. 5,260 cu/in.
• 1/4” Drive 11 deep / 11 shallow 18 deep / 18 shallow 11 deep / 11 shallow 11 deep / 11 shallow
• 3/8” Drive 15 deep / 15 shallow 13 deep / 13 shallow 15 deep / 15 shallow 15 deep / 15 shallow
• 1/2” Drive 18 deep / 18 shallow 16 deep / 16 shallow 18 deep / 18 shallow 18 deep / 18 shallow
Combo Wrench Pegs 14 total 17 total 18 total 18 total
Dimensions 22-1/2” W x 13”D x 14-1/8” 27-1/8” W x 18-1/8”D x 18-5/8” 30”W x 15”D x 18-1/8”H 30”W x 15”D x 18-1/8”H
Weight 43 lbs. 66 lbs. 64 lbs. 64 lbs.
SALE PRICE  $399.99 $499.99 $499.99 $599.99

Black powder coated - steel
• 8,581 cu. inches of storage capacity
• Pegs to handle sockets include:
 1/4” drive (22 deep - 22 shallow) 
 3/8” drive (30 deep - 30 shallow)
 1/2” drive (41 deep - 41 shallow)
• 35 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches
 with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives,
 extensions and screwdrivers / nutdrivers
• (2) socket trays that lift to access tools underneath
• Has full width rear area to hold your longer tools
• Dimensions: 30-3/4” W x 19-5/8” D x 20-3/8” H

Large
triangle® Black powder coated - steel

• 13,120 cu. inches of storage capacity
• Pegs to handle sockets include:
 1/4” drive (32 deep - 32 shallow)
 3/8” drive (28 deep - 28 shallow) 
 1/2” drive (40 deep - 39 shallow)
• 39 total pegs to hang combination
end wrenches with each peg holding
up to two (3) wrenches
• Left side area has holes to store 21 ratchet drives,
 extensions and breaker bars plus 21 holes for
 screwdrivers / nutdrivers
• Gas shocks raises front socket panel for an additional
 area to hold your other miscellaneous tools
• Dimensions: 36-3/4” W x 17-1/2” D x 21-5/8” H

Crossover®

triangle®

about TriaNGLe™ Portable Toolboxes 
iNVeNTOrY aT a GLaNCe - Empty pegs can quickly

 help you identify misplaced or forgotten tools!
eaSY aCCeSS - Tools at your fingertips, not in the

bottom of a box or rolling around in a drawer.
WeaTHer-TiGHT - Outfitted with weatherstripping

to protect against dust and moisture.
SOLiD CONSTruCTiON - Using 16 gauge steel,

with welded seams and UV resistant black powder coated
finish. A centrally located gas shock to hold the lid open.
LiD SeCuriTY - Equipped with dual pin locking system

controlled by a recessed locking latch with double-cut keys.
LarGe Grab HaNDLeS - For easy movement.

MTZ # XL450B

$64999

crossover® triangle™
Mounts on 36” Roller Cabinents

# LA400B

MTZ # LA400B

$59999

Designed to holdboth Sae & MetricTool Sets!

Designed to hold

both Sae & Metric

Tool Sets!

MTZ # 1784UL Fits XL450B Socket Tray $24.99
MTZ # 1785UG Fits SM200B Lid (60lb) $24.99
MTZ # 1787UX Fits ME300B Lid (90lb) $28.99
MTZ # 1908UZ Fits LA400B Lid (120lb) $28.99

Gas shock Cartridges
Replacement shocks are available for
Montezuma Triangle™ portable toolboxes.

1/4” Tray - 26 Capacity - RED
LIS # 40120 ..................$16.99
1/4” Tray - 26 Capacity - BLACK
LIS # 40130 ..................$16.99
3/8” Tray - 28 Capacity - RED
LIS # 40200 ................ $21.49
3/8” Tray - 28 Capacity - BLACK
LIS # 40210 ................. $21.49
1/2” Tray - 22 Capacity - RED
LIS # 40900 .................$27.99
1/2” Tray - 22 Capacity - BLACK
LIS # 40990 .................$27.99

Toolbox
Drawer Liner 
This 16” wide black non-slip material 
comes in a 96” long roll that can be 
easily cut to any shape drawer or 
working surface.
PRT # W88996 ............ $11.99

magnetic
socket Trays
Molded of strong ABS plastic to organize 
both standard and deep sockets.

small triangle® medium triangle® medium triangle®Intermediate triangle®

the patented design of
montezuma® triangle®
toolboxes will keep your
tools in order, and in
place -- even when driving 
down the roughest
county roads or fields!

# SM250B

# ME300B

# ME300AL

# SM200B
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Combo WrenCh SetS by titan™

8 Pc. Metric Straight Set
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32mm
SNX # 9730A .................... $56.99

7 Pc. Metric Straight Set
34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 46mm
SNX # 9740A .................... $79.99

7 Pc. SAE Straight Set
1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-3/8, 1-1/2
SNX # 9720A .................... $66.49

6 Pc. SAE Straight Set
1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2, 2-1/8, 2-1/4
SNX # 9722A .................... $79.99

8 Pc. SAE Flare Set
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 7/8
SNX # 9708 ....................... $24.99

10 Pc. Metric Flare Set
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
SNX # 9710M .................... $33.49

croWFoot
Wrench sets

FLare
styLe 3/8” DriVe

straight styLe
1/2” DriVe

easy carry
Wrench racKs

These fully polished, chrome finish, drop 
forged steel crowfoot wrenches can easily 
attach to any ratchet or extension bar to 
reach into confined areas.

13 Slot SAE Rack
Fits sizes 1/4” to 15/16”
ISN # HNE5301 ....................$7.49

13 Slot Metric Rack
Fits sizes 6 to 18mm
ISN # HNE5302 ....................$7.49

Double box enD Wrench SetS

V-GrooVe Wrench SetS

Stubby Combo WrenCh SetS

Satin FiniSh Combo WrenCh SetS

Half Moon

Angle HeAd WrencH SetS

Half Moon & S-Style Wrench SetS
S-Style

22 Pc. SAE & Metric Combo Wrench Set
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8 and 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
TTN # 17398 ......................................................................................... $28.99
11 Pc. SAE Combo Wrench Set 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8
TTN # 17327 ......................................................................................... $14.99
11 Pc. Metric Combo Wrench Set 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18mm
TTN # 17328 ......................................................................................... $14.99

Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
5 Pc. SAE Set ............... 3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16,  3/4 & 13/16,  7/8 & 15/16 ..................... SNX # 9950 ........... $36.99
5 Pc. Metric Set ........... 10 & 11mm, 12 & 14mm, 13 & 15mm, 16 & 18mm, 17 & 19mm .......................SNX # 9950M .......... $29.49

These 12-point double box end wrenches have a 10° offset head to allow clearance in tight areas. 
The box end design allows higher torque without spreading or rounding the fastener.

Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
14 Pc. SAE .................. 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4 ....SNX # 9915A ...........$79.99
12 Pc. Metric ............... 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm............................................ SNX # 9917MA ......... $43.99
5 Pc. Metric Jumbo ....... 20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm ....................................................................... SNX # 9918MA......... $42.49
8 Pc. Metric X-Large ..... 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm............................................................... SNX # 9919MA ......... $99.99
25 Pc. Metric Master ..... 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, ............................ SNX # 9917MPRA .....$179.99
 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

These smooth fully polished, drop forged alloy steel 
wrenches are 20% longer than standard wrenches and feature 
V-Groove open end design which reduces wear on fasteners—less edge stress 
means less rounding.Wrenches are fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

These short handle combination wrenches provide extreme access and clearance 
in tight areas. The 12-point box end provides maximum turning power. Fully 
guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.
Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
11 Pc. SAE Set ............. 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1 .............................. SNX # 9930 ........... $44.49
10 Pc. Metric Set .......... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm  ...................................................SNX # 9930M ...........$36.49

These high density wrenches feature drop forged alloy steel construction and 
each wrench is plated to resist rust and corrosion. Rounded handle edge makes it 
comfortable to hold and the satin-finish provides a slip resistance gripping surface.

These 12-point wrenches feature a curved design for maximum access in confined 
areas and around obstructions. Fully polished drop forged steel that provides added 
strength. Fully guaranteed and includes a canvas storage pouch. Used mainly in 
automotive applications for starter motors, alternators, carburetors, brakes, driveline 
and exhaust manifolds just to mention a few.
Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
S-Style Set - SAE .......... 5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 19/32”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 11/16” & 3/4” ............ SNX # 9940 ........... $32.99
S-Style Set - Metric ....... 8 & 9mm, 12 & 13mm, 14 & 15mm, 16 & 17mm, 18 & 19mm.......................... SNX # 9940M .......... $32.99
Half Moon Set - SAE ...... 5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”, 13/16” & 7/8” ............... SNX # 9935 ........... $31.49
Half Moon Set - Metric ... 8 & 10mm, 11 & 13mm, 14 & 15mm, 17 & 19mm, 21 & 22mm .........................SNX # 9935M .......... $32.49

Both heads of these wrenches are offset at 16° & 60° to the handle. Both ends are 
the same size to permit the wrench to be used in four different positions. This adds 
convenience and access those hard-to-reach places. Made of drop forged steel for 
added strength. Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.
Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
14 Pc. SAE .................. 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4 ....SNX # 9914A .......... $78.99
6 Pc. SAE Jumbo .......... 1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2 ........................................................... SNX # 9916 ......... $144.99
14 Pc. Metric ............... 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm ...................................... SNX # 9914MA......... $62.99
6 Pc. Metric Jumbo ....... 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25mm ...................................................................... SNX # 9926 ........... $49.99
7 Pc. Metric X-Large ..... 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm.................................................................. SNX # 9927 ........... $86.99

Description Includes Part # SALE PRICE
14 Pc. SAE .................. 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4 ....SNX # 9714A .......... $64.99
7 Pc. SAE .................... 1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2  ................................................ SNX # 9707A ......... $147.99
4 Pc. SAE .................... 2-1/8, 2-1/4, 2-3/8, 2-1/2 ...................................................................... SNX # 9604 ......... $249.99
14 Pc. Metric ............... 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm ........................................ SNX # 9715A ...........$45.99
5 Pc. Metric ................. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm ....................................................................... SNX # 9605MA .........$29.99
6 Pc. Metric ................. 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32mm ................................................................... SNX # 9606MA .........$49.99
7 Pc. Metric ................. 33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 46, 50mm............................................................... SNX # 9707MA ....... $144.49
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Radius
CORNeR desiGN

suNex Has 
YOuR BaCk

HeavY dutY
stORaGe

Heat tReated
& tempeRed

iNCreaSeS TOrQue
& reDuCeS Wear!

FOrCe iS
DiSTribuTeD

aLONG
WaLLS

COrNer CONTaCT
eLiMiNaTeD!

traditional sockets
Have Corner-To-Wall
Contact that Causes

Fastener Wear

Since our small-town beginnings in 1977, Sunex Tools 
set out to become a recognized leader in industrial 
and automotive industries. We launched our flagship 
line of impact sockets just 7 years later. Our heritage 
and drive to make the 
best quality tools is 
why we’re the brand of 
choice for working pro-
fessionals everywhere. 

Focuses impact on fastener’s
flat surfaces, increasing torque
and reducing wear and rounding
to the fastener.

Precision manufactured with
chrome-molybdenum steel
for high-impact applications.

Sockets are first heat treated
to increase hardness and then
tempered to maximize durability.

Stay organized with a 
heavy-duty, blow molded 
storage case, included 
with most kits.

Sunex® sockets come with 
a lifetime full replacement 
warranty against defects. 

duRaBLe
CR-mO steeL

Radiused 
CORNeRs

FuLL-tHROttLe FOR
OveR 40 YeaRs!

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/4”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 1810 $26.99
1/4”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 1811 $29.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 3650 $24.49
3/8”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 3652 $35.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/4”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 1809 $25.99
1/4”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 1812 $33.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 3651 $23.99
3/8”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 3653 $38.99

• Sets include: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 
11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16” in a molded storage case.

• Sets include: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” in a molded storage case.

• Sets include: 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12 & 13 mm in a molded storage case.

• Sets include: 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 17 & 19 MM in a molded storage case.

1/4
Drive6

3/8
Drive6

3/8
Drive6

1/2
Drive6 1/2

Drive6

3/8
Drive6

3/8
Drive6

1/4
Drive6

10 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

8 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

12 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

13 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

9 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

8 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

13 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

14 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

# 3651

# 3652

# 3360

# 2650 # 2653

# 1810

# 1811

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 3360 $41.99
3/8”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 3361 $54.99
3/8”  12 point / Standard  SNX # 3674 $37.99
3/8”  12 point / Deep  SNX # 3680 $55.99
3/8”  12 point / Universal SNX # 3690 $127.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 3358 $25.99
3/8”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 3359 $41.99
3/8”  12 point / Standard  SNX # 3675 $34.99
3/8”  12 point / Deep  SNX # 3682 $49.99

• Sets include: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1” in a molded storage case. • Sets include: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 

18 & 19 MM in a molded storage case.

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/2”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 2650 $44.99
1/2”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 2651 $73.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/2”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 2652 $44.99
1/2”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 2653 $74.99

• Sets include: 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 
7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4” in a molded case.

• Sets include: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 MM in a molded storage case.

# 1809

3/8123/812

# 1812
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Long extra DeeP
iMPact socKet sets

uniVersaL / sWiVeL
iMPact socKet sets

19 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

7 Pc. sae
iMPact socKet sets

26 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

10 Pc. Metric
iMPact socKet sets

1/2” Drive - Stubby
• 750 rev / 550 fwd max torque @ 90 psi
• 1,700 impacts per minute
• 9,000 rpm free speed
• 8 cfm  • 2.8 lbs  • 4.4” length
FPM # 1058-VXL ............... $177.99

3/8” Drive - Stubby
• 750 rev / 550 fwd max torque @ 90 psi
• 1,700 impacts per minute
• 9,000 rpm free speed
• 8 cfm  • 2.8 lbs  • 4.4” length
FPM # 1059-VXL ............... $177.99

3/4” Drive
• 1,700 rev / 1,450 fwd max torque @ 90 psi
• 1,300 impacts per minute
• 5,400 rpm free speed
• 8 cfm  • 7.4 lbs  • 7.5” length
FPM # 1778-VXL .............. $449.99

1/2” Drive
• 1,300 rev / 950 fwd max torque @ 90 psi
• 1,400 impacts per minute
• 7,500 rpm free speed
• 8 cfm  • 4.5 lbs  • 6.4” length
FPM # 1178-VXL .............. $249.99

1/2” Drive w/ 2” Extended Anvil
• 1,300 rev / 950 fwd max torque @ 90 psi
• 1,400 impacts per minute
• 7,500 rpm free speed
• 8 cfm  • 4.7 lbs  • 8.4” length
FPM # 1178-VXL-2 ........... $264.99

ViBrotherm DriVe™
Air Impact Wrenches

# 3654

# 3656
# 3660

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/2”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 2640 $96.99
1/2”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 2641 $174.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/2”  6 point / Standard  SNX # 2645 $124.99
1/2”  6 point / Deep  SNX # 2646 $214.99

• Sets include: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 
1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2” in a molded storage case.

• Sets include: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 MM in 
a molded storage case.

Drive  Socket Type / Style Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Universal  SNX # 3654 $79.99
3/8”  6 point / Deep Unv. SNX # 3656 $94.49

Drive  Socket Type / Style  Part Number  Sale Price
3/8”  6 point / Universal SNX # 3657 $114.99
3/8”  6 point / Deep Unv.  SNX # 3660 $127.99
1/2”  6 point / Deep Unv. SNX # 2658 $149.99

• Sets include: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” in a molded storage case. • Sets include: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

17, 18 & 19 MM in a molded storage case.

Drive  Description Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
1/2” 8 Pc. Impact Set ....... 6 point / X-tra Deep ........ SNX # 2848 ..... $149.99
 • Set includes: 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16”
1/2” 5 Pc. Impact Set ....... 6 point / X-tra Deep ........ SNX # 2845 ..... $134.99
 • Set includes: 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”
1/2” 12 Pc. Impact Set ..... 6 point / X-tra Deep .........SNX # 2851 ..... $259.99
 • Set includes: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24 mm

Drive  Description SAE / Metric Socket Type / Style Part Number  Sale Price
1/4” 6 Pc. Impact Socket Set ................... SAE ................. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 1813 .............$59.99
 • Set includes: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”
1/2” 7 Pc. Impact Socket Set ................... SAE ................. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 2654 ............$99.99
 • Set includes: 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16” & 7/8”
1/2” 9 Pc. Impact Socket Set ................... SAE ................. 6 point / Universal ............... SNX # 2657 .......... $124.99
 • Set includes: 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” 
1/2” 10 Pc. Impact Socket Set ................. SAE .............6 point / Universal Deep...........SNX # 2659.......... $154.99
 • Set includes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16”
1/2” 14 Pc. Impact Socket Set ................. SAE ................. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 2644 ......... $229.99
 • Set includes: 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”
3/8” 7 Pc. Impact Socket Set .................METRIC .............. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 3655 .............$85.99
 • Set includes: 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 & 18 mm
1/2” 7 Pc. Impact Socket Set .................METRIC .............. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 2655 .............$99.99
 • Set includes: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm
1/2” 13 Pc. Impact Socket Set ...............METRIC .............. 6 point / Universal ...............SNX # 2665 ......... $194.99
 • Set includes: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 mm

These robust impact-grade universal joint sockets are designed 
to rotate providing more access to fasteners in hard-to-reach 
or tightly confined areas. Etched markings provide quick size 
identification. Includes a blow molded storage case.

Provides more reach to extended bolt applications, engine studs, vehicle bumpers, emergency 
brake cables and useful for cable tension bolt applications. Etched markings provide quick 
size identification. Includes a blow molded storage case. Meets ANSI standards.
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• The Vibrotherm Drive™ patented clutch is a 
hybrid twin hammer/pin-less mechanism that 
has fewer moving parts which reduces vibration 
and wear.
• Front end plates seal the clutch mechanism 
that retains grease which reduces wear.
• Rear of anvils are connected by a secondary 
spindle to the motor rotor spline guaranteeing 
alignment that reduces vibration and wear.
• Motor packs have a thru-bolt that ensures 
concentricity and alignment of the rotor, end 
plates and cylinder to reduce wear and eliminate 
internal air leaks that effect power.
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50% more liFeSPan
with Fewer Moving Parts

These Impact Wrenches incorporate the 
new patented AIRCAT® impact wrench 
mechanism design. These tools provide 
the latest performance technology with 
excellent power-to-weight ratio. All AIRCAT 
impact wrenches feature patented muffler 
technology that significantly reduces noise 
levels while retaining all the power.
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Electric Pump Model
Gravity Feed Model

Big Range
Filter Wrench
For filters up to 6” in diameter
LIS # 63500 ....................... $10.99

1/2” Drive
Adjustable
Oil Filter Wrench
This wrench has a range 
of 4-3/8” to 5-5/8” to 
fits John Deere, Case, Caterpillar, Mack, 
Detroit Diesel, and other heavy-duty vehicles. 
Features a tough, stainless steel band with 
special teeth for extra gripping power.
LIS # 53100 ....................... $15.49

Very absorbent, cotton blend wiping rags. Cut 
from white cotton t-shirts which will not bleed 
when used with solvents or harsh cleaners. 
Ideal for general maintenance and clean up of 
grease, liquids, oils and other spills. 
10 lb. Box ~ White Rags
AMW # 10 ......................... $19.99
25 lb. Box ~ White Rags
AMW # 25 ......................... $56.99

1” Drive
with 6”
Extended Anvil
• 2,300 rev / 2,100 fwd
max torque @ 90 psi
• 950 impacts per minute
• 6,000 rpm free speed  • 10 cfm
• 20.2 lbs  • 18.7” length
# 1993-VXL ......$599.99

1” Drive
• 2,300 rev / 2,100 fwd
 max torque @ 90 psi
• 950 impacts per minute
• 6,000 rpm free speed
• 10 cfm  • 18.5 lbs  • 13.4” length
# 1993-1-VXL .......$574.99

ViBrotherm DriVe™
Air Impact Wrenches
These Impact Wrenches incorporate the new patented AIRCAT® 
impact wrench mechanism design. These tools provide the 

latest performance technology with excellent power-to-weight ratio. All AIRCAT 
impact wrenches feature patented muffler technology that 
significantly reduces noise levels while retaining all the power.

1”

Patented Performance

technology

White 
Cotton 
multi-purpoSe 
WipinG ClotheS

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/4” 6 point / Standard SNX # 4680 $88.99
3/4” 6 point / Deep SNX # 4681 $104.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/4” 6 point / Standard SNX # 4696 $529.99
3/4” 6 point / Deep SNX # 4695 $599.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
  1” 6 point / Standard SNX # 5692 $349.99
  1” 6 point / Deep SNX # 5693 $499.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/4” 6 point / Standard SNX # 4683 $339.99
3/4” 6 point / Deep SNX # 4685 $409.99

Drive  Socket Type / Height  Part Number  Sale Price
3/4” 6 point / Standard SNX # 4684 $269.99
3/4” 6 point / Deep SNX # 4686 $399.99

8 Pc. sae iMPact socKet sets
• Set includes: 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 
1-7/16”, 1-1/2”in a molded storage case.

• Set includes: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 
1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”,1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 
1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 
1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 
1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 
2-3/16”, 2-1/4”, 2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 
2-7/16”, 2-1/2”. Complete with 30” 
heavy duty blow molded storage 
case featuring locking suit case 
style latches, wheel kit and grip 
handle for easy mobility.

27 Pc. sae Master iMPact socKet sets
• Set includes: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 
1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 
1-15/16”, 2”. Complete with 30” heavy duty blow molded storage case featuring 
locking suit case style latches, wheel kit and grip handle for easy mobility.

17 Pc. sae iMPact socKet sets
• Set includes: 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 
1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 
1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2” in a molded storage case.

17 Pc. Metric iMPact socKet sets
• Set includes: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 mm in a molded storage case.
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29 Pc. sae Master iMPact socKet sets

Simply plug into a standard power outlet and 
the built-in 120 V electric pump discharges 
the used fluid. Has a 6’ long hose with steel 
J-hook end and double o-ring plug. Electric 
pump output is 1 to 2.6 gallons per minute 
depending on fluid type.
LSL # 3669 ...................... $479.99

A gate valve discharges fluid through the 
6’ long translucent evacuation hose. Has 
3/4” camlock style connector end with leak 
proof cap.
LSL # 3665....................... $299.99

17 gaLLon caPacity 
LoW ProFiLe Drain Pans 
• Low profile design has an overall height is only 7-3/4”. 
• The top of the robust, high-impact polypropylene reservoir 
features a large 20” x 29” recessed area for capturing fluid. 
• A removable metal screen covers the drain area and has numer-
ous holes about 1/8” in diameter to catch the smallest debris. 
• Recessed pockets at each corner provides storage for drain 
plugs and used filters.
• (4) four inch diameter casters that recessed into the 
body of the oil drain for easy mobility.  
• Design to capture used fluids including motor oil, 
coolant and transmission fluid.
• Offering your choice of 
discharge methods:

1” Drive Air Impactool™ w/ 6” Extended Anvil
Delivers 1,475 ft./lbs. of maximum torque @ 90 psi, with 
5,000 rpm free speed. Features 6” extended anvil, swept-
back side handle and high-efficiency 6-vane motor. Integral 
360° swivel inlet makes kinked hoses a thing of the past. 
Offers Fast-Torque for removing lug nuts with 1,000 ft./lbs. 
of force in just two seconds. Weighs 26 lbs.
IRT # 285B-6 .................. $564.99

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs.@ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)
# 1600-TH-A 4,500 3/4” 900 1,400 10 8.1 9.25
# 1680-A 4,500 3/4” 950 1,600  8 12.5 8.9
# 1680-A-6 4,500 3/4” x 6” 950 1,600 8 14.8 14.9
# 1870-P 7,500 1” 1,400 2,100 10 12.95 10.0
# 1994 4,500 1” x 8” 1,100 2,300 16 35.0 26.0

1600-TH-A
$399.99

1680-A
$399.99

1680-A-6
$429.99

1870-P
$549.991994

$449.99
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wheel dollys
1,500 lb. Capacity
Tilt-Frame Wheel Dolly
Removes and installs wheel 
assemblies up to 52” in dia. Operates from a hydraulic 
4-ton bottle jack (included) attached to an all-welded 
steel frame that lifts a maximum of 9-1/4”. Bearing 
mounted lift arms provide rotation of the vehicles 
rim for easy bolt pattern alignment. Three steel 
roller bearing casters for excellent mobility.
SNX # 1501 ............. $569.99

2 Pc. ~ 1,000 lb Capacity 
Wheel Dolly Set
Move your car, riding mower, trailer and 
much more. Feature four 3-1/2” cast iron 
swivel casters that allow for mobility in all 
directions by providing 360° of rotation. 
Accepts tires up to 14” wide. Overall size: 23-1/2” 
x 15-1/2” x 5-1/2”. Set contains two dollies.
PRT # W54013 ..................... $99.99

1,500 lb.Capacity Ratcheting
Adjustable Wheel Dolly
No keys, dead engines, and small work 
spaces are no problem for this car dolly. 
Move vehicles in any direction around 
the shop or garage. Highly adjustable, 
opens up to 28” and accommodates 
tires up to 12.8” wide. Features long 
aluminum rollers, swivel locking casters 
on outboard wheels to secure vehicle, 
and L-shaped foot pedal for easy lifting. 
(Priced Per each)
SNX # 7708 ............. $199.99

ABS - 7 Pin Round Connector
Includes: (1) 8 ga. (2) 10 ga. (4) 12 ga.
GRO # 87100 ... 12’ Coiled .......$69.99
GRO # 87101 ... 15’ Coiled ....... $76.99

nOn ABS - 7 Pin Round Connector
Includes: (1) 12 ga. (6) 14 ga.
GRO # 87110 ... 12’ Coiled .......$44.99
GRO # 87111.... 15’ Coiled .......$49.99

abS

ultralink™ 
poWer CordS
• Superior power delivery 
with minimal voltage drop. 
• Zinc die-cast plug is filled 
with elastomeric material that 
resists crushing and acts as 
potting to seal solid brass 
terminals from moisture. 
• Wire jacket is 
molded into the 
plug sealing it from 
the elements and 
eliminating the need 
for a spring 
• Coiled versions have 
12” straight lead

50’ Truck
Emergency 
Tire Inflator Kit 
This 3/8” x 50’ PVC hose kit connects to truck 
on-board air brake system with a universal 
glad hand. 300 PSI maximum working pres-
sure. Kit includes straight on dual foot chuck 
for access to hard-to-reach valve stems.
TRU # 574-50GH ............... $32.99

reFleCtive 
hiGhWay 
WarninG trianGleS
These diamond-shaped 17” polypropylene 
warning triangles alert traffic and other drivers 
that they should be aware of something ahead. 
Triangles snap together for quick and easy set 
up. Red reflector edge is visible day or night. 
Bases are weighted for stability.

Truck & Trailer Wheel Pan
Made of durability polypropylene and fits 13-
3/4” ID rims or larger. Prevents an oily mess 
during wheel repair. Total oil capacity is 88 
ounces. Features side handle compartments 
that hold hub nuts out of the oil. Will not 
warp if oil is warm. 
LIS # 19852 ........................$11.99

10” x 8” x 6”
Rubber 
Wheel Chock
Pyramid-shaped so 
that either side can be 
positioned against the wheel. 
SIR # WC1000................... $16.49

2.5 lb. Disposable 
Fire Extinguisher 
UL Rating: 1A:10B:C | Class: ABC
Discharge time: 8-12 sec. The 
Model FC110 has metal valve 
& plastic strap bracket.
HFE # 440162MTL ............ $29.99

5 lb. Rechargeable
ABC Fire Extinguisher
UL Rating: 3-A:40-B:C. | 
Class: ABC | Discharge 
time: 13-15 sec. Approved 
by the Bureau of Motor 
Carriers. The FC340M-VB 
unit features: fitted pres-
sure gauge that provides 
at-a-glance status, tough 
metal valve assembly 
and lightweight seamless 
aluminum cylinder. Supplied 
w/ retention bracket
HFE # 466425 ................... $59.99

3 Pc. Kit
This kit contains (3) foldable warning 
triangles with storage case.
GRO # 71422 ......................$27.99
Single Warning Triangle
PRT # W1499 ...................... $9.99

20-Ton Capacity 
Wide Portable Truck Ramps 
These ramps are sold in pairs and accepts tire widths up to 16”, 
which is large enough to handle super single tires found on many new trucks and trailers. The 
non-slip design creates positive traction of the tire when driving on the ramp, plus the rubber 
surface base helps prevent any ramp movement on the floor. The hidden wheels along with the 
retractable T-handle allows ease of portability when storing and moving ramps around the shop.

AnTI-SLIP 
BASE

10-Ton Capacity 
Portable Air Lift Service Jack
• Designed For - heavy duty truck and trailer 
shops, bus work, farm and construction equip-
ment, and portable roadside service calls.
• Extension Tubes - with detent pins that 
provide multiple lift heights. Has on-board 
tube storage. 
• 8” Wheels - allow user to maneuver
this jack into position with easy. 
• Removable Handle - and 8’ air hose allows
for remote safe positioning and operation. 
• Lifting Saddle - features a serrated surface 
and side locating lugs for support after lifting.
• Air Rocker Switch - is mounted to the handle  
for precise lifting or lowering adjustments.
• Other Feature Include: overload and 
bypass safety valves, integrated filter 
that protects air motor and wiper seals to 
protect the hydraulic system from contaminants.
• speCifiCatioNs:
LoW HEIgHt ......................... 17-3/4”
MAx HEIgHt w/ TUbEs ............49”
RAM tRAvEL ........................ 11-1/2”

SNX # 1520

$76999

SNX # 6710

$84999

trucK / traiLer
MuD FLaPs & BracKets

STRAIGHT
Mud Flap Hanger Kit
29.75” length • .640” bar • Includes (2) 
hangers, (2) brackets and mounting 
hardware.
SIR # MFB25K ............. $69.99

AnGLED
Mud Flap Hanger Kit
• 27.42” length • .640” bar • Includes 
(2) hangers, (2) brackets and mounting 
hardware.
SIR # MFB35K ............. $47.99

24”W x 24”L ~ 1/2” Thick
SIR # MF2424R12 .................. $14.99
24”W x 30”L ~ 1/2” Thick
SIR # MF2430R12 .................. $18.99
24”W x 36”L  ~ 1/2” Thick
SIR # MF2436R12 .................. $22.49

24”W x 24”L ~ 3/8” Thick
GPT # 10024 .........................$19.99
24”W x 30”L ~ 3/8” Thick
GPT # 10030 ........................ $21.99
24”W x 36”L  ~ 3/8” Thick
GPT # 10036 ........................ $23.99

SoLD PEr EACH

Federated 
mud FlapS
Molded from tire cord 
reinforced solid rub-
ber to stand up to the most severe road conditions 
and to resist cold weather cracking and tearing. 
Slotted holes allow quick installation.

anti-Spray 
mud FlapS
Unique deep grooved design minimizes road spray 
and resist snow and ice buildup. Manufactured from 
composite rubber materials for long-lasting road life.

SoLD PEr EACH

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs.@ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)
# 1600-TH-A 4,500 3/4” 900 1,400 10 8.1 9.25
# 1680-A 4,500 3/4” 950 1,600  8 12.5 8.9
# 1680-A-6 4,500 3/4” x 6” 950 1,600 8 14.8 14.9
# 1870-P 7,500 1” 1,400 2,100 10 12.95 10.0
# 1994 4,500 1” x 8” 1,100 2,300 16 35.0 26.0
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Aircraft 
Paint Stripper
Quickly and effec-
tively remove a wide 
range of finishes from 
the metal surfaces - 
including acrylics, lac-
quers, polyurethanes, 
baked enamels and 
epoxies. The thick 
fast acting formula 
starts working in just 
five minutes. Works on vertical surfaces and 
simply cleans up with water.
DPM # AR343 ...... Gallon ..... $52.99

Glaze Coat Putty
The first pourable finishing putty in the market. 
Extra-thin formula is ideal for blending, pin-
holes, grind marks and other minor imperfec-
tions. Contains ZNX-7® technology for supe-
rior adhesion. White cream hardener included.
EVC # 417 .......... 30 oz ........ $48.99

Lite Weight Body Filler - GAL
This high quality, clog free, body filler is 
smooth spreading and easy sanding. Vacuum 
processed for reduced pinholes. Use for heavy 
filling and repairing body damaged panels up 
to 1/4” in depth. Blue cream hardener included.
EVC # 156 ..........Gallon ....... $20.99

3M™ Overspray 
Protective Sheeting
Wider sized sheeting accommodates larger 
vehicles. Clear, 0.4 mil tear resistant film 
clings to the vehicle and is treated to allows 
paint to adhere to plastic rather than flake off. 
Print runs down the center of film for easy 
placement.
MMM # 06728 ....... 16’ x 350’ .....$68.99
MMM # 06742 ....... 20’ x 250’ ..... $56.99

3M™ - 36’ Wide 
White Masking Paper
This tightly bonded to virtually eliminating 
lint or fiber contamination that can occur us-
ing paper masking. Has excellent resistance 
to paint solvents, urethanes, base coats and 
clear coats reducing rework caused by bleed-
through. Plus this masking paper will hold up 
during a bake cycle up to 400°F for 30 min.
MMM # 06540 ....... 16’ x 750’ ... $109.99

3M™
Soft Edge
Foam Masking Tape 
Provides a “soft edge” to prevent tape lines in 
the jamb areas, gas caps, deck lid openings 
or other areas of a vehicle which need to be 
sealed during the painting operation. Unique 
adhesive allows material to be repositioned. 
Size: 12mm (1/2”) diameter x 54.6 yards.
MMM # 06297 ....................$47.99

2 Pc. Disposable 
In-Line Air Filters
Removes moisture, 
oil vapor and rust 
particles that pass 
through conventional 
filters. Threads on to 
your air hose then air tool using 1/4” NPT 
male inlet and 1/4” NPT female outlet. 
TTN # 19302 ....................... $6.49

3M™ High Power
Spray Gun Cleaner
This powerful aerosol cleaning 
formula blasts paint from hard to 
reach areas. Reduces clean-up 
time for spray gun bodies, hard 
paint cups, atomizing heads and 
more. Removes waterborne and 
solvent-based coatings from 
metal spray equipment and com-
posite/plastic components.
MMM # 26689 ...... 15 oz ....... $6.49

Can Scraper
This handy tool 
can completely 
clean paint from 
cans. No waste 
thanks to the 
notched handle 
and flat shape of 
the scraper.

Locking Air 
Pressure
Regulator
w/ Gauge
This true diaphragm 
regulator delivers accurate air pressure. 
Features an easy-to-read 0-140 PSI gauge 
and 1/4” NPT inlet and outlet thread.
TTN # 19303 ....... $14.49

TTN # 15074

$229

3M™ Platinum 
Plus Finishing Glaze
This premium flowable, self-leveling formula 
is excellent for repairing minor imperfections 
such as scratches, pinholes and door dings. 
Offers good vertical hang. Excellent adhesion 
to galvanized steel, e-coat, aluminium, fiber-
glass, SMC, cured epoxy, urethane/lacquer 
primers and cured or aged paint. 
MMM # 31180 ....... 30 fl oz ........ $39.99

Premium Sound
Dampening Undercoating 
This sound dampening coating reduces road 
vibrations and road noise while also provid-
ing excellent corrosion resistance. The black 
rubberized high-build formula is flexible and 
paintable. The high-output delivery system 
makes application fast and easy.
KRY # UC104 ..........15 oz ........... $9.99

7 Pc. Auto Body Repair Set 
Remove dents, shape and stretch auto 
panels and sheet metal. Set includes: (1) 
heat treated precision ground heal dolly, (1) 
utility dolly, (1) double end dolly, (1) curved 
dolly, (1) heavy shrinking hammer, (1) pick 
and finish hammer, (1) straight pein hammer, 
complete with a blow molded case. All three 
hammers have fiberglass handles and anti-
shock rubber grips. 
PRT # M7007 ..................... $39.99

thicK
FoaM

PaDDing

180° Spot Weld Chisel 
Drive the blade of this tool with a hammer to 
separate panels after the spot weld has been 
drilled out. The blade is sharpened on 3 sides 
and offset for clearance. Panels are separat-
ed with minimal damage.

LIS # 51880

$2149

ATOMIZInG HEAD VISCOSITy - 1.2mm and 1.3mm are intended to provide 
a fine high quality finish and finest atomization. Great for Top Coat, Clear Coat, 
Dyes, Stains, Lacquers, Varnish and more. - 1.4mm is great for lower viscosity 
coatings such as automotive Single Stage and Base Coats, Lacquers, Polyure-
thanes, Low Viscosity Adhesives and more. - 1.8mm great for medium viscosity 
coatings such as Primer, Enamel, Latex, Lacquers, and Adhesives of all kinds.

3M™ Accuspray™ OnE Spray Gun Paint Kit 
The mission was to take the pain OUT of painting. No more 
maintenance kits. Thus 3M™ came up with transparent replace-
able/interchangeable atomizing heads to ensure premium 
performance that you would expect from a metal gun, while 
making cleaning quick and easy. Spray gun has an adjustable 
fan and fluid flow to achieve the desired size and wetness of 
the pattern. Spray gun requires 13CFM @ 20psi. 
Kit Contains: (4) Atomizing Heads - 1.2mm, 1.3mm, 1.4mm, 
1.8mm • (1) Air flow control valve • (1) 22oz. Mixing cup & collar 
• (5) Disposable lids & liners • Sealing plugs • Color ID clips.

neVer cLean uP a cuP again !! MMM # 16580

$25999

4 Pc. Color-Coded 
Gravity Feed HVLP Paint Gun Set 
Triple set allows you to dedicate each gun to a 
specific use. Set features die cast aluminum spray 
gun bodies with anodized finish and stainless steel 
needle and nozzles. Adjustable knobs lets you con-
trol spray width, air inlet and fluid outlet. Average air 
consumption: 7.0 - 9.0 cfm.
Set Includes: (3) spray guns with aluminum cups 
• (1) locking pressure regulator with gauge • (1) 
padded convenient carrying case • 1.0 mm Gun - 
Detail and touch-up work, also great for base and 
clear coats • 1.4 mm Gun - Sprays lighter materials 
such as base and clear coats • 1.7 mm Gun - Heavier 
materials such as primers, surfacers and fillers.

4 Pc. Chrome Gravity Feed
HVLP Paint Gun Set
TTN # 19220 ..........$129.99

TTN # 19221

$15999

500 lb. Portable
Shop Stand 
Work standing up can really 
save your back! This tubular steel 
work bench is designed to hold 
large parts such as bumpers, hoods, 
doors, fenders and glass. Thick foam 
rubber padding protects painted parts 
and glass from being scratched. 
Heavy gauge chain with welded 
links allows height adjustments 
from 33” to 44”.
PRT # W54024 ..................$44.99
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8-3/8” 
U-Jaw Locking Plier
Designed to clamp odd shaped materials 
using its unique “U” shaped throat. Can be 
locked into position, using an over-center 
action. Features a guarded release trigger 
that protects from accidental release. Has 2” 
max. jaw opening and 2-1/2” - 3” depth.
FRN # 70301 ..................... $13.99

11” C-Clamp Pliers
Wide-opening jaws provide greater versatility 
in clamping a variety of shapes. Jaw opening 
adjusts from 1” to 4”. Throat depth is 2-5/8”.
ORS # 586-11R .................. $20.99

6” Quiet Dual Action Air Sander
Feature ball bearing construction and a 
motor insulated housing for quiet, vibration 
free performance. Its dual-action pad motion 
produces swirl-free finishes. Variable speed 
lever throttle along with the built-in regulator 
provides speed control up to 10,000 RPM.
IRT # 311A ........................ $76.49

6” Hookit™ Abrasive Disc Pad
Quick and easy disc paper changes with the 
micro hook and loop attachment system.
MMM #05776 .................... $40.99

Pneumatic Straight Line Sander
Two handle design allows you to exercise full 
control over the tool. The twin piston design 
generates the extra power needed to avoid 
stalling when the sanding gets tougher. That 
makes it ideal for smoothing body filler or 
shaping larger surfaces. Rectangular pad 
(size: 2-3/4” x 17-1/2”) has quick-action 
paper clamps. Delivers 3,000 reciprocating 
strokes per minute.
IRT # 315 ......................... $134.79 

Portable 
Sand Blaster
Remove rust, paint, 
graffiti, burrs from 
metals, corrosion 
& scale as well as 
etching glass and 
weathering wood. 
The 50 lb. capacity 
gravity feed hopper 
accepts silica, sand, 
steel grit, glass 
beads & pecan shell. 
The 15’ material 
supply hose coils 
nicely around the hopper for easy 
storage. Includes an aluminium blast gun 
with 3/16” ceramic nozzle (#19451) Portable 
design attaches to any air compressor with 
minimum air requirements: 3.5 cfm @ 50 psi. 
with max. operating pressure of 90 psi.
TTN # 19450 ..................... $74.99
TTN # 19451 .... Replace Tip.....$7.49

Universal 
Panel Clip Pliers 
Designed to works on a wide range 
of push-in style clips. The tapered forked 
thickness design easily slides under most 
standard  clips and other trim anchors easily. 
Features ergonomic spring loaded handles 
that are rotated 90° to provide greater lever-
age and access.
LIS # 42480 ...................... $22.99

Pneumatic Caulking Gun
Easy to operate finger trigger dispenses a 
smooth flow caulking, adhesives and sealants 
from standard cartridge tube. ( 2” x 8-1/2” ) 
Requires 40-69 PSI air pressure.
ISN # AST405 ................... $35.99

13” Heavy Duty 
Hand Rivet Tool
Compound lever action provides 
maximize leverage and reduces operator fa-
tigue. Features adjustable tip and adjustable 
pull-nail speed. Threaded collection bottle 
catches all the waste rivet nails to keep your 
work environment clean. Includes 4 replace-
able nose-pieces: 1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 1/4”
TTN # 15050 ..................... $46.99

Full Face Grinding Shields - Green Lens ...............FRN # 58610 ......... $23.99
Same as the above #58609 but with green lens.
Scorcher - Auto Darkening Welding Helmet .........FRN # 55859 ..........$59.99
Ideal for the experienced DIY’er, light contractor, farmer and rancher. Equipped with 5.97 square 
inches (3.62’’ x 1.65’’) of viewing area coupled with HD 1/1/1/2 optical clarity for a more natu-
ral viewing experience. The lightweight, impact resistant shell has quick-fit, 5-point adjustable 
geared headband with increased padding for extra comfort. An external variable shade selector 
knob (DIN 9 to 13) with grind option allows for quick shade modifications. (TIG operable to 5 
amps) Internal switch controls both sensitivity (high-low) and delay (min-max).

Command PRO™ 
Full Face Grinding 
Shields - Clear Lens
New and improved with an 
upgraded robust injection 
molded 15-1/2” x 8” polycar-
bonate face shield/visor that 
features a thickness of .060″. 
The multi-fit push-and-turn 
ratchet headgear has an 
improved swivel locking 
attachment. Meets ANSI 
Z87.1 Safety Standards.
FRN # 58609 ...................$22.99

triM & reMoVal tools

11 Pc. - Master
Composite Trim 
Removal Tool Set
Includes a handy nylon pouch that 
can be folded, rolled or hung for 
easy storage and quick access.
LIS # 68300 .......... $32.59

4 Pc. - nylon Scraper Set
These 10-3/4” scrapers are made from a durable ny-
lon plastic material that absorbs hammer blows and 
can be sharpened with a file. Designed to remove 
emblems, body moldings, gaskets, old windshields 
and more without damaging the surface.
TTN # 11565 ............................$9.49

5 Pc. Popular
Composite Trim
Removal Tools
PRT # W80648 ...... $13.99

Has this happened to you? Scarring the paint or leather of a custom-
er’s nice car, especially with them watching. These trim tools have 
multiple tip angles and sizes to work on many different applications. 
Impact resistant poly/nylon composite construction for extra lever-
age, but will not mar surfaces like some steel tools can. Designed to 

quickly and safely remove 
auto body moldings, 
body trim, dashboard 
trim, upholstery and 
door panels and much 
more.

20 amP - Plasma Cutter
Easy to use, portable and generator friendly. All you need is 120 volt household power source and an air 
compressor capable of producing 1.5 CFM @ 90 PSI. Extremely efficient as it uses very little air during 
the cutting process and it is impressive how little slag it leaves behind. Virtually no metal distortion in 
the sheet metal after cutting. Features “Drag Torch Technology” that allows the user to move or drag the 
torch directly across the metal surface for more precise cuts. Has a built in regulator and air dryer
• Complete With: (1) Forney® 20 P Plasma Cutter w/ integrated air pressure regulator and dryer, 13’ 
cutting torch lead, 8’ cable with ground clamp, 6’ power cable, 20A / 15A power cord adapter, and (1) 
additional electrode and nozzle. Backed by a 1-year warranty.

CUTTInG RAnGE ................(120V) 1/4” Clean | 3/8” Sever
InPUT AMPERAGE ............................ (120V) @ 20 Amps
DUTy CyCLE ............................. (120V) 35% @ 20 AMPS
OUTPUT RAnGE .................................. (120V) 20 AMPS
AIR REQUIREMEnT ............................... 2 CFM @ 90 PSI
WEIGHT .......................................................... 21.5 lbs
DIMEnSIOnS ................. 15-1/8” L x 8-1/8” W x 11-5/8” H

1/4”
1/8”

FRN # 251

$42999 sP
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3 Pc. Aviation
Tin Snip Plier Set
These compound leverage cutters 
feature color-code, non-slip comfort grip 
handles. Includes: 10” right cut tin snip with 
green grip, 10” left cut tin snip with red grip, 10” 
center cut tin snip with yellow grip. Has locking latch 
prevents damage to cutting edge when stored.
SNX # 3617 ...........................$42.99
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induStrial 
pro tap
maGiC
This heavy duty and 
versatile formula is 
excellent for tapping, 
milling, threading, 
drilling and reaming 
of all metals, even 
hard metals such as stainless steel.

16 oz. Bottle w/ Spout
FRN # 20858 ..................... $24.99
1 Gallon Jug
FRN # 20859 ................... $124.99

Precision threadinG sets
40 Pc. taP & Die sets
Professional grade fractional taps and dies with precision cut threads accurately formed 
for consistent and exact threading. Heat treated and tempered for file hard threads and a 
longer useful life. Each set listed below contains: (17) hex dies, (17) taps, (2) T-handle tap 
wrenches, (1) adjustable tap wrench - 0” to 1”, (1) adjustable die stock, (1) pitch gauge, (1) 
screwdriver and a molded case for easy identification and storage.

METRIC - 40 Pc. Tap & Die Set ................. CDT # 98912 ......$119.99
• Set Includes (1) each of following tap and die sizes: 3mm x 0.60, 4mm x 0.70, 4mm 
x 0.75, 5mm x 0.80, 5mm x 0.90, 6mm x 1.00, 7mm x 1.00, 8mm x 1.00, 8mm x 1.25, 
9mm x 1.00, 9mm x 1.25, 10mm x 1.25, 10mm x 1.50, 11mm x 1.50,12mm x 1.25, 
12mm x 1.50, 12mm x 1.75
FRACTIOnAL - 40 Pc. Tap & Die Set .........CDT # 98900 ..... $109.99
• Set includes (1) each of following tap and die sizes: 4-40NC, 6-32NC, 8-32NC, 10-
24NC, 10-32NF, 12-24NC, 1/4”-20NC, 1/4”-28NF, 5/16”-18NC, 5/16”-24NF, 3/8”-16NC, 
3/8”-24NF, 7/16”-14NC, 7/16”-20NF, 1/2”-13NC, 1/2”-20NF & 1/8”-27NPT

METRIC - 58 Pc. Tap & Die Set ................. CDT # 98957 ..... $279.99
• Set Includes (1) each of following tap and die sizes: 3mm x 0.60, 4mm x 0.75, 5mm x 0.80,
5mm x 0.90, 6mm x 1.00, 7mm x 1.00, 8mm x 1.25, 9mm x 1.00, 9mm x 1.25, 10mm x 1.25,
10mm x 1.50, 11mm x 1.50, 12mm x 1.50, 12mm x 1.75, 14mm x 2.00, 16mm x 1.50, 16mm x 2.00,
18mm x 1.50, 18mm x 2.50 + British Standard Pipe: 1/8 x 28 BSP tap, 1/4 X 19 BSP tap.

58 Pc. Master taP & Die set
This set contains: (23) hex dies, (22) taps, (1) 0”-1/2” adjustable tap wrench, 
(1) 1/4”-1” adjustable tap wrench, (1) 1” hex die stock, (1) 1-7/16” hex die 
stock, (1) pitch gauge, (1) screwdriver, #1- #5 spiral screw extractors and a 
metal storage case. Designed for hand cutting applications.

36 CharaCter letter & 
number Stamp SetS
These hammer struck, high-carbon steel 
stamps are designed to use on copper, silver, 
brass, wood, plastic and more. Each set has 
27 Letters (A-Z and the “&” ampersand sign) 
and 9 Numbers (0-8, using the 6 upside down 
as 9) with storage case.
1/8” High Characters 
PRT # W5421 .....................$11.99
1/4” High Characters 
PRT # W5422 ...........$17.49

Corded
Electric Engraver
Enables you to engrave and 
personalize your valuables for 
added security. Mark a variety of 
materials including metal, plastic, 
glass, ceramics, wood and even 
leather. Has a 9 position depth 
adjustment dial that lets you 
etch fine lines or deep grooves. 
Features a tungsten carbide tipped 
engraving bit and the non-slip grip 
housing adds comfort and control.
PRT # W50036 ................$21.99

Automatic
Center Punch
No striking tool is needed. Automatically fires 
to create a dimple when downward pressure is 
applied. Pressure can be varied by turning the 
knurled knob on the end of the tool. Works on 
metal, plastic, wood and other materials.
LIS # 30280 .......................$15.99

3 Pc.
High Leverage Plier Set
8” long nose plier, 8” diagonal cutting pliers, 
9-1/2” rounded nose lineman’s pliers that 
requires 40% less effort compared to conven-
tional pliers. Features non-slip, comfort grip 
handles designed to reduce fatigue.
SNX # 3605V .................... $54.99

8” Straight Tinner Snip
These American-made tinner snips are de-
signed to make straight and wide tight curves 
in any direction. Forged high carbon steel con-
struction with custom heat-treated blades. 
Cut through 24 gauge cold rolled steel. Tool 
length: 8.3” Cutting edge: 1.75” Slip-resistant 
CHANNELLOCK BLUE® grip. 
CNL # 608TS ..................... $13.49

7” Multi-Purpose Metal Shears
• Precise CNC grinding and vacuum heat 
treatment of cutting blades provide hardened 
edges that remain sharp and durable
• Ideal for cutting wire, tin, nails, wire mesh, 
aluminum, paper and more

TTN # 12441
$8.99

6 Pc. File Set
w/ Built-In Handles
Compact 6” design. Includes 
flat, round and triangle files.

4-File Set w/ Two
Interchangeable Handles
These heat treated carbon steel files 
come with two interchangeable durable 
black rubber handles with  plastic 
inserts for comfortable grip. Contains 
one 6” taper file, one 8” half round file 
and one each of 6” and 8” mill files.
PRT# W5390 ............. $11.99

PRT# 1446
$4.69

Coarse Thread File 
• Pitch Includes: 11, 12, 13, 14, 
16, 18, 20, 24 threads per inch.
CDT # 92941 .......$18.99
Fine Thread File 
• Pitch Includes: 9, 10, 12, 16, 20, 
27, 28, 32 threads per inch.
CDT # 92942 .......$18.99
Metric Thread File 
• Pitch Includes: 0.80, 1.00, 1.25, 
1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00 mm
CDT # 92943 .......$18.99

thread reStorinG FileS
Nu-Thred® files are the highest quality with cross-cut and depth 
proportional to the thread pitch, so file will not skip or jump out 
of fine pitches. Can be used on any diameter right or left-hand 
threads. These are milled files so the teeth are much sharper for 
a longer, useful life. Oxide coated to prevent corrosion.

halF round FileS
These half-round bastard machinist files 
have a Standard American pattern. Double-
cut, course burr.
FRN # 70326 ...... 6” ....... $3.19
FRN # 70327 ...... 8” .......$4.39
FRN # 70328 ..... 10” ...... $5.59

3 Pc. Cushion
Grip Nail Set
Color coded by tip size for quick identifica-
tion. Set contains: 1/32”, 2/32”, 3/32” with 
long beveled tip for easier nail head align-
ment. Features a cushioned grip design for 
shock absorption and non-slip grip.
STA # 58-930 ....................$10.49

12 Pc. Combination Set 
Constructed of alloy steel with vinyl covered shanks 
absorb shocks and reduces vibration. Contains: 4 
cold chisels in 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” & 7/8” widths, 3 taper 
punches, 2 pin punches: 5/32” & 1/4”, one center 
punch, one cape chisel and one concrete chisel.
PRT # W751 ................................$24.99

28 Pc. Punch & Chisel Set
• 16 Pc. Chrome Vanadium Steel -- (5) pin 
punches: 3/32” x 4-1/4”, 1/8” x 4-3/4”, 5/32” 
x 5”, 3/16” x 5-1/4”, 1/4” x 5-3/4” -- (5) taper 
punches: 3/32” x 5-1/4”, 1/8” x 5-3/4”, 5/32” 
x 6”, 3/16” x 6-1/4”, 1/4” x 6-3/4” -- (3) cold 
chisels: 3/8” x 5-1/2”, 1/2” x 6”, 5/8” x 6-1/2” 
-- (2) center punches: 1/8” x 5”, 3/16” x 6” -- 
(1) chisel punch gauge. 
• 12 Pc. High Carbon Steel -- (6) cold chisels: 
1/2” x 6-3/4”, 5/8” x 7”, 3/4” x 8”, 13/16” x 8”, 
7/8” x 10”, 1” x 10” -- (4) pin punches: 1/8” x 
6”, 3/16” x 10-1/8”, 3/8” x 8”, 3/8” x 10” -- (2) 
center punches. Complete with roll-up vinyl 
storage pouch.
PRT # W754 ........................$39.99

# W5390
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TITAnIUM • 29 Pc. Reduced Shank Set 
Titanium nitrate coating resists heat and adds 
lubricity to extend drill bit life. M2 grade steel 
for precision drilling in metal, wood and plastic. 
The 135º pilot point helps to prevent walking.
CDT # 88449 .....................$89.99

BRITE • 29 Pc. Reduced Shank Set 
1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in round
copolmer index case.
CDT # 23529 .....................$79.99

BLACK OXIDE
29 Pc. Reduced Shank Set
1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in round
copolmer index case.
CDT # 24538 .................. $104.99

COBALT
29 Pc. Set - FULL SHAnK
1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in round
copolmer index case.
CDT # 26529 ...................$169.99

inDUsTriAL QUALiTy
SinCe 1940

These durable copolymer index cases have screw-on tops and molded side 
hooks. Each comes complete with 29 piece fractional drill bits from 1/16” to 1/2” 
by 64ths. The 135° quick cut point is self-centering and reduces thrust.

COpOlymer CAse
Drill BiT seTs

Black Oxide treatment adds lubricity that extends drill bit life 
combining solid performance and affordability. Features a 135° 
quick-cut point.

Made from premium Cobalt high speed steel that withstand high tem-
peratures while drilling through extra hard materials. Manufactured to 
aerospace NAS907J specifications. Features a 135° quick-cut point.

21 Piece Set ...............CDT # 22921 ........$44.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 3/8” by 64th in steel index case.

29 Piece Set ...............CDT # 22929 ........ $79.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in steel index case.

15 Piece Set ...............CDT # 24015 ........ $54.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 1/2” by 32nd in steel index case.

21 Piece Set ...............CDT # 24021 ........ $56.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 3/8” by 64th in steel index case.

29 Piece Set ...............CDT # 24029 ........ $99.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in steel index case.

15 Piece Set ............... CDT # 26115 ........ $97.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 1/2” by 32nd in steel index case.

21 Piece Set ............... CDT # 26121 ........ $94.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 3/8” by 64th in steel index case.

29 Piece Set ...............CDT # 26129 ...... $179.99
Sizes: 1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in steel index case.

• These 1/2” reduced shank Silver & Deming style 
steel drill bits and feature 118° split point
• Sizes Include: 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 
7/8”, 15/16”, 1” in steel index case.
8 Pc. Industrial S&D Drill Bit Set
Duo-tone black oxide coated high speed steel bits
with polished finish to keep the bit cool and reduce wear.
CDT # 44408 ........................................$249.99
8 Pc. Ecomony S&D Drill Bit Set
Surface treated to ward off heat and friction commonly
found in heavy duty drilling jobs.
CDT # 47408 ........................................ $174.99

coMPosite reVersiBle air drills
These drills have rugged sleek red composite bodies, feather 
triggers, and superior grade steel planetary gears for longer 
life. Feature patented, tuned exhaust muffler technology that 
allows discharged air to pass without developing back pressure, 
thus retaining more power, while significantly reducing noise! 
Backed by a two year limited warranty.

3/8” Capacity Chuck Reversible Angle Drill
For increased reliability the precision spiral bevel gear 
housing is fitted with grease nipple for gear lubrication. 
Features a round forward/reverse knob and rear handle exhaust. 
The 3/4 horsepower air motor that delivers 1,600 RPM of free 
speed. Air consumption: 6 cfm. Tool only weighs 2.4 lbs.

Keyless
3/8” Chuck Reversible Air Drill
• 5/8 HP air motor | air cons. 6 cfm | 
1,800 rpm free speed | weight 2.5 lbs.
FPM # 4338 ..................................$99.99

1/2” Chuck One-Click Reversible Air Drill
Features a forward position handle which allows more 
control and more force with less effort. The housing is 
made of low weight composite using  precision fully caged 
planetary gears and bearings to reduce vibration level to <2.5m/
sec2. Patented ergonomically designed grip to perfectly fit the 
hand and provide unmatched comfort for the user. Features a 0.70 
horsepower air motor that delivers 400 RPM of free speed. Tool 
only weighs 4.12 lbs. Air consumption: 9 cfm
FPM # 4451 ..................................... $204.99

1/2” Capacity Chuck Reversible Air Drill
• 5/8 HP air motor | air cons. 6 cfm | 
400 rpm free speed | weight 3 lbs.
FPM # 4450 ................................$109.99

FPM # 4337
$119.99

Quality all-purpose drill line features a 135° quick-cut point.

Brite DriLL Bit sets

BLacK oxiDe DriLL Bit sets

coBaLt DriLL Bit sets

s & D DriLL Bit sets

6 Pc. Lazer Spade Wood Bit Set
Bores faster, smoother finished holes with cleaner break-
through. Features 15° Raker Spur advanced cutting design. 
(5/8” & above only) Single construction premium quality 
hardened steel shank provides added stability, eliminating 
wobble. Black Oxide coating prevents corrosion. 1/4” hex 
shank allows for use in a variety of drill types. Sizes include: 
3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”, 1” in handy organization case.
CDT # 36406  .....................................$15.49

26 Pc. Letter Drill Bit Set
Developed to fill in the gaps in between metric and 
fractional bit sizes. Most common used in tap applica-
tions. These Letter Gauge drill bits are made from 
premium grade high speed steel with a precision ground 
118° point for wide variety of drilling applications. Sizes 
include: letter drill bits A-Z in handy organization case.
CDT # 11526 .................................... $166.99

5 Pc. Left Hand Stub Drills
The flute pattern rotates to the left, to help back 
out the broken bolt or stud without damaging 
threads in the hole. Industrial, polished finished 
135° split end point. “Stubby” mechanics length 
drill bit for additional strength. Sizes include: 
1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16” & 3/8”
CDT # 74105 ..........................$39.99

3/8” Rotary Blade Spot Weld Cutter
Easily separate spot-welded panels without 
distorting sheet metal. Arbor has flats to eliminate 
spinning in the chuck. Includes durable 3/8” diameter 
double-sided rotary cutter blade.
CDT # 17224 ..........................$16.99

1/4” Hex 
Shank-to-Square
Drive Adapters
Allows you to use your sockets with a 
wide range of hex shanks tools. Ball-
detent socket retainers on the square 
drive head firmly holds the socket during 
use. Sizes include: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” drive.
CDT # 68584 ....................... $6.99

5 Pc. Stubby Hex Shank Drill Bit Set
Excellent for those hard to reach areas. Fea-
tures a 1/4” hex shank bit with 135° split tip 
that is precision ground from solid M2 high 
speed steel. Special heat-treatment allows 
cutting edges to stay sharper longer. Sizes 
include: 3/32”, 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”.
CDT # 17905 ...................... $19.99

lh
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 Model Picture Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number Ref. # (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs @ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs)  (in)
1250-k A 8,500 1/2” 1,000 1,300 rev / 950 fwd 8 4.5 8.25
1355-xl B 10,000 3/8” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0
1375-xl C 10,000 1/2” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0
1320 D 10,000 3/8” 1,800 100 rev / 80 fwd 8 1.1 5.4
1295-xl E 7,500 1/2” 1,600 900 rev / 900 fwd 8 4.6 6.62
1350-xl F 10,000 3/8” 1,700 600 rev / 500 fwd 6 3.15 6.3
1431 G 9,000 1/2” 1,600 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 5.7 7.2
1000-th h 8,000 1/2” 1,300 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 4.5 7.5 
1450 I 9,000 1/2” 1,200 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 4.9 7.0

3/8” Butterfly
Impact Wrench
Suitable in tight spaces like 
engine compartments and 
under vehicles. Butterfly 
throttle gives single-handed 
speed control. Features a 
(3) position built-in power 
management switch and 
built-in swivel air inlet.

1/2” Compact
Impact Wrench
The shortest length full 
size 1/2” impact wrench 
available! Protected 
design hammer cage 
and air rotor reduces 
vibration. Unique one 
hand operation and 
control.

1/2” Composite
Impact Wrench 
Durable composite 
housing with “Super 
Clutch” performance 
twin hammer mecha-
nism. Rear housing 
flip lever forward and 
reverse. Patented quiet 
tuned exhaust (86 dBA).

1/2” Brushed
Aluminum Housing
Refined design twin 
hammer increases blow 
frequency and provides 
very fast torque develop-
ment. Six position power 
management switch 
in back cap provides 
ultimate control.

#1355-XL
$209.99

#1375-XL
$239.99

#1450
$179.99

#1000-TH
$199.99

#1295-XL
$249.99

#1320
$189.99 D

E

h I

B

3/8” Composite
Impact Wrench 
Unique thumb oper-
ated “High-Low Torque” 
switch for instant 
change of power. Rear 
housing push button 
forward and reverse. 
Molded buffers protect 
tool from side impact.

#1350-XL
$179.99

F

1/2” Impact
Wrench 
Triple heat treated 
Ni-Cr-Mo alloy steel twin 
hammer mechanism and 
anvil provide ultimate 
reliability with maximum 
power. Cross bolt for-
ward/reverse and power 
management control.

#1431
$119.99

G

• Fearless, powerful hard hitting ‘Twin Clutch’ 
mechanism creates a high torque initial impact. 
Even though the amount of impacts seems slower 
it delivers an extreme amount of breakaway torque 
• Patented end-mounted flip lever provides easy 
access to the forward and reverse operation.

#1250-K
$299.99

A

C

3/8” Nitrocat ®
Composite Impact
Durable Kevlar reinforced 
“Body Armour” housing 
that incorporates a hard 
hitting twin hammer 
mechanism. Rear housing 
flip lever forward and 
reverse. Patented quiet 
tuned exhaust (86 dBA).

1/2” Nitrocat ®
Composite Impact
Durable Kevlar reinforced 
“Body Armour” housing 
that incorporates a hard 
hitting twin hammer 
mechanism. Rear hous-
ing flip lever forward and 
reverse. Patented quiet 
tuned exhaust (86 dBA).

1/2” Nitrocat ®
Composite Impact 
Smooth twin clutch 
mechanism inside a 
durable Kevlar reinforced 
“Body Armour” housing. 
Rear housing flip lever 
forward and reverse. 
Patented quiet tuned 
exhaust (86 dBA).

Air impAct SpecificAtionS

Straight Line Die Grinder ..................................... FPM # 6201 ........$79.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 22,000 rpm free speed | Length 8.5”
Extended Reach Straight Line Die Grinder ..........FPM # 6210 ..... $144.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 22,000 rpm free speed | Length 13.5”
Angle Die Grinder ................................................. FPM # 6255 ....... $94.99
  • 1/2 hp air motor | 20,000 rpm free speed | Length 7”

# 6210

4-1/2” Angle Grinder ..................................... FPM # 6340-A ...........$199.99
New 1.0 HP motor eliminates stall and increases reliability. Other features include: 360° 
rotational rear exhaust, multi position rotational guard, spiral bevel gears and standard 5/8”-11 
threaded spindle. Spindle lock for easy wheel change. Lightweight composite housing has speed 
control switch located at the top of the grip for easy access.
• Air cons. 6 cfm | 11,000 rpm free speed | length 8.75” | weight 2.25” 
3” Cut-off Tool ~ Standard Direction ................ FPM # 6505 ............... $77.99
Impact resistant, composite housing with stall resistant 0.5 HP motor. Has extra heavy duty dual 
spindle bearings for added reliability. Speed control switch located under the trigger.
• Air cons. 4.2 cfm | 20,000 rpm free speed | length 9”
3” Cut-off Tool ~ Reversible Direction .............. FPM # 6520 ...............$89.99
Same as the #6505 but features adjustable rotational direction that increases wheel life and also 
the direction of sparks. • Air cons. 6 cfm | 18,000 rpm free speed | length 9.5”
6” Composite Dual Action Sander ..................... FPM # 6310 .............$108.99
The 3/16” orbital action provides the smoothest swirl free finish possible. Lubrication free air 
motor has patented double sealing to prevent dust contamination. Features a new low profile 
lightweight (2.3 lbs.) composite housing. Rubberized palm provides comfortable yet firm control. 
Thumb operated speed throttle has built-in regulator allowing you to match the speed of the tool 
to the job. • Air cons. 2.5 cfm | 10,000 rpm free speed | length 10.5”
Low Vibration Reciprocating Air Saw ................ FPM # 6350 ............. $115.99
Ideal for body shop repair, muffler/exhaust work and more. Saw is equipped with metal blade 
guard, built-in safety trigger, and rotational 360° rear exhaust/muffler that allows exhaust air to 
be directed away from your work. Comes complete with 18T, 24T, 32 teeth saw blades.
• Air cons. 4 cfm | 9,500 strokes per minute | length 8”
6” Orbital Palm Sander ~ non Vac ...............FPM # 6700-6-332 .......$143.99
Popular 3/32” offset orbit for Medium Sanding Lubrication free air motor with patented anti 
vibration design reduces vibration level to 0.8m/sec2. Double sealed air motor prevents dust 
contamination. The ergonomic soft grip, tear drop design provides unmatched operator comfort. 
Features convenient throttle lever, 6” hook and loop pad and advanced silencing technology that 
reduces noise level to 75 d(B)A. • Air cons. 1.6 cfm | 11,000 rpm free speed | length 6.8”

Die Grinders
The composite body offers the user a sleek comfortable ergonomic design with a 
significant reduction weight. Built with superior steel grade internal bearings, direct drive 
gear mechanisms and advanced air chambers / turbines for longer life. Aircat die grinders 
operate at decibel levels below OSHA guidelines, which is better for your ears. Features: 1/4” 
collet size, rear handle exhaust and the most comfortable feather trigger for better speed control.

High Speed Tire Buffer / Drill
Ideal for preparing a tire’s surface prior to patching or 
recapping. Ergonomic composite housing contains a 
stall resistant 0.75 HP air motor. Has a 3/8” precision 

keyed chuck to accept a variety 
of accessories. Features lever-style 
tease trigger with safety-lock for protec-
tion against accidental start-up. The 
coaxial rear hose assembly is designed 
to eliminate blowing rubber particles/dust 
from the user and work area. 
• 4.1 cfm air consumption
• 22,000 rpm free speed
• 8” Length
• 1.66” Weight

FPM # 6400

$7999

# 6201

#
 6

70
0

-6
-3

32

# 6520

# 6340-A

# 6350

# 6310

# 6255
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5-Piece Ratchet Set 
Are you wrenching in TIGHT quarters? 
This 90 tooth reversable ratcheting 
mechanism only requires a low 4° arc 
swing to move the fastener. Sealed head 
keeps dirt and other contaminants out of the 
head mechanism. Has blue anodized aluminum 
contoured handle for superior grip. Set contains:
Flat Head Ratchets: (1) 1/4’’ Dr. x 6’’- (1) 3/8’’ Dr. x 12’’ - (1) 1/2’’ Dr. x 16’’
Swivel Head Ratchets: (1) 1/4’’ Dr. x 6-1/2’’ - (1) 3/8’’ Dr. x 10’’
TTN # 12175 ................................................$174.99

1/4” Drive - STUBBy Composite Ratchet
• 35 ft-lb loosing torque | 300 rpm free speed | length 5.4” | air cons. 3 cfm 
FPM  # 807-25 ................. RETAIL: $88.84 ............... $74.99
3/8” Drive - Composite Ratchet
• 90 ft-lb loosing torque | 280 rpm free speed | length 10.5” | air cons. 4 cfm
FPM  # 802 ......................RETAIL: $129.35 ............ $107.99
3/8” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet
• 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.45” | air cons. 6 cfm
FPM  # 805-HT ................RETAIL: $184.79 .............$157.99
1/2” Drive - HIGH TORQUE Composite Ratchet
• 130 ft-lb loosing torque | 180 rpm free speed | length 12.5” | air cons. 6 cfm
FPM  # 805-HT-5 .............RETAIL: $199.72 ............ $179.99

air Ratchets

Long-Reach air Ratchets
Do you tire of bending over constantly? Want to reduce your labor times on water pumps, timing belts, 
etc? You need one of these long reach ratchets. Quite simply, they work the same as a normal air 
ratchet, however the shaft is long (15″-22″) which allows superior access to hard to reach fasteners. 
Because we are talking AirCat, the models below are known for being much quieter than other brands. 

# 808-15

1/4” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet
• 30 ft-lb loosing torque | 200 rpm free speed | length 15.3” | air cons. 4 cfm
FPM  # 808-15-25 ................................... RETAIL: $152.82 ..........$129.99
3/8” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet
• 30 ft-lb loosing torque | 200 rpm free speed | length 15.3” | air cons. 4 cfm
FPM  # 808-15 ......................................... RETAIL: $152.82 ..........$129.99
3/8” Drive - Long Reach Composite Ratchet  
• 65 ft-lb loosing torque | 160 rpm free speed | length 22.5” | air cons. 6 cfm
FPM  #808-22 ......................................... RETAIL: $191.90.......... $164.99

stuBBy air iMPact wrenches

125 Pc. SAE & Metric
Mechanic’s Tool Set
Includes: (18) 1/4” drive sockets (5/32”-3/8” & 
4-10mm) - (16) 3/8” drive sockets (3/8”-3/4” 
& 10-18mm) - (8) 3/8” drive deep sockets 
(3/8”-9/16” & 10-13mm) - (10) 1/2” drive 
sockets (5/8”-7/8” & 14-19mm) - (18) full 
polished combination wrenches (3/8”-7/8” & 
10-19mm) (24) hex key wrenches. Additional 
items include: (2) socket adaptors, (1) 3/8” drive 3” 
extension bar, (1) universal joint, Pro-style quick release 
ratchets (3/8” & 1/2” drive), 24 pc bit set: (5) slotted, (3) 
pozi, (3) phillips, (4) hex, (6) star Torx™ bits, (1) magnetic 
bit holder and study blown molded tri-fold case.

PRT # W1525

$10699 1/4” & 3/8”
Drive

Aluminum Housing - 3/8” Drive
• 500 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,600 | length 3.85” | air cons. 6 cfm 
FPM # 1077-TH .................. $149.99
Aluminum Housing - 1/2” Drive 
• 500 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,600 | length 3.85” | air cons. 6 cfm 
FPM # 1057-TH................... $139.99

Nitrocat® Composite - 3/8” Drive 
• 550 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,650 | length 4.25” | air cons. 8 cfm
FPM # 1076-XL................... $149.99
Nitrocat® Composite - 1/2” Drive  
• 550 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,650 | length 4.25” | air cons. 8 cfm
FPM # 1056-XL .................. $149.99

Weighing in at just 2.8 lbs means unmatched comfort for the 
user. Reliable hammer mechanism delivers 550 (ft/lbs) of 
working torque. Forward/reverse lever is located behind the 
trigger for fast and convenient change of direction.

ALuMInuM

 nITRoCAT®

 VIBRoTHERM®

VibrationVibrationVibrAtion

#
 80

2

Vibrotherm® Composite - 3/8” Drive 
• 750 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,700 | length 4.4” | air cons. 8 cfm
   backed by a 3-year warranty
FPM # 1059-VXL .................$177.99
Vibrotherm® Composite - 1/2” Drive  
• 750 ft-lb loosing torque | 9,000 rpm free speed
   IPM 1,700 | length 4.4” | air cons. 8 cfm
   backed by a 3-year warranty
FPM # 1058-VXL .................$177.99

BreaKer Bars
These breaker bars are chrome vanadium steel with black oxide finish heads to resist corrosion. 
Head swivels 180°. Steel ball retainers hold the sockets securely in place.

# 12049 

# W34122 

3/8” Drive - 18” Handle / 100 ft/lb. Torque ............... TTN # 12019  ............$18.99
1/2” Drive - 30” Handle / 335 ft/lb. Torque ............... TTN # 12047  ............$28.99
3/4” Drive - 40” Handle / 1000 ft/lb. Torque ............. TTN # 12048  ........... $67.99
3/4” Drive - 30” Handle / 1000 ft/lb. Torque ............PRT # W34122  ......... $64.99 
1” Drive - 40” Handle / 1855 ft/lb. Torque ................ TTN # 12049 ........... $84.99

PRT # W36181

$2199

PRT # W38181

$2899
PRT # W32181

$4499

FLex heaD Long hanDLe ratchets
• 108 gear teeth for precise 3.3 degree sweep • Chrome 
vanadium alloy steel construction for strength and durability 
• Polished nickel chrome plated finish resists corrosion • 
Double-injection molded handle • Push button flex head 
for hard-to-reach spots.

108 1/4

3/8 1/2

1/4” Drive ........... TTN # 12090 ......... $6.79
3/8” Drive ........... TTN # 12091 ......... $7.49
1/2” Drive ........... TTN # 12092 ......... $7.99

coLor-CoDeD Finger ratchets
Features a high tooth count reversible ratchet mechanism 
with detent-ball that hold sockets firmly in place. Finger 
grooves provide superior grip.

1/2” Drive - 24” Handle / 376 ft/lb. Torque ............... TTN # 12024  ............$35.99
1/2” Drive - 18” Handle  ......................................PRT # W32124  ..........$29.99

ratcheting BreaKer Bars
These chrome vanadium, chrome-plated steel bars contains a 1/2” drive black-oxide finish 
ratchet head that resists corrosion. Features knurled collar that allows user to select 
three-way ratcheting action, (right-hand, left-hand or lock). Ratchet head pivots 180° for 
those hard to reach fasteners.

1/4” Drive - Extends from 6” to 8” in 3 increments ............ TTN # 12075 .....$15.99
3/8” Drive - Extends from 8” to 12” in 4 increments .......... TTN # 12070 ... $18.99
1/2” Drive - Extends from 12” to 17” in 6 increments ........ TTN # 12074 .... $26.99
1/2” Drive - Extends from 18” to 23.5” in 6 increments ...... TTN # 12073.... $29.99 

extenDaBLe 
teLescoPing ratchets
These (4) reversible 72 tooth gear drive ratchets are 
made of chrome vanadium steel with contoured cushioned grip 
handle. Quick Release button allows sockets and drive tools to be 
easily removed from the ratchet detent ball. A quick release collar allows 
the handle to be extended into different locking positions for additional reach. 

3/4” Drive - Extends from 19.5” to 30.5” in 4 increments ... TTN # 12072.... $93.99
Reversible 24 tooth tear-drop ratchet head produces a sweep of 15 degrees

# 12024 

#
 W

32124 

 Model Picture Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
Number Ref. # (rpm) Drive Minute ft/lbs @ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs)  (in)
1250-k A 8,500 1/2” 1,000 1,300 rev / 950 fwd 8 4.5 8.25
1355-xl B 10,000 3/8” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0
1375-xl C 10,000 1/2” 1,350 700 rev / 500 fwd 6 2.75 6.0
1320 D 10,000 3/8” 1,800 100 rev / 80 fwd 8 1.1 5.4
1295-xl E 7,500 1/2” 1,600 900 rev / 900 fwd 8 4.6 6.62
1350-xl F 10,000 3/8” 1,700 600 rev / 500 fwd 6 3.15 6.3
1431 G 9,000 1/2” 1,600 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 5.7 7.2
1000-th h 8,000 1/2” 1,300 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 4.5 7.5 
1450 I 9,000 1/2” 1,200 1,000 rev / 800 fwd 8 4.9 7.0
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AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE VALVE
Quickly Releases Air
Between Bead & Rim

SCRATCH
PROOF BARREL
Protects Chrome
& Alloy Wheels

DIGITAL GAUGE (new)
Batteries Included

ALUMInUM 5-Gallon Tire Bead Seater
Provides a blast of air between the tire and rim for a fast, safe 
and economical way to seat even the most stubborn beads. A 
digital air gauge displays the pressure in the tank. Includes 1/4” 
air inlet shutoff valve, automatic pressure relief pop-off valve and 
easy carry handle for portability. CE Certified: designed to hold up 
to 120 PSI max. Dimensions: 25-1/2” x 17” x 11-1/2”.

nITROGEn 
COMPATIBLE

KEN # 31445

$21999

9” Pistol Grip 
needle nose Pliers 
w/ Crimper & Cutter

TTN # 11400

$999

SNX  # 3621V

$4999

2”- 5” Diameter
Self Adjusting 

Filter Pliers

3 Pc. 
Box Joint Plier Set 
w/ Offset Jaws
• 7”, 10”, 12” pliers 
and roll pouch

3 Pc. - 16” Long Handle
Limited Access Plier Set

• Special nose design in 
90°, 45°, Straight Tip

PRT #
W54312

$1499

5” Mini 
Flush 
Cutting 
Pliers
• Self-opening action.

TTN # 12445

$449

Wheel 
luG nut SoCket SetS
These thin wall impact rated socket is specifically 
designed for wheel applications. Reduced wall thick-
ness improves access to fasteners in restricted areas 
and can be used with a torque wrench for precise torquing of 
lug nuts. Features an outer nylon cover to protector the wheel.
3 Pc. Metric Set ................... SNX # 2842  ........$29.99
Sizes include: 17mm (blue), 19mm (yellow), 21mm (red) w/ socket rail.
3 Pc. Master Wheel Set  ....... SNX # 2849  ........$95.99
Sizes include: 3/4” (light green), 13/16” (purple), 7/8” (green), 15/16” 
(brown), 1” (silver), 1-1/16” (black) • plus three Metric sockets 17mm 
(blue), 19mm (yellow), 21mm (red) with blown molded case.

1/2
Drive6

TTN # 60787

$2999

tonGue & Groove plierS
1/2” Jaw Capacity 
3 jaw positions | 4-1/2” length
CNL # 424 .........................$14.49
7/8” Jaw Capacity 
5 jaw positions | 6-1/2” length
CNL # 426 .........................$12.49
1-1/2” Jaw Capacity 
5 jaw positions | 9-1/2” length
CNL # 420 .........................$14.99
2” Jaw Capacity 
7 jaw positions | 10” length
CNL # 430 .........................$15.49
2-1/4” Jaw Capacity 
7 jaw positions | 12” length
CNL # 440 ......................... $17.99
4-1/4” Jaw Capacity 
8 jaw positions | 16-1/2” length
CNL # 460 .........................$29.49
5-1/2” Jaw Capacity 
12 jaw positions | 20-1/4” length
CNL # 480 ......................... $57.99

8” ~ End Cutting Pliers - XLT™
Rounded cutting head lets you perform tasks 
like clip off brad nails and pulling staples out.
CNL  # 358 .......................... $24.99
8” ~ Long nose Plier w/ Side Cutter
A crosshatched teeth pattern provides reliable 
grip in either direction.
CNL  # 317 .......................... $20.99
7” ~ XLT™ Diagonal Cutting Plier
XLT™ design provides legendary strength in a 
streamlined design with precision machined 
knife-and-anvil style cutting edges.
CNL  # 337 ...........................$18.89
6.5” ~ Slip Joint Plier  
Has wire cutting shear and PermaLock fastener 
that eliminates nut and bolt failure. Serrated 
jaws provide extra gripping power.
CNL  # 526BULK ...................$9.49
8” ~ Slip Joint Plier  
Has wire cutting shear and PermaLock fastener 
that eliminates nut and bolt failure. Serrated 
jaws provide extra gripping power.
CNL  # 528BULK ...................$9.99

# 317

# 337

# 526BULK

# 460

# 358

pneumatiC bead SeaterS
Provides a blast of air between the tire and rim for a fast, safe and economical way to 
seat even the most stubborn beads. Features automatic pressure relief pop-off safety 
valve, on/off inlet ball valve allows controlled filling of the tank and easy-to-read air 
pressure gauge to accurately monitor tank air volume. Has large grab handle for stability 
during discharge and overall portability. Designed to hold up to 120 PSI max.

5 Gallon Steel Tank w/ Ball Valve Discharge .............. PRT  # W10012 ......$149.99
5 Gallon Aluminum Tank w/ Quick Release Valve ....... BJK  # PN-300 ..... $349.99

Quick Auto Release Valve
For pneumatic bead seater
BJK  # PN-150 ......... $99.99

clicK-tyPe torque wrenches

Square Drive: 1/4” Drive 3/8” Drive 3/8” Drive 1/2” Drive 3/4” Drive
Torque Range: 10-50 in/lbs. 50-250 in/lbs. 10-80 ft/lbs. 30-250 ft/lbs. 110-600 ft/lbs.
Ratchet Mechanism: 60 tooth 48 tooth 80 tooth 48 tooth 48 tooth
Accuracy +/- 6% CW | 6% CCW 3% CW | 6% CCW 3% CW | 6% CCW 3% CW | 6% CCW 3% CW | 6% CCW
Part number: # 11050  # 30250 # 31080 # 20250 # 40600
SALE PRICE $119.99 $129.99 $146.99 $164.99 $499.99

These dual-direction click-style torque wrenches are marked in standard American inch- or 
foot-pound settings and Newton meter settings. What make Sunex different is the gear-to-gear 
ratchet head design -vs- other brands that use single pawl design. Other internal benefits 
include aluminum bronze cam set to keep from marring in the shaft, smoother 
jumping block is easier on the cam set resulting in longer tool life. 
Includes custom fitted storage case. LOCK-RING COLLAR

Pull the locking ring towards 
the end of the wrench. Turn the 

handle to adjust your desired setting and 
release the ring to secure that setting.

unique
gear to
gear Design
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Part # #165-0320  #165-0321 #165-0322 #165-0328
Running HP 5 HP 7.5 HP 10 HP 10-HP
Duty Cycle 2 Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage GAS
Oil Quantity 6 qts. 6 qts. 12 qts. 6 qts.
Filter Quantity 3 3 6 3
Belt Quantity 2 2 2 2
SALE PRICE $104.99 $119.99 $189.99 $137.99

Automatic Electronic Tank Drain Kit
Automatically drains condensation from any air compressor 
tank. Easy to install - simply choose the desired cycle time 
(0.5 - 45 minutes) then adjust discharge time (0.5 to 
10-seconds). Controller plugs into to standard 120V 
household outlet and has LED lights to indicate 
on/off status. Max. pressure: 230 psi
SAN # 072-0030IA ........... $97.99

Up to
4-YEaR
PuMPWaRRantY

Excellent for compressors with capacitor start • 
208-230 volt / 1 phase • 5/8” x 1-7/8” keyed shaft 
• Reversible rotation • manual overload reset 
button • Open Drip-Proof enclosure type • Meets or 
exceeds NRCan efficiency requirements.
3,455 rpm - 56H Frame
NAE # D56H5S2C-MO..... $249.99
1,800 rpm - 184T Frame
NAE # D184T5S4C .......... $399.99

Purchase the corresponding Maintenance 
Kit along with your new Industrial Air 
compressor, saving the receipt. Then 
simply follow and log your 
maintenance on the preven-
tive maintenance checklist 
to validate the warranty. The 
maintenance kit includes 
the required components 
to help optimize your 
compressor’s performance 
and enhance equipment 
longevity.

Maintenance Kits

5 HP Motors

Tank Drain Kit

IndustrialAir
DeSiGneD To PerForm, BuilT To laST

 Running Voltage / CFM @ CFM @ Working Weight Model SALE
 HP Phase 100 PSI 175 PSI Pressure LBS. Number PRICE

80 Gallon Vertical Tank 5.2 120 / 1 17.9 17 145-175 PSI 470 SAN # IV5048055 $1,579.99
80 Gallon Vertical Tank 5.5 230 (460) / 3 17.9 16.2 145-175 PSI 559 SAN # IV5038055 $2,049.99
80 Gallon Vertical Tank 7.2 240 / 1 22.1 21.2 145-175 PSI 623 SAN # IV7518075 $2,229.99
120 Gallon Horizontal Tank 10 230 (460) / 3 35 33.6 145-175 PSI 920 SAN # IH9919910 $2,879.99

Oil Lubricated & belt Driven

230 Volt Factory Wired
& Convertable to 460 Volt

Engineered for commercial or industrial applications. Features thermally stable fully cast iron pumps with four rings per piston and hardened steel spring-loaded 
disc valves for maximum performance. Delivers maximum CFM @175 PSI, providing enough power to operate more than one air tool or device at a time. Pumps use 
oversized tapered roller bearings and is shipped with synthetic blend non-detergent oil for optimum performance and long life. Featuring ASME rated stationary air 
tanks with manual drain, tank pressure gauge, clear easy-to-read oil sight glass and uniquely designed metal belt guard to improve compressor pump cooling.

Two-Stage Models
80 Gallon
Vertical
STaTionary
• 175 PSI max pressure
• Cast iron pump
• HD 5.0 HP electric motor
• 17.9 CFM @ 100 PSI
• 17.0 CFM @ 175 PSI
• 120V factory wired
• Integrated control panel for
 added control and convenience
SAN # IV5048055

Engineered for commercial or industrial applications. Features thermally stable fully cast iron pumps with four rings per piston and 
hardened steel spring-loaded disc valves for maximum performance. Delivers maximum CFM @175 PSI, providing enough power to 
operate more than one air tool or device at a time. Pumps use oversized tapered roller bearings and is shipped with synthetic blend 
non-detergent oil for optimum performance and long life. Featuring ASME rated stationary air tanks with manual drain, tank pressure 
gauge, clear easy-to-read oil sight glass and uniquely designed metal belt guard to improve compressor pump cooling.

20 Gallon horizontal
PorTaBle
• 155 PSI max pressure
• 1.9 HP electric motor
• 7.0 CFM @ 40 PSI
• 5.7 CFM @ 90 PSI
• 120V factory wired
• Convertable to 240V
• Twin cylinder cast iron pump

30 Gallon Vertical
PorTaBle
• 155 PSI max pressure
• Twin cylinder cast iron pump
• 1.9 HP electric motor
• 7.0 CFM @ 40 PSI
• 5.7 CFM @ 90 PSI
• 120V factory wired
• Convertable to 240V
SAN # ILA1883054

60 Gallon Vertical
STaTionary
• 155 PSI max pressure
• Twin cylinder cast iron pump
• 3.7 HP electric motor
• 13.4 CFM @ 40 PSI
• 11.5 CFM @ 90 PSI
• 240V factory wired
SAN # ILA3606056

# ILA3606056

$69999
# ILA1883054

$64999

SAN #
IPA1882054

$59499

Single-Stage Models Oil Lubricated & belt Driven

SAN #
IV5048055

$1,57999

WarraNTY

BaCkeD By

TWO
YEar

2-yR

Best selling
single stage!

Best selling

twO - stage!

tonGue & Groove plierS
1/2” Jaw Capacity 
3 jaw positions | 4-1/2” length
CNL # 424 .........................$14.49
7/8” Jaw Capacity 
5 jaw positions | 6-1/2” length
CNL # 426 .........................$12.49
1-1/2” Jaw Capacity 
5 jaw positions | 9-1/2” length
CNL # 420 .........................$14.99
2” Jaw Capacity 
7 jaw positions | 10” length
CNL # 430 .........................$15.49
2-1/4” Jaw Capacity 
7 jaw positions | 12” length
CNL # 440 ......................... $17.99
4-1/4” Jaw Capacity 
8 jaw positions | 16-1/2” length
CNL # 460 .........................$29.49
5-1/2” Jaw Capacity 
12 jaw positions | 20-1/4” length
CNL # 480 ......................... $57.99
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1/2” End Cap
MXL # M8026.............. $11.99
3/4” End Cap
MXL # M8027 .............. $13.691/2” 90° Elbow Fitting

MXL # M8080 ............... $8.99
3/4” 90° Elbow Fitting
MXL # M8067 .............. $19.99
1” 90° Elbow Fitting
MXL # M8068 .............$26.99

1/2” Equal ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8010 .............. $11.99
3/4” Equal ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8011 .............. $21.99
1” Equal ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8012 ..............$28.49

1/2” x 1/2” nPT x 1/2”
Reducing ‘T’ Female nPT
MXL # M8019 .............. $11.99
3/4” x 1/2” nPT x 3/4”
Reducing ‘T’ Female nPT
MXL # M8078 .............. $18.99

3/4” x 1/2” x 3/4” Reducing ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8014 .............. $21.69
00” x 00” x 00” Reducing ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8015 ...............$17.99
1” x 3/4” x 1” Reducing ‘T’ Fitting
MXL # M8018 ..............$28.99

1/2” x 3/8” nPTM Male Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8001 ................ $6.69
1/2” x 1/2” nPTM Male Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8002 ............... $6.99
3/4” x 3/4” nPTM Male Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8003 ............. $15.59
3/4” x 1/2” nPTM Male Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8005.............. $14.49
1” x 1” nPTM Male Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8004 ............. $18.99

1/2” x 1/2” nPTF
Single Port Outlet
MXL # M8101
.................. $32.99
1/2” x 3/4” nPTF
Single Port Outlet
with Shut-Off
MXL # M8101V
.................. $39.99

DuaL Port outLets
Note: ‘V’ Suffix indicates Shut-Off
MXL # M8200 ..... 1/2” x (2) 1/2” nPTF .....$39.69
MXL # M8200V ... 1/2” x (2) 1/2” nPTF .... $46.89
MXL # M8201 ...... 3/4” x (2) 1/2” nPTF .... $44.69
MXL # M8201V ... 3/4” x (2) 1/2” nPTF .... $54.49
MXL # M8203 ........1” x (2) 1/2” nPTF ......$53.39
MXL # M8203V .....1” x (2) 1/2” nPTF ......$59.99

1/2” x 1/2” nPTF
Female Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8006 ............... $7.99
3/4” x 3/4” nPTF
Female Threaded Adapter
MXL # M8007 .............. $16.99

3/4” Filter & Regulator
Large adjustable knob, mounting 
bracket and integrated gauge. 
300 CFM. 3/4” NPT port. 175 
max PSI. Adjustable from 0-150 
psi. 5-micron filter. Manual drain. 
Reversible flow direction.
MXL # K93217 ................................... $99.99

1/2” Inline Hand Valve
MXL # M8038 .............. $16.99
3/4” Inline Hand Valve
MXL # M8039 .............. $33.79
1” Inline Hand Valve
MXL # M8040 ............. $41.49

1/2” x 1” Union Fitting
MXL # M8020 .............$22.39
1/2” x 1/2” Union Fitting
MXL # M8021 ................ $8.99
3/4” x 3/4” Union Fitting
MXL # M8022...............$17.69
1” x 1” Union Fitting
MXL # M8023.............. $23.39

1/2” Pipe Clips (10 Pack)
MXL # M8064 ............... $9.99
3/4” Pipe Clips (10 Pack)
MXL # M8065 .............. $16.49
1” Pipe Clips (10 Pack)
MXL # M8066 ............. $16.99

MaxLine
3-layer Semi
FLexiBLe tuBing
This multi-layer tubing has an 
inner and outer layer of high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) 
and uses a center aluminum 
core to maintain any hand-bent radius shape. Features a working 
pressure of 200 PSI @ 73° / 160 PSI @ 140° and designed to handle 
air, vacuum and inert gas applications. Meets ASTM F1282, ASTM 
F1974 and OSHA guidelines and compatible with common compres-
sor oils. Perfect to add/modify/change distribution system anytime, 
even after original installation.
1/2” ID x 100 ft Roll ....... MXL # M6026 ........ $79.99
3/4” ID x 100 ft Roll ....... MXL # M6030 ...... $159.99
3/4” ID x 300 ft Roll ....... MXL # M6031 ...... $399.99
1” ID x 100 ft Roll ......... MXL # M6032 ......$209.99

Beveling Tool
Bevel the inside of the tubing 
by inserting this tool and 
make at least three full turns. 
Use with 1/2”- 3/4”- 1” tubing. 
MXL # M8095
$7.99

• Body Shops
• Service Centers
• Home Garage

easy to expand or modify the system

Can be directly buried in soil or under concrete

professional appearance with no tubing sag

Compression fittings reduce labor costs

no special skills or expensive tools required

Long tubing roll allows 
for fewer joints

nickel plated brass fittings 
with double o-ring design 

for years of long term 
performance

not prone to rust or scale build up 
making it safe for downstream air tools 

and components

3-layer aluminum core high density tubing

Efficient flowing smooth interior wall tubing will 
not become brittle or lose strength

MaxLine is an industrial compressed air piping system that installs in half the time of traditional methods. It is a semi 
flexible tubing that comes in 100ft or 300ft coils and uses compression fittings for leak proof performance. MaxLine 
piping is designed for efficient installation in diverse settings, from small shops and farms to large manufacturing 
facilities. It delivers clean compressed air, inert gas and vacuum.

1/2” MaxLine Master Kit
w/ 100 ft Roll — 4” to 6” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 1/2” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius 
of 4”- 6”, (1) T-connector fitting, (5) 90° Elbow fittings, (6) Straight 
connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Straight connector fitting -1/2” 
NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compressor block, (4) brass plugs, 
(3) Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain 
valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.
MXL # M3800 ........................................... $199.99

3/4” MaxLine Master Kit
w/ 100 ft Roll — 8” to 10” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend 
radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting clips, (2) T-connector fitting, 
(4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) 
Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, 
(1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.
MXL # M7500 ............................................$249.99

3/4” MaxLine Master Kit
w/ 300 ft Roll — 8” to 10” Bend Radius
Kit includes: (300’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend 
radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting clips, (2) T-connector fitting, 
(4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) 
Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, 
(1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool, (1) male 3/4” NPT fitting.
MXL # M7580 ............................................$549.99
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6” Dual Foot 
nickel Plated Chuck
BJK # AC-168 .......................$7.99

28 Gallon Oil Lubricated
Creates maximum pressure of
115 PSI while producing
6.4 CFMs @ 40 and 5.6 @ 90 PSI.
PSR # PCE6280 ..... $349.99

20 Gallon Oil Lubricated
Creates maximum pressure of
115 PSI while producing
6.2 CFMs @ 40 and 5.2 @ 90 PSI.
PSR # PCE6200 ..... $299.99

1/3 HP 2 Gallon
w/ Accessory Kit
This all steel, electro-statically painted 
model is ideal for smaller jobs like tire 
inflation and using low draw air tools 
like nailers or staplers. Creates a max 
pressure of 100 PSI while producing 
CFMs of 1.5 @ 40 & 0.7 @ 90 PSI.
PSR # PCE6021K......... $99.99

These are great for a wide variety of 
jobs where air is required, yet compact 
enough for convenient storage. 
Features all steel, electro-statically 
painted tank with drain, that is 
designed for years of use. 
A direct-drive pump means no 
belts or pulleys to replace for added 
convenience. Innovative shroud 
cover protects its vital components. 
Equipped with pressure regulator, 
easy-to-read dual pressure gauges and 
brass quick connect output coupler.

Mini
1/4” port size | 13 SCFM | 2.9” height
TRU # 24-444 ......... $31.49
Compact
1/4” port size | 55 SCFM | 6.4” height
TRU # 24-404 ..........$56.79
Standard
1/2” port size | 110 SCFM | 6.4” height
TRU # 24-424 ..........$56.79

Unlike diaphragms, the solid 
piston design is reliable for 
a broad range of demanding 
applications and is impervious 
to a wide range of lubricating 
oils and greases. Maximum 
pressure: 250 PSI primary. 
Includes pressure gauge.

AIR LInE 
REGULATORS

PulSar® air
CoMPressors

These keep 3/8” or 1/2” 
Shop Air Hoses off the floor, clean and 
easily accessible. Strong magnet attaches 
to any ferrous metal surface or use the two 
provided holes to permanently mounted it 
with screws. Bright powder coated finish 
for better visibility and durability.
Orange Air Hose Holder ......... LIS # 49700 ...... $15.49
Green Air Hose Holder ........... LIS # 49750 ...... $15.49

Standard air hose can kink, curl and 
require extra effort. Hybrid air hose is a 
specialized lightweight blend of rubber 
and PVC making the hose extremely 
flexible and kink resistant, even under 
pressure. Features a superior bend 
radius and has zero memory so it lies 
flat and/or coils up effortlessly after 
use. 1/4” NPT, 300 PSI.

Ultra air™ “Whip” Hoses
Rubber/PVC hose has 1/4” NPT fittings. Hose is ligher weight and more 
flexible because of its hybrid construction. Hose protects coupler 
from vibration and impact and reduces twisting and kinking.

48” x 3/8” Lead-In Hose
TRU # 57L-48B-RET .................. $13.69
30” x 3/8” Lead-in Hose
TRU # 57L-30B-RET ................... $11.49

TRU # 575-50A .............. 3/8” x 50 ft .................. Tru-Flate® .................$27.99
TRU # 575-100A........... 3/8” x 100 ft ................. Tru-Flate® ................ $54.99
PRT # M617 ................... 3/8” x 50 ft .............Performance Tool® ............$29.99

FlexiBle hyBrid air hose

Enclosed
Retractable Hybrid Hose Reel
Simply tug the hose and the automatic rewind 
system goes to works saving you valuable time. 
This light weight reel is crafted of impact resistant 
polypropylene case with steel swivel mounting 
bracket for floor, wall, or ceiling mount capability. 
Features automatic side-to-side hose guide system 
with a locking ratchet brake for smooth hassle-free 
storage. Supplied with 50 feet of Amflo’s Ultra Air™ 
3/8” premium hybrid hose which provides super 
flexibility cold weather. Has a maximum pressure 
of 300 psi making it ideal for most projects.
TRU # 588HR-RET .......... $104.99

Manual
Rewind
Air Hose Reel Kit
This open frame 
steel reel is a perfect 
solution to efficient 
air hose storage at 
an affordable price. 
The mounting bracket 
allows the user to 
mount the reel to 
a wall, workbench or vehicle with ease. 
Features brass 360° inlet swivel with 1/4” 
NPT, swivel crank handle and spring tension 
brake. Includes 3/8” ID x 50’ air hose.
PRT # M610 ........................$57.99

inFlator GauGe
W/ hoSe & air ChuCk
Properly inflated tires provide better fuel mileage  
and performance in all weather conditions. Ideal 
for industrial, home, or shop use. Rugged zinc 
casting, with large thumb trigger. 

10-120 PSI
Recessed magnifying bubble lens allows full 
view of the pressure scale. 2lb increments. 
Dual foot chuck. 12” hose.
TRU # 17-850 .................... $29.99
10-130 PSI
Pop-Out gauge with laser etched numbers 
that never fade or wear. Integrated bleed 
button. Flow-thru chuck.
BJK # GA-340 .................... $45.79

0-160 pSi 
dial tire GauGeS
Mechanical design gives you no 
fear of digital failure or need to worry 
about batteries. These easy-to-read 
dial-type gauges come with a protective 
rubber boot for added durability. Has 
push button pressure release bleeder 
valve. Includes dual head chuck is able 
to reach awkward valves on cars, trucks, 
and motorcycles.

Rigid Model 
BJK # GA-333 .......... $19.99
Flexible Hose Model 
BJK # GA-326 .......... $13.59

# 17-850

# GA-340

air Tanks magnetic
air Hose
Holders

11 Gallon Air Tank
PRT # W10011 ................. $66.99
5 Gallon Air Tank
PRT # W10005 ................. $42.99
3 Pc. Hose & Fitting Repair Kit
PRT # W10058 ..................$15.99

Feature an on/off air adjustment dial and a 
preset safety valve to prevent overfilling of the 
125 PSI maximum pressure tank. Air hose, gauge 
and tire chuck are included with each unit.

MAGnETIC

# W10058

1/2” Diameter Air Line Kit
Kit Includes: (1) 100’ roll of 1/2” OD x 3/8” 
ID single layer blue nylon tubing with tubing 
cutter. Has a bend radius of 4”-6” and 
engineered to 150 psi working pressure • 
(1) Aluminum Manifold Block that lets you 
connect to any air compressor • (2) Hand 
Drain Valves: 3/8” NPTM x 3/8” NPTF • (2) 
Aluminum Outlet Blocks • (2) Brass Close 
Nipples: 1/4” NPT • (2) Brass 45 Degree 
Street Elbow: 1/4” NPT • (3) Brass Allen 
Head Plugs: 3/8” NPT • (6) Straight Con-
nectors: 1/2” nylon tubing x 3/8” NPTM • 
(4) Union Elbows: 1/2” nylon tubing.

Designed with the home garage enthusiast in mind. This exceptionally affordable garage air line 
kit is ideal for any serious crafts person, personal auto repair, or basic maintenance. You’ll enjoy the 
benefits of having a piped network of compressed air within easy reach. Requires NO special instal-
lation tools and you can easily assemble, disassemble, and re-modify your system at any time. 

RAPIDAIR 
FITTInGS

Push-to-Connect 
style fittings are designed to 

make your installation fast and 
easy. Simply push the tubing 

firmly into the fitting until seated. 
If removal is desired, push in 

evenly on the release ring and pull 
the tubing out of the fitting. This 

allows you to re-modify your system 
at anytime. Additional fittings, tees, 

splices and tubing clips available so 
build it any way you want it.

Diy HomE GArAGE
AIR lInE kIT

MXL # 90500

$12999
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400% tougher than wood or fiberglass handle hammers. Hi-Vis Head is drop forged 46 HRC steel 
for the most demanding applications. Features a flat head that is conveniently designed to stand 
upright for easy reach. A steel reinforced lanyard hole safely secures sledge hammer to your wrist.

SLEDGE HAmmErS

• moLTEn STEEL BArS rEinForCE To ELiminATE BrEAkinG DUE To oVErSTrikES
• SAFETy STEEL PLATE LoCkS THE HEAD To THE HAnDLE PrEVEnTinG DiSLoDGinG
• AnTi-ViBE nECk rEDUCES USEr FATiGUE

2 lb./12” JET # 20212 $40.99
4 lb./12” JET # 20412 $47.99
4 lb./16” JET # 20416 $55.99
6 lb./16” JET # 20616 $66.99
8 lb./16” JET # 20816 $77.99
4 lb./24” JET # 20424 $65.99
6 lb./24” JET # 20624 $72.99
8 lb./24” JET # 20824 $83.99
8 lb./30” JET # 20830 $88.99

12 lb./30” JET # 21230 $119.99
14 lb./30” JET # 21430 $129.99
6 lb./36” JET # 20636 $81.99
8 lb./36” JET # 20836 $94.99
10 lb./36” JET # 21036 $110.99
12 lb./36” JET # 21236 $124.99
14 lb./36” JET # 21436 $134.99
20 lb./36” JET # 22036 $186.99

Ball Pein Hammer ~ 1.5 lb. / 14” handle ........... JET # 32414 ...........$37.99
Dead Blow Hammer ~ 1.50 lb. / 14” handle ...... JET # 55114 ...........$37.99 
Dead Blow Hammer ~ 2 lb. / 14” handle ........... JET # 55214 .......... $41.99
Dead Blow Hammer ~ 3 lb. / 14” handle ........... JET # 55314 ...........$47.99 
Brass Hammer ~ 2 lb. / 16” handle ................... JET # 90416 ........ $129.99
Brass Hammer ~ 6 lb. / 16” handle ................... JET # 90616 .........$169.99

These vises are made with 30,000 PSI 
cast iron body and movable jaw with a 
60,000 PSI ductile iron base. Powder 
coat finish to resist scratches for years of 
rugged use. 180° swivel base with dual lock-
downs for quick and easy positioning. Features: (4) 
mounting ears, built in self-centering pipe jaws, anvil 
work surface, replaceable serrated steel jaw faces.
  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw  Base    
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity  Swivel  Part # SALE PRICE
4-1/2”  4”  2-3/4”  1/8” to 1-1/2”  360°  JET # 28818 $114.99
5-1/2”  5”  3-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”  360°  JET # 28819  $139.99
6-1/2”   5.5”  4-1/4”  1/8” to 2-1/2”  180°  JET # 11128BH  $165.99
 8”  8.5”  4-1/2”  1/8” to 3”  360°  JET # 28816  $389.99

hitch Mounted Vise

shoP VisestradesMen Vises

utility Vises

Fits into a 2” receiver hitch and includes a hitch 
pin for easy mounting. Doesn’t interfere with 
truck bed or tailgate. Can be mounted on a work 
bench or trailer with the included mounting 
bracket. Water resistant construction stands 
up to the harshest conditions while it’s on your 
vehicle. Features Distinctive green powder coat 
paint with heavy-duty 60,000 PSI ductile iron 
body and large striking anvil work surface. Has 
built-in self centering pipe jaws and replaceable 
hardened serrated steel jaw faces.

  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw      
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity   Part # SALE PRICE
   5”  6”  4-1/4”  7/8” to 3”   JET # 10025BH $199.99

Designed for general duty applications 
with 30,000 PSI gray cast iron body and 360° 
swivel base with double lockdown for quick 
and easy positioning. Features: (4) mounting 
ears, built in self-centering 
pipe jaws, anvil work sur-
face, replaceable serrated 
steel jaw faces.
  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw  Base    
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity  Swivel  Part # SALE PRICE
    5”  5”  3”  5/8” to 2-3/8”  360°  JET # 63301 $159.99
    6”  6”  3-1/2”  5/8” to 2-1/2”  360°  JET # 63302  $229.99
    8”   8”  4”  3/4” to 3”  360°  JET # 63304  $343.99

• SEALED CONSTRuCTION - enclosed design 
keeps lubrication in and contaminants out for a 
lifetime of smooth operation.
• 60,000 PSI DuCTILE IRON - body, jaws, and 
base is virtually indestructible with 2X the 
strength of cast iron.
• PRECISION SLIDE BAR - eliminates movement 
in the front jaw regardless of opened distance.
• LONGER SPINDLE NuT- ensures smooth 
movement and a stronger straight-line pull.
• REVERSIBLE STEEL SERRATED JAWS
with phosphate coating provide increased 
durability and an extended life of use.

  Max. Opening  Throat  Pipe Jaw  Base    
Jaw Size  Capacity  Depth  Capacity  Swivel  Part # SALE PRICE
4-1/2”  3.5”  3-1/4”  1/4” to 2-1/2”  360°  JET # 28805  $479.99
5-1/2”  5”  3-5/8”  3/8” to 3-1/2”  360°  JET # 28806  $589.99
6-1/2”  6”  4-1/4”  3/8” to 4”  360°  JET # 28807  $699.99
8”  6.75”  4-3/4”  1/8” to 3-1/2”  360°  JET # 28808  $979.99

#1 selling
Vise

TRaDesmaN VIses
Unlike most vises that have a fixed center 
nut the Tradesman round channel vise nut is anchored at 
the rear which provides straight line pull and even pressure 
resulting in greater durability.

60
psi

Casting

RETAIL 
VALUE

3-Pc. B.A.S.H
Hammer Kit
JET # 11111

$9999

6-1/2”
Tradesmen Vise

JET # 28807

$69999

Buy a 6-1/2” Tradesman
Vise & Get this B.a.S.h

3-Pc. hammer kit Free!
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Floor SQueeGeeS
These heavy duty floor squeegees are designed to thoroughly clean and 
dry your floors. Ideal for snow & melting snow in garages, on walkways, 
patios, decks, and in kitchens. Features replaceable black neoprene rubber 
blade. Handle not include.
Straight Squeegee Heads
WBC # 45506 ........ 18” ......... $28.99
WBC # 45507 ........ 24” ......... $22.49
Curved Squeegee Heads
WBC # 45510 ........ 24” ......... $25.99
WBC # 45511 ......... 36” ......... $29.99
36” Replacement Rubber Squeegee Insert
WBC # 45513 ............................... $23.99

60” Tapered
Wooden Handle
WBC # 44020

$599

PSR # PWE2000
With 1.6 GPM and peak pressure of 
2000 PSI the PWE2000A generates an 
incredible 3200 cleaning units, mak-
ing it comparable to some expensive 
gasoline units on the market today. 
Features: 13.5 amp motor with 35’ 
GFCI power cord, 25’ high pressure 
hose with hose reel, pistol grip wand 
assembly has 4-in-1 adjustable nozzle 
(jet stream, oscillating fan, wide 
fan, low pressure soap), on-board 
detergent tank.

PSR # PGPW3100H-AT
High performance 208 CC, 7.0 
HP OHV four-stroke OHV gaso-
line engine with a three-piston, 
axial pump to create 3100 PSI 
at an incredible 2.5 GPM re-
sulting in 7,750 cleaning units 
of on-the-job performance 
Features: 30’ braided polybutyl 
pressure hose, pistol grip wand 
assembly with steel lance, (5) 
quick connect spray nozzles 
(0°,  15°, 25°, 40°, soap), on-
board detergent tank and 12” 
never flat tires.

PSR # PWPG2700H19
High performance 180 CC, 5.0 HP OHV 

four-stroke OHV gasoline engine with a 
three-piston, axial pump to create 

2700 PSI at an incredible 2.3 
GPM resulting in 5980 cleaning 
units of on-the-job performance. 
Features: 25’ mesh lined, poly-
butyl pressure hose, pistol grip 
wand assembly with steel lance, 
(4) quick connect spray nozzles 
(0°, 25°, 40°, soap) detergent 
siphon tube w/ strainer and 12” 
never flat tires.

1800 PSi

2000 PSi

3100 PSi

2700 PSi

PSR # PWE1801K
The PWE1801K provides 1800 PSI of pres-
sure and 1.6 gallons of water per minute for 
a 2880 cleaning units. The 2 HP electric AC 
motor is matched to a durable axial pump 
for long life and optimum performance. 
Features: 35’ GFCI power cord, 20’ 
high pressure hose, pistol grip wand 
assembly, adjustable spray 
nozzle from a full fan to a direct 
stream, detergent bottle/nozzle. 
Also includes not one but two 
oscillating hand-held brushes. 
Ideal for vehicle application while 
the quick connect oscillating 
floor brush makes deck and walk 
clean-up a snap.

$48399

$36399

ELECtRIC PRESSuRE WASHER

ELECtRIC PRESSuRE WASHER

gAS PRESSuRE WASHER

gAS PRESSuRE WASHER

$15799

$19999

These cold water pressure washers are 
perfect for RVs, cars, trucks, boats, ATVs, 
decks, driveways, patios, lawn equipment, 
buildings and other projects around 
the home. Simply connect the pressure 
washer to a water source using a standard garden hose. Features include a 
detergent tank for applying soap, mesh lined polybutyl pressure hose along 
with a pistol grip trigger spray wand, holster and mobility kit. All units are 
backed by a one year warranty. Gasoline models use a four-stroke OHV gaso-
line engine with a three-piston, axial pump mounted on a 1” powered coated 
steel frame with large 12” dia. wheels.

Trigger Spray Gun .......................... FRN # 75180 ............... $46.99
Rated up to 4,000 psi, which is ideal for most every hot or cold water pressure washer. 
Rated for up to 300°F and has a safety clasp located on the trigger to lock-off the gun 
from being accidentally activated. Brass 1/4” FNPT outlet & 3/8” FNPT inlet connections.

36” Lance w/ Side Handle
This 36” pressure washer lance has a molded, star-shaped insulated 
grip. An adjustable side handle has been added for better control. 
Features 1/4″ NPT threads on the inlet and outlet ends of the lance.
FRN # 75169 ...................................................... $39.99

rotatinG 
turbo nozzleS
Powerful 0° water spray pattern 
rotates a in a circular motion to break 
down dirt and grime. The spinning water 
adds additional scrubbing ability to the 
cleaning process. 200% cleaning efficiency 
over a 25° flat fan nozzle. 1/4” FNPT inlet. 

3,600 PSI - Max Temp: 190° F 
FRN # 75160 ............... $112.99
5,800 PSI - Max Temp: 212° F 
FRN # 75161 ................ $157.99

Inlet Water Strainer
Place between the garden hose 
and the pressure washer to 
prevent debris from entering the 
pressure washer pump. Rated at 
145 PSI. and 140° F. Has 1/2” 
female NPT x 1/2” male NPT.
FRN # 75173 ...... $20.99

1/4” preSSure
WaSher hoSe
Fits most home owner style cold 
water pressure washer applica-
tions. Hose is rated up to 3,000 
psi and has brass male M22 
threaded connections. Bend 
protectors help resists kinking.

1/4” 25’ Length
FRN # 75186...$50.99
1/4” 50’ Length
FRN # 75185 ...$84.19

3/8” 50 ft. Pressure
Washer Hose
This 3/8” x 50’ high pressure 
black hose is rated at 3,000 PSI 
and temperatures up to 250° 
F. Both ends are equipped with male 3/8” NPT threaded 
fittings and bend protectors to prevent kinking.
FRN # 75183 ...................................$162.99

5 Pc. Quick Connect nozzle Set
These pressure washer nozzles have color 
coded rings that provide rapid identification of different degree spray 
angles and strengths. Spray angles include: 0°, 15°, 25°, 40° & 65°.
FRN # 75148 .....................................................$36.39

PRESSURE WASHER PARTS & ACCESSORIES

HIGH PRESSURE WASHER GUn
Reduce your arm and wrist fatigue. This wand is rated up to 4,000 PSI and 
has a stainless steel shaft. Features specially designed heat and chemi-
cal resistant seals. (140° F) Good compatibility with most pressure 
washer brands that have an M22 inlet fitting.
FRN # 75181 ..........................$29.99

16” DUAL JET SURFACE CLEAnER
Designed to clean multiple types of surfaces including 
concrete, brick, paver, stone, tile, and asphalt. Cleans 
up to 5X faster than a standard spray nozzle. Features 
dual jets that spin rapidly, breaking up dirt without 
streaking. Equipped with thick and stiff brush skirt that 
protects work surface and controls over-spray. Has 
1/4” male quick connector which allows head to attach 
to most spray wands (wand not included).
FRN # 75171 ..........................$69.99

Counter
duSterS 
These hand-held clean-
ing tools are suitable as a 
duster or general all-purpose cleaning of 
entrances, kitchen floors, countertops, fireplaces and 
more. Has a hang-up hole for convenient storage.

7” Flagged Synthetic Polypropylene Bristles ........PRT # W1232 ............. $4.49
8” Grey Tampico Medium Bristles ...................... WBC # 44004 ..............$5.99
17” Steel Dust Pan w/ Tubular Handle ...................PRT # W29 ................$9.99

# W1232
# W29

# 44004



PRO Series - Camo
3.94” x 2.65” Viewing Area 
Additional features: (4) optical arc sensors. DIN 
5 to 9 for low amperage MIG welding or plasma 
cutting and DIN 9 to 13 variable shade selection 
(TIG operable to 2 amps)
FRN # 55936 ........................$99.99
EASy WELD Series 
3.62” x 1.65” Viewing Area
Additional features: (2) optical arc sensors. DIN 
9 to 13 variable shade selection (TIG operable 
to 5 amps) 
FRN # 55732.........................$39.99

LARGE ~ MIG, Stick & TIG Applications
FRN # 53413 ................................ $14.99
X-LARGE ~ MIG, Stick & TIG Applications
FRN # 53414 ................................ $14.99

Manufacturer
Cash Back Rebate

Manufacturer
Cash Back Rebate

Manufacturer
Cash Back Rebate

Manufacturer
Cash Back Rebate

PROCESSES:
• MIG (GMAW)
• Flux-Core (FCAW)
COMES COMPLETE WITH:
• 190 MIG Welder
• 10’ 180A MIG Torch
• 15’ Power Cable
• 10’ Ground Cable & Clamp
• Regulator w/ Hose
• Spare Consumables

PROCESSES:
• MIG (GMAW)
• Flux-Core (FCAW)
COMES COMPLETE WITH:
• 140 MIG Welder
• 10’ 150A MIG Torch
• 10' Ground Cable & Clamp
• Regulator w/ Hose
• 15’ Power Cable
• Spare Consumables

PROCESSES:
• MIG (GMAW) • Flux-Core (FCAW)
• DC TIG (DC-GTAW) • Stick (SMAW)
COMES COMPLETE WITH:
• 220 MP Welder
• 12-1/2’ 200A Pro-Grip MIG Gun
• 15’ Ground Cable & Clamp
• 15’ Electrode Holder & Cable
• Flow meter regulator and hose
• 240V to 120V Adapter
• 15’ Power Cable
• Forney Expert-Tech™ Tool

FRN # 309

$50999*
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220 aMP 
multi-proCeSS WelDer

190 amp - 230v
Mig WeLDer

140 amp - 120v
Mig WeLDer

FRN # 410

$1,04999*

#  55936

# 55732

multi-proCeSS WeldinG GloveS
The process of welding produces a lot of heat and plenty of sparks. 
Premium grade goatskin leather palm and back offers excellent 
dexterity and long-lasting abrasion resistance while being extremely 
lightweight. Aluminized Mylar layered between foam insulated lin-
ing combines natural comfort and excellent heat protection Feature 

a wing thumb, 4’’ split cowhide gauntlet cuff and they’re sewn 
with flame resistant Kevlar® thread.

er70S-6
mild Steel 
miG Wire
Ideal for auto body 
repair and fabrication on most ferrous metals. 
Contains a high level of manganese and 
silicon for a superior weld, even on rusty, dirty 
steel. 70,000 psi tensile strength.
10 lb. Roll  ~ .035”
FRN # 42287 .....................$33.99
33 lb. Roll ~ .035”
FRN # 42281 .....................$74.99

e71t-GS SelF
Flux-Core 
Steel miG Wire
Ideal for all-position welding, 
and best suited for single pass 
applications with high travel speed. Self-
shielded makes it ideal for work on rusty, dirty 
and painted material. No shielding gas required. 
70,000 psi tensile strength.
2 lb. Roll  ~ .030”
FRN # 42300 ........................$18.99
2 lb. Roll ~ .035”
FRN # 42302 ........................$18.99

1/8” StiCk 
eleCtrode
10 lb. Box ~ E7018
Low hydrogen welding electrodes easily 
produce quality results on smaller amperage 
DC or DCEN. Amperage: 100-140. 84,000 psi 
tensile strength.
FRN # 30810 ..................... $24.99
10 lb. Box ~ E6011
Deep penetration welding rod. Ideal for AC 
operations and DCEP, DCEN (either polarity). 
Amperage: 35-125. 60,000 psi tensile strength.
FRN # 31210 ..................... $24.99

SupER
BuY!

auto 
darkeninG
WeldinG 
helmetS
These helmets fea-
ture a lightweight, 
impact resistant 
shell with quick-fit, 
5-point adjustable 
head gear. Internal 
switch controls 
includes sensitivity 
(high-low), delay 
(min.-max.) and 
grind option. 
1/25,000 per 
second switching 
speed and 1/1/1/2 
optical clarity 
rating.

FRN # 440

$1,07999*
40 aMP

DuaL VoLtage
PLasMa cutter

CUTTInG RAnGE
(120V) 1/4” Clean | 3/8” Sever
(230V) 5/8” Clean | 3/4” Sever

InPUT AMPERAGE
120V @18.5 AMPS
240V @ 25.5 AMPS

DUTy CyCLE
(120V) 35% @ 20 AMP
(240V) 50% @ 40 AMP

OUTPUT RAnGE
(120V) 15-16 AMPS
(240V) 15-40 AMPS

FRN # 318

$67999*

$70.00

$30.00

$ 100.00

$ 100.00

Input Amperage  Welding Wire Materials     Output
 @60Hz  Thickness & Capacity  Dimensions  Weight  Range  Duty Cycle

 120V @ 20A  1/4” (6.4mm)  Solid Wire: .023” - .030”  19” L x 9.5” W x 16.5” H  57 lbs.  30-140A  20% @ 115A
   Flux-Core: .030”

 230V @ 22.5A  3/8” (9.53mm)  Solid Wire: .023” - .030”  19” L x 9.5” W x 16.5” H  63 lbs.  30-190A  25% @ 120A
   Flux-Core: .030” - .035”

 120V @ 21.4A  1/2” (12mm)  Solid Wire: .023” - .035”  23.25” L x 10.375” W  51 lbs.  10-220A  STICk: 120V - 32% @ 80A 
 240V @ 32A  Flux-Core: .030” - .035” x 15.5” H   240V - 40% @ 200A
   Stick: 1/16” - 5/32”    TIG: 120V - 35% @ 110A
       240V - 40% @ 200A
       MIG: 120V - 35% @ 90A
       240V - 40% @ 200A

PROCESSES:
• Plasma Cutting

COMES COMPLETE WITH:
• 40 P Plasma Cutter

• 20’ IPT 40 Plasma Torch
• 15’ Ground Cable & Clamp

• 230V - 120V Adapter
• 15’ Power Cable

• Spare Consumables
• Forney Expert-Tech™ Tool

AIR REquIREMEnTS
Operates on 5.5 CFM of Compressed Air

(compressor not included)

* PriCE rEFLECTS AFTEr mAnUFACTUrE’S                                            mAiL-in rEBATE



LeD
SoLar
poWereD
motion LightS

• High output COB LEDs never need changing
• Durable waterproof & heatproof construction
• 25ft motion sensing range
• 120° degree radius sensitivity
• 5.5V high efficiency silicon solar panels
• 3.7V 1800 mAh Li-Ion batteries

460 Lumens (2-Pack) 6” W x 4” T
PRT # 706 .............................. $48.79

900 Lumens (1-Pack) 11.5” W x 4” T
PRT # 702 .............................. $36.99

Conveniently mount these lights wherever illumination is needed! 
No wiring or hiring an electrician. Easy peel and stick or screw 
installation. Lights have both High & Low operation. Lights 
operate at 30sec intervals when motion is detected in the dark.

# 702

#
 7

0
6

LeD Light BuLBs
Energy efficient replacement to 
standard incandescent rough service light bulbs. Instant 
on, no warm up time, dimmable and fits most standard 
A19/E26 type sockets. At full brightness, these produce 
a Soft White 2700K color temperature. Has estimated 
energy cost of $1.45 per year based on 3hrs/day.
1500 Lumens Brightness (100 W Equivalent)
PRT # W2283 ..............................$6.99
1200 Lumens Brightness (75 W Equivalent)
PRT # W2282 ..............................$5.49

2100+ lumens 
Wide Angle lED Work light 
Incredibly high output, Independently lab tested to 
2138 lumens. Tiltable light head with dual tension 
knobs distribute large flood beam of light. SMD LED 
technology means unit stays cool enough to touch. 
Features 6ft 18 gauge power cord, padded handle and 
insulated switch. 
PRT # W2402 ............................$54.99

1000 lumens
Corded lED
Drop light
Operates from a 25 ft. 18 
gauge grounded power 
cord. Features swivel 
hang hook, and a flat base for hands-free opera-
tion. Has bottom-mounted 120V built-in grounded 
outlet that allows you to plug in other power tools 
when working away from a wall outlet. Designed 
with 30 surface mount LED’s for bright, white light.
PRT # W2237 ............................$27.99

VAriABLE LiGHT
oUTPUT DIAl

Adjusts from
150 to 600 lumens

CoB TECHnoLoGy
Emits a bright flood

of light from a
continuous LED strip

Model Description SALE PRICE Letter Lumens Run Time Beam Distance Battery Length
# W2652 Firepoint X Flashlight $14.99 A 500+ 4 hrs 139m 4 AAA 5.5”
# W2657 Firepoint X Penlight $8.99 B 300+ 3 hrs 88m 3 AAA 6.5”
# W2658 Firepoint X li-Ion Flashlight $31.49 C 1000+ 4 hrs 110m Rechargeable 5.5”
# W2419 3+1 Folding Worklight $16.49 D 542 4.25 hrs — 3 AA 13.5”
# W2491 Flashlight w/ 3” Tactical knife $10.99 E 62 4 hrs 39m 3 AAA 3.75”
# W2231 30 lED Slim li-Ion Worklight $19.99 F 150-600 2.5 hrs — Rechargeable 14.8”
# 606 CoB Flash/Worklight $16.99 G 200 1.5 hrs 100m 2 AA 6.75”
# 623 CoB mini Li-ion Worklight $17.99 H 130 3.5 hrs — Rechargeable 6.75”
# 396 multi-Function Headlamp $9.99 I 210 2.5 hrs 26m 3 AAA 2.5”
# 626 Penlight 3-Pack $11.99 J 70 6.5 hrs 30m 2 AAA 5.0”

li-ion
RECHARGEABLE

Battery

D E
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swivel magnet

FirepointX Flashlights have improved thermal efficiency 
resulting in up to 20% better performance than comparable 
flashlights. Features DuoFocus™ beam adjusts from spot to flood. 
Anodized tactical aluminum housing has roll resistant collar.

FIREPOINT

7 MoDES oF
oPERATIon

4 intensities of 
white light, plus 

blue for fog & red  
modes for night 
vision & strobe

J

White

Red

Blue

78-Lumens 
LED Tip Light

Absorbent Mats .............................16
Air Blowers / Heater ........................6
Air ~ Compressors / Kits .......... 41,43
Air ~ Hose / Reels ................33,43,48
Air ~ Regulators / Accs .........34,42,43
Air ~ Tanks / Bead Seaters ....... 40,43
Air Line Systems / Fittings ........ 42,43 
Battery Jumpers / Back-ups .............4
Battery Chargers  .......................... 3,4
Battery Testers ................................5
Bearing Packer ................................2
Body Shop ~ Tools / Accs ......... 34,35
Booster Cables ................................5
Breaker Bars .................................39
Brooms / Squeegees .....................45
Cable Pullers .................................18
Calipers / Micrometer ....................14
Chain / Hoists / Trolleys ................17
Chisels / Punches..........................36
Compression Testers .....................12
Crimping Tools .........................5,7,12
Drain Pans / Dollies .....15,16,19,32,33
Drill ~ Bits  ....................................37 
Drills ~ Cordless / Air ...........23,24,37 
Electric Motors ..............................41
Engine ~ Cranes / Stands ..............16
Extension Cords / Reels ................ 8,9
Files .............................................36
Filter Pliers / Wrenches ............. 18,32
Fire Extinguishers ..........................33
Flaring Tools .................................14
Flashlights / Work Lights ........9,12,47
Flushers / Cooling System .............15
Fuel Containers / Accs .....................9
Fuel Injection ................................12
Funnels / Fillers ........................ 15,22
Generators ......................................8
Gloves ....................................... 6,46
Grease Guns.................... 18,19,23,24
Grills / Pellets .......................... 10,11
Grill Grates / Accessories ..............11
Grinders ~ Bench ...........................24
Grinders ~ Cordless / Air ......23,24,38
Hammers ................................. 34,44
Heat Guns / Heat Shrink ............... 6,7
Heater ~ Infrared .............................8
Hex ~ Keys/Drivers/Sockets .... 25,26
Hex Shank ~ Bits ..................26,27,37
Impact Tools ~ Air ........... 31,32,38,39
Impact Tools ~ Cordless ................23
Inverters / Power .............................5
Jacks ~ Bottle / Rams ...................21
Jacks ~ Service / Scissor......20,21,33
Jacks ~ Transmission / Clutch .......22 
Jack Stands ..................................21
Lighting ~ Bars / Bulbs ............. 18,47
Line Disconnects ........................ 2,22
Mud Flaps / Brackets .....................33
Pallet Jack ....................................17
Plasma Cutter .......................... 35,46
Pliers ......................... 2,5,13,35,36,40
Pliers ~ Hose Clamp / Pinch ..........15
Polishers / Buffers ........................23
Pressure Washers / Parts ..............45
Pullers ..........................................14
Radiator / Coolant Tools ................15
Ramps ..........................................33
Ratchets ~ Air / Hand ....................39
Resip. Saws ..................................24
Safety Shields ...............................35
Sanders ................................... 35,38
Scrapers .......................................16
Screwdrivers / Bits ................... 26,27
Seal Pullers / Installers ....................2
Socket Holders ..............................28
Sockets - Chrome ..................... 13,39
Sockets - Impact..........25,30,31,32,40
Spark ~ Testers / Plug Tools ..........13
Spray Guns / Accs .........................34
Taps / Dies .............................. 13,36
Tarps ..............................................6
Terminal Tools ............................. 2,7
Timing Lights ................................13
Tin Snips /Shears ..................... 35,36
Tire Gauges / Chucks ....................43
Toolboxes / Triangle Boxes ............28
Torches / Cylinders .........................6
Torque Wrenches ..........................40
Torx ~ Keys/Drivers/Sockets ... 26,27
Tow Straps / Ropes .................. 17,18
Transfer Pumps .............................18
Triangles ~ Warning ......................33
Trim Tools ....................................35
Vacuum Pumps ........................ 14,22
Vises ............................................44
Wheel Dolly ...................................33
Wire Strippers .................................2
Welders ~ Helmets / Assc ........ 35,46 
Welding ~ Wire / Rod .....................46
Wrenches ~ Crowfoot ....................29
Wrenches ~ Combo / Box End ........29



We aPPreciate
    your Business!

The product selection for this catalog was prepared in advance, therefore merchandise availability is subject to manufacturer’s scheduled delivery. Not responsible for pictorial, typographical or pricing 
errors. Due to market fluctuations, tariffs and the rising steel prices beyond our control, Warehouse Inc reserves the right to implement a Force Majeure and change or otherwise modify information and 

pricing represented here at any time without prior notice. Warning products advertised within this publications may contain chemicals listed by the State of California Proposition 65 Act.

3/8” & 1/4” Drive ~ 30 Pc. Chrome Socket Set  .....SNX # 3830 ..... $84.99
Set includes: • 1/4” DRIVE — 6 Pt. Shallow Sockets: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 
9mm • 3/8” DRIVE — 6 Pt. Shallow Sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm — 12 Pt. Shallow 
Sockets: 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm — 12 Pt. Deep Sockets: 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4” — 6 Pt. Deep Spark Plug Sockets: 5/8”, 13/16” — Extension: 3”
Reducer: 1/4” Male — Reversible Ratchet: 3/8” drive 80 tooth low profile — Rugged Storage Case
3/8” Drive ~ 42 Pc. Chrome Socket Set ................ SNX # 3842 ... $129.99
Set includes: Shallow Sockets: 3/8”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 10mm, 11mm, 
12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm. — Deep Sockets: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 
9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 
18mm, 19mm — Extensions: 3”, 6” — Deep Spark Plug Sockets: 5/8”, 13/16”
— Reversible Ratchet: 3/8” drive 80 tooth low profile — Universal Joint — Rugged Storage Case

# 1436 # 3830 # 3842

1/4” Drive ~ 5 Pc. Chrome Extension Set  .....SNX # 19200NLE  .... $24.99
Set includes: 2”, 3”, 6”, 10”, 14” extensions with handy molded tray for easy storage
3/8” Drive ~ 5 Pc. Chrome Extension Set  .....SNX # 39201NLE  .... $39.99
Set includes: 3”, 6”, 10”, 12”, 18” extensions with handy molded tray for easy storage
1/2” Drive ~ 4 Pc. Chrome Extension Set .... SNX # 29202NLE  .... $36.99
Set includes: 3”, 5”, 10”, 14” extensions with handy molded tray for easy storage
1/4” Drive ~ 36 Pc. Chrome Socket Set ............ SNX # 1436  ..........$79.99
Set includes: (1) shallow and (1) deep in the following sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 
11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm. — Extension: 3”, 6”
— Reversible Ratchet: 1/4” drive 80 tooth low profile — Universal Joint — Rugged Storage Case

These sets are made of premium 
chrome vanadium steel with a 
mirror chrome finish.

2 Pc. ~ MERITOR
Slack Adjusting Tool & Wrench Set
Makes adjusting the brakes on Meritor 
systems so much easier. Set Includes: (1) 
fork-end tool, which is for releasing the slack 
adjuster anti-reversing pawl -- (1) 5/16” 
double-square head with built-in ratcheting 
mechanism. Has an angled head to give 
additional clearance for hands and knuckles. 
The side-mounted forward and reverse lever 
allows for quick direction changes without 
having to remove the tool from the slack 
adjuster. Have vinyl molded resin handles.
TTN # 85512 ...................... $23.99

xL sLacK aDJusting Wrenches
Specially designed to aid in the servicing of Haldex or Bendix brand air braking systems on 
heavy duty trucks and trailers. These slack adjuster wrenches have a pass-thru style 6 pt hex 
head making it ideal for accessing recessed adjusters. Extra long (14.75”) steel handle pro-
vides user with added reach and built-in ratcheting anti-reverse mechanism has 360° rotational 
swing for increased torque. Dipped steel handle provides a comfortable non-slip grip.
7/16” ~ For HALDEX Slack Adjusters ............. TTN # 85511  ..........$19.99
9/16” ~ For BEnDIX Slack Adjusters ..............TTN # 85513 ..........$21.99

600 AMP
Lithium Ion Pocket Sized
Jump Starter / Power Pack
• Jump start vehicles: 600A Peak/15,000 mAh
• Safe smart cable/clamps - Spark-Free
• 2.1A + 1A USB ports for charging all USB
  devices, including smartphones & tablets.
• Dimensions: 2.63” × 5.88” × 8.75”
• Schu Eco Energy - DOE compliant
• Contents: (1) SA858 Smart cable w/ clamps 
  (1) USB to Micro USB charging cable 
  (1) travel bag & manual

DSR # SL1314

$9999

600 lb. Capacity 
2 Wheeled  Hand Truck
This tubular extended frame hand cart 
enables transportation of taller loads while 
the P-style handle 
offers controlled 
one-hand opera-
tion, leaving a free 
hand for opening 
doors and steady-
ing the load.
Features: 10-inch 
ball bearing 
pneumatic wheels 
and a heavy gauge 
steel toe plate 
for strength and 
durability.

AMG # 3400-1

$6999

retractable air/water hose reels

Lincoln’s new and improved value series hose reels were developed for light-duty, 
spring-driven hose reel applications. Designed for stationary indoor and outdoor use, 
these reels can be attached to most surfaces that can be drilled.

Brass
Fittings

KeY FeaTureS:
• Steel Construction: with reinforcing ribs and individually powder-coated components
• Mounting Base Slots: for easy installation on ceilings, walls, benches, or trucks
• Enclosed Spring Drive: has eight-position ratchet locks for desired hose length
• Sturdy Guide Arm: its five-position adjustable arm easily adapts to any installation
• 4 Direction Solid Rollers: reduced abrasion and wear on the hose
• Full Flow Swivel Joint: ensures smooth, uninterrupted fluid flow and long service life
• 50’ Rubber Delivery Hose: includes a high-quality hose with superior strength and 
resistance to abrasion, acids and oils. Can operate at temperatures up to 150°F

Delivery Hose Specification: 3/8” x 50 ft.  1/2” x 50 ft.
Delivery Hose Outlet:  1/4” NPTF (M)  1/2” NPTF (M)
Maximum Pressure: 300 psi (21 bar)  300 psi (21 bar)
Maximum Operating Temp:  150 °F (60 °C)  150 °F (60 °C)
Connecting Hose Inlet:  1/4” NPTF (M)  1/2”NPTF (M)
Shipping Weight: 38.4 lb.  41.0 lb.
Model: LSL # 83753  LSL # 83754
SALE PRICE:  $179.99  $199.99 


